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JCU sued for sex
discrimination
say she had filed a formal complamt.
Clare Taft.
"We were preparing the lawsuit
Editor-in-Chief
before her tem1matton and we
Former Director of Human
believe that the
Resources for John
univcrsrty found
Carroll Un1vcrsi ty.
out ," said Kevin
Chnstma Murray,
Robert~. M urra.y · s
has fil ed a sexual
attorney.
discriminauon
Accordmg to
lawsuit against the
Murray the terms of
um ve.rslly.
her termination. in
On August4.
addttton
to bemg
Murray filed in the
effcctrve rmmedrCuyahoga County
ately. were to have
Court of Common
no severance
Pleas. Murray
package. wage
Christina Murray
alleges the umvcrconunuauon or
sity violated Ohio
benefit
continuation.
"The unrverRevised Code 4112.02 and 4112.99
Sity docsn 't set a policy on tcrmma·
These sections state that
cmp\oycr~ (,:annu \

Kelly Norris
Asst . Campus News Editor
Last pri ng. the Residence
Life st aff met to dec1de whether or
not to put three student in one
room in order to house the large
number of first-year males or to
deny students housing. Because
of their deci sion . 60 me n were
placed in tripl es in Pace lli Hall at
the beg mning of the semes ter,
while three studen ts were still left
on the wathng Iist.
The men were told in June
that if they patd their deposit after
May I they could possibly be
placed in a tnple . After the notice.
no men dec hnc d on-campu s
hous1ng. Not only were th ese men

chosen for triples. but so were
some students that paid their
depostt on or before May I.
Because the number of men
exceeded the housing limtt by 20
heads. Residence Life had to put
students that paid on May I in
some tnple rooms.
Students livmg in the triples
will receive a break of $300
dollars eac h semester from their
roo m fe e .
" It 's kind of congested, but
1t 's okay. " said Brandon Greene
after being asked about his opinron
of the living conditions. "But I
th1 nk they should take more
money off the fee. Every little bit
helps. but it's really not com-

pletely fair. You can't do all the
stuff you really want to."
The increase in need for
housing results from the 10crease
10 the number of first-year
students, as well as the loss of
Rodman Hall for student hous10g.
Although Rodman was used for
tudcnt housing in previous ye ars.
1t IS now in th e process of be mg
renovated into JCU offices.
Without Rodman. Restdence Life
lost 86 rooms,and now any type of
buy-outs have been eliminated.
The triples in Pacelli have
all new fumnure. which includes
loft beds and two chests that fit
underneath. Although the students

See PACELLI, page 4

Student Affairs overhauls positions
hall at Carroll being coordmated by
Kelly Norris
a graduate student (residence hall
Asst. Campus News Editor
director). now two or three halls arc
The responsibilities for
assigned to an Area Coordmator who
personnel in the Division of Student
has a degree in the
Affairs have become
field of residence
more specialized
life. "'Area
w11h positions and
Coordinators now
promot1ons struc have 40 office
tured by Dean of
hours a week.
Students Patnck
Mon. through Fri ..
Rombalski.
instead of the
''The new
graduate students
posit ions allow for
who could only be
more attention to be
part-t1me. at best.
patd to student
due
to thetr
advocacy programs ...
J. Malcolm Smith
classes,"'
said
satd Rombalski.
Rombalski
'"We can now
"'Because of thetr trainrng m the
develop programs that didn "t exist
posnions and because of the ttme
before ."' Such programs include
now devoted to 1t, the quality of
"Women and Leadership" programs
housmg on campus should be
and the "'Who Are Our Student ?"
improved."'
programs that will help the faculty at
Lisa Heckman has also
John Carroll University beuer know
recetved a new job title in the
and understand the students.
structural changes in Student Affairs.
In addition, instead ofeach

Instead of heading student activities,
she is now the Director of Student
Leadership. She is no longer
responsible for the summer orientation program, but wi II asstst 111
supervising the new Director of
Commuter and Off-Campus Affairs.
Heckman now works to de velop a
comprehensive leadership development program for students. "The
new programs will inrttate leadership
opportunities for the students and the
commumty as well as training for
both individuals and groups." satd
Heckman. "'A survey wtll be mailed
to students to see what they want to
~ee happen."
Students do not have to
belong to any particular group to
parttctpate 10 the new leadership
programs and the funds wtll also be
substdized by the Universtty.
J. Malcolm Smith has also
been hired to take over Dean
Rombalsk1 's responsibilities in

see RES LIFE, page 2

un\awfu\\y

i rmunare due to sex. ra&e. color.
religion, national origin, handicap or
age. An employer may not refuse to
hire, or with respect to hiring
discriminate on the terms of tenure.
cond1t1on or pnvlleges of employment. Whoever violates this is
subject to civil action for damages .
Murray was terminated from
her position July 27 dunng a
meeti ng wnh her supervtsor,
Jonathon Ivee, vice pres tdent fo r
fi nances.
"1 was called 10to Jonathon
Ivee's office with witnesses and he
asked me questions . He accused me
of threatening to sue the unrvefSity.
He then satd a few other things
which I d not remember and my
employment was terminated
immediately. 1 was told to clean out
my desk aild leave that day,'" said
Murray.
According to Murray, she
stated in her meet10g with !vee that
she was preparing a lawsuit. she did

t\ nn. hu\. \' \" \hC flt~l

\,H)\:

wbo <.lH.\.n'\

o

thmg.
n rf 11 ' unu
vacation time ...
Murray's complamts to the
umvcr ·ity date hack farther than the
fihng of her lawsUit. The complamts
stem from the rank of her pos1uon m
the JCU admmtstration as compared
to the rank of a director of human
resources at other Jesuit colleges
According to the complaml. Murray
was the lowest paid director of
human resources at any of the 28
Jesutt universities in the Unrted
States. She was paid $10,000 less
than the man she replaced in July
1996. "The normal pecking order ts
not there." satd Roberts. Accordmg
to the complaint. national norms
show the d1rector of human
resources usually ranks 12'" among
the highest paid members of a
um verstty's administrauon. Murray
ranked 32"" among 47 administrators
at John Carroll.
1

see MURRAY, page 2

~~Glass

ceiling" may be
hard for women to break
Kelly Norris
Asst. Campus News Editor
The "'glass ceiling"' revolves
around the idea that women are
hindered in their process of climbing
the corporate ladder, while men have
an easier time of climbmg as high as
they wtsh . Although the men might
reach higher levels of success while
appearing no more talented than
thetr female colleagues. the glass
cc1hng explains thts by presentmg
the tdea that women eventually hH
thetr heads against the ceilmg of
mtd-level pos1tions wtth m1d·level
pay.
Basteally, the invis1ble barrier
created by men prevents women
from being in positions of htgh
power and high pay.

There are three mam level s to
the glass cetling. The first levelts
referred to as " Apprcnuceship."'
which includes jobs such as
teach10g. This level is evident by
change of pay, and sexual harassment is very common 10 this level.
Recently women are begmning to
overcome thiS apprenticeship level
by takmg JObs m other fields bcstdes
teaching. For example, the number
of women truck dnvers IS contmuaJiy 10creasmg.
The second level referred to
as "'P1pehne"' ts htgher than
apprenticeship. and 1t 1S harder to
probe us extstence. The ratto of men
to women in this management·
orientated level (men/women) ts1.4:

see GLASS, page 4
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News b r e f s
JCU Women's Swimming Receives
Academic All-American Honors
The Joh.n Carroll University Women's Swimming and Diving
Team was named an Academic All America Swimming and Diving
Team by the College Swimming Coaches Association of America
(CSCAA) for the Spring semester of 1999. The CSCAA gave the
Jesuit university team an "Excellent" rating. The CSCAA recognizes
teams whose entire swimming and dtvmg squad averages at least a
2.80 grade point average on a 4.0 seale. Teams are recognized in
three categories: "Commendable," with GPAs of 2.80 or better;
"Excellent," at 3.00 or better; and "Superior," at 3.25 or better. The
Carroll team's GPA was 3.231.

This Week's Events:
On Sept 9, the comedy troupe Second City will appear from 4
p.m. to midnight in Kulas Auditorium. The event is sponsored by the
Carroll Activites Board (CAB).

•••

Multicultural Affairs will sponsor the "Black Comedy Tour"
Cultural Awareness Series from 4 to II p.m. in the LSC Conference
Room on Sept 10.

•••

The JCU Pub will open for the 1999-2000 season Sept I 0
from 4:30 to 8 p.m. The stnffinvites you to join them in wearing
Cleveland Browns or Indians colors and there JS no cover.

•••
tAo ClaiiU'M"iltle1lOiie!ert

CABw·

Oil Sept.

...

from untiltl p.m.

n. Tbe actual performance is from 6

...

There will be a May graduation informational meeting
sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences from noon to I p.m.
and 4 to 5 p.m. in the Jardine room on Sept. 14.

•••

The Student Employment Meetini f~r stu~~ working on

. ....

be from

:J"']"() p.m. to 9 p.m. in !be LSC Conference Room onSept. -

•••

14.

E-mai offers new features
Usa Dur1ak
Staff Reporter
This summer, a new E-mail
system with many features was
installed on the John Carroll campus.
"It is a maJor transition, but
once students understand how this
system works it will be great," said
Jim Burke oflnforrnation Services.
Each e-mail account has been
switched from the VAX to a server
known as a "mailbox."
According to the Information
Services-issued download and set-up
instructions, this change will allow
for efficient and contemporary
access to e-mail and all of its
options.
Starting th1s week, all new
mail will be sent to the new e-mail.
The VAX system will still be
accessible to students so that they
may reference saved me sages and
addresses, but all incommg mail will
arrive on the new mailboxes.
Netscape has been upgraded
to 4.5 I, which IS easily accessible
through each student's account. In

MURRAY
continued from page 1

Senior orientations, sponsored by Career Development,
will be held Sept. 13, 15 and 16 from 4 to 6 p.m. in the LSC
Conference Room.

On Sept. IS, there will be a dance perfonnance by
Hispanodanza, spoosored by the Department of Classical and
Modem Languages, from 6 to 10 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium.

Ma le administrators just
above and below Murray's expected
pay rank of 12"' were at or considerably above their expected pay level,
while she ranked considerably
below. "Men are moving up the
ladder visa vie the women," said
Roberts.
Murray saw the discrepancy
in pay as part of her administrative
duties. SM kept aU
data
for Affirmative Action plans as part
of compliance with the Federal
Office of Contract Com pi iance.
According to the complaint
Murray repeatedly brought the pay
discrepancy to the university's

JCU Army ROTC scholarship winners:
Andrea Schaller- Class of 2000

Class of 2001:
Andrew Pfender
Joseph Wise
Rebecca Maylish
Fatima Ahmed
Catharine Wentz
Joseph Sage

ARMY B0'1t SIUlJ11S OUR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS.
•

Every year Army ROTC
awards thousands of meritbased scholarships to qualified
students around the country and right here in your
school. These scholarships
pay most tuition, as well as

The Carroll News September 9, 1999

books, lab fees and an allowance up to $1500/year. But
more than that, Army ROTC is
one course that develops
your leadership abilities
and confidence, qualities
that lead to success.

ARMY RO'It

order to access any E-mail account, a
usemame and password are required
to log on. Once someone is logged
on, the deskto p that appears will be
each person's own.
"Desktops are no longer as
universal; each student can arrange
the ir desktop in any way {he or she}
wishes. They have a choice of icon
pl acement and wallpaper."
If a student logs off the
system, the next time he signs on
again, the desktop will be the same,
even if it is at another computer. No
one can access another person's
desktop without the password.
Some other features include
the ability for students to send
pictures and papers to one another,
and assignments can be forwarded
directly to professors just by cli cking
a few button .
Burke said it IS promising that
students will one day be able to
create their own Web pages and
install them onto the campus wide
web, a ltho ugh the date such a feature
may be available is uncertain.

Students' e-mail addresses arc
usable indefinitely. They can use
their addre ses forever if th ey so
choose.
Off-campus students are still
able to access e-mail from home.
According to the download and setup instructions, off-campus
download and configuration will be
identical to those on campus, but the
connection wi II be through one's
won personallntemet Service
Provider rather than last year's JCU
LAN (network) connection.
Concerning changes in the
computer labs, laser printers have
bee n installed in each one. There
have been rumors that students will
be charged for paper use th at is over
a certain number of sheets per
semester; the outcome of that
proposed rule is still undecided . [fa
paper limit is eventually set, each
student's personal account will keep
track of the amount of paper used.
"As long as students don't
waste paper, it may not go into
effect," said Burke.

attention. In May 1997 she went to
Ivec and complai ned she was
underpaid. She was told to wait six
months.
Six months later Murray
returned to Ivec and complained
throughout she needed additional
staff to support her and more money.
According to the complaint she was
promised both by !vee and provided
neither.
"In the fall of 1998 l was told
th at I would be given the position of
dlrec:tor of bcoefila, which. was
already part of my job description . I
was told that a new director of human
resources, of 55 year old man would
be hi red and when the man ret ired, I
would move back up into his
position," said Murray.
According to Roberts, in April
the university began advertising for a
director of human resources. Murray
submitted her application for the
position without receivi ng response.
On April 28, Murray, through
counsel, wrote to the university's
legal counsel. She stated her refusal
to accept the demotion to the position
of director of benefits.
The terrns of Murray's
complaint are for $25,000 in damages
and reinstatement of her position.
"With exception of this issue r
really enjoyed working there [JCU].
r hoped to resolve this in a quiet nonconfrontational way, thai didn 't
happen, and it was all down hill from
there, said Murray.
Roberts said as of September
3, the university had not answered the
complaint. The university has 28
days from the time the complaint is
received to do so.
University president, Rev.
Edward Glynn, S.J. issued a memo to

the university Aug. 13 regardin g th e
complaint filed. In it Glynn states,
"I am con fid ent that, when the issue
1s resolved through legal proceedings, the facts of th e case will
demonstrate the validity of the
univecsity's po sition." Glynn went
on to say, " I bel ie ve everyone at
John Carroll Umversity knows that I
am unequivocally committed to
equity in all univ ersity activities
without regard to race, gender,
national origin, or religion; to equal
~ymcat opportUnity; and to
affirmative action. This has been a
core value in my life and a pnonty
during my career as an academic
administrator."
According to th e university
attomey, Sr. Joanne Gross, O.S.U.,
"This was not discrimination against
by the university. The complaint is
drafted, we believe, to be designed
for media attention, and they were
successful. Ms. Murray was not
discriminated against."
When asked for comment,
Ivee answered, "No.,
Jerry Sheehan, director of
public affairs sa id, "The matter is
before the law and a legal matter,
beyond that I cannot comment. "
There is no trial date set, but
there is a case management meeting
scheduled with a judge in early
October.
"In terms of being at John
Carroll, with the exception of a few
people, I had a good working
relationship with others. Not a day
goes by I don't miss these people, I
want to pick up the phone and call
them but I can't," said Murray.

RES LIFE

now the director of the summer
orientation program. "The position
was necessary to free up time for the
Dean in order to do more for the
students," said Smith. " It will also
be more convenient for students
because it is a more concentrated
office which students will be able to
access more readily. "
No problems have occurred
with the judicial process since the
fall semester has begun.

continued from page 1
Judicial Affairs so Rombalski can
spend more time running and
developing programs directly related
to the student body. Smith's title as
Director of Judicial Affairs and
Orientation means that he will be
implementing and managing the
disciplinary system. [n addition, he is

Lisa Foster and Carrie Mack
con tributed to rhis article

TBE SMARTEST COLlEGE COURSE 'IOU CD 1UE

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397--4421

Write for the CN
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SU has big plans for coming year
Theresa Jurak
Staff Reporter
With Welcome Back week under her
belt, Student Union Pres1dent Melanie
Shakarian can take a breather and concentrate
on the coming year. More specifically, she can
concentrate on booking talent for the fall event,
wh1ch 1s the executive board's top prionty
right now. Here, she takes a minute to project
on the year ahead.
Q: Do you plan on booking a band for
fall this year?
A: Whether it 1S a band or a comedian,
we [the executive board] are not sure yet. We
have worked rea lly hard this summer; we put
offers mto Dana Carvey, the Goo Goo Dolls
and Sugar Ray. All three were refused. We
have very limited dates to work with, along
with space constraints. We want to have it in
the Don Shula gym so all students who paid
their student activities fee can attend. Despite
working so hard, we haven't received a good
response from the talent.

Q: Is there any other talent that the
Student Union has considered?
A: We are very open to ideas; atalie
Nicholas is the Programming Board representative for concerts and Jason Ewell[the v1ce
president) is in charge of the Programming
Board, so if anyone has suggestions, give them
a call. But right now we're back at the
drawing board looking at more comedians and
bands. Hopefully this will happen in th e failin October.

Q: Where is the money coming from to
pay for the fall Band?
A: Strictly from the Student Activity
Fee.
Q: When yo u do book the fall act, will

non-students be allowed to attend?
A: No, our first and only priority is the
students of John Carroll University.
Q: What other projects has the Student
Union been workmg on?
k: We 've been working on the Discount
Card. It's being our only major fundra1ser of
the year, and it helps keep 1he cost of Homecoming and Christmas Formal low. We also
have the Freshman Record that JUSt came out,
created by our secretary Yen Luong. and it IS
the best that we've had in years. We sold more
than ever before.
Q : Do you feel that Welcome Back
Week was successfu l?
A: We had a phenomenal Welcome
Back Week. Alison Chudyk planned an
awesome week and we had wonderfu l
attendance at all the events. The senior class
had for the first time a happy hour on the
tennis courts. The entire week was so well
organized, mainly because she (Chudyk] began
planning it last April.
Q: What are your major goals for the
coming year?
A: [They arc] strong stu dent representation through our senators. house members and
the executive board. This representation is
going to be reflected in the number of people
who become involved , amount of community
service we do, and the quality of our maj or
programming.
Q: Since you were the founder of
Harvest for Hunger on campus, will the
Student Union be doing anything special with
it this year?
A: The Student Union already had a fall
food drive called Operation FOCUS, with the
5K run that was held on Monday (Sept. 6).

Harvest for Hunger is the spring food drive.
Th1s executive board has very strong feelings
about community erv1ce. We hope to
contmue to make it an important aspect of
Carroll life.
Q: ls the Union bringmg many special
speakers to JCU?
A: Academics. yes. We have an
Academics Committee, wh1ch will work very
closely wnh fa cu lty members and administrators to do various academic programming,; not
only speakers, but also Information sessions on
Jots of academic issues such as First Year
Seminar, faculty evaluallons and postgraduate
opportunities. We do not have any specific
speakers as of yet. But Risa Musto will be
appointed Academics Committee chairperson.
Q: Since the National Conference of
Jesuit Student Leaders was held at JCU th1s
summer, what new ideas did you come away
with?
A: It was a wonderful event, we had
representatives from almost every Jesuit
school. .. it's hard to tell right now (where we
will implement any specific ideas} . Our
treas urer, Patrick Corrigan, got many new
ideas on how to better serve the students when
it comes to the changes m fundmg of organiza~

tions.

As many already know, instead of gomg
to the Director for Student Leadership, an
administrator, for check requests and cash,
they come directly to the Student Union. (It] is
amazing. Not many other schools have that
kind of control over their own tudents' money.
Q : What was the biggest benefit of
hosting the conference this past summer?
A: All the contacts we made with the
other Jesuit school was defimtely the biggest
benefit of the conference. We know if we're

not sure on how to handle a problem here on
campus, or some type of activity, we made all
these contacts at schools s1milar to us all over
the country and we can [give them a call}.
Q: Has the Student Union been
promoting the new email?
A: Yes, along w1th Information Serv1ces
we suggested classe for new users, which are
held every Monday through Thursday at 4:30
p.m. Call x3004 for more mfo.
Q: ls the Student Union involved w1th
the First Year Seminar Courses~
A: The Academics Commtttce has been
takmg an act1vc role II1 the Ftrst Year Semmar
meetings We arc currently workmg very
clo ely with the llistory department for the
next Sem1nar. The theme for next year is
''Frontiers and Borders."

Q: Are you amending anythmg in the
votmg proccs for this year?
A: We are not as heavily a legislative
group as the boards that have come before us .
We're more focused on very efficient, short
meetings and there is not too much legislative
action that is going 10 IIIJt:e plaee. We don't
have any plans to immediately change the
handbook. Our top priority is booking a band
for the fa\\ and crcatm g a more cohesive
catnpus atmo sphc.rc .

Q: So you arc not planning l drastically change anything from last year'!
A: Well, our activ ities will be different
and better attended, but in the voting process,
or anyth ing lcgi latively, we will not be
amending much of the handbook. [t is not our
focus at all. It makes the meetings too boring.
This executive board is focused on
getting more people involved and enhancmg
the overall campus community.

merica's Finest Gourmet Pizza
FREE

FREE
EMPORIUM

With your valid
$5.95
Large 1 Topping Pizza
JCU
I.D.
Extra Large 1 Topping - $8.95
College Night beginning
Thursday, September 2nd:
8 p.m.-1 a.m., featuring
$3.00 pitchers, $1 drafts

All-night discounts on
pizza slices & Cleveland's
best wings!

A Full Service dining room featuri~g beer ft _wine,
reservations for parties either dellvery or plck-up
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JCU Women's Swimming Receives
Academic All-American Honors
The John Carroll University Women's Swimming and Diving
Team was named an Academic All America Swimming and Diving
Team by the College Swimming Coaches Association of America
(CSCAA) for the Spring semester of 1999. The CSCAA gave the
Jesuit university team an "Excellent" rating. The CSCAA recognizes
teams whose entire swimming and diving squad averages at least a
2.80 grade point average on a 4.0 scale. Teams are recognized in
three categories: "Commendable," with GPAs of2.80 or better;
"Excellent," at 3.00 or better; and "Superior," at 3.25 or better. The

Carroll team's GPA was 3.231.

This Week's Events:
On Sept. 9, the comedy troupe Second City will appear from 4
p.m. to midnight in Kulas Auditorium. The event is sponsored by the
Carroll Activites Board (CAB).

•••

Multicultural AffaJTS will sponsor the "Black Comedy Tour"
Cultural Awareness Series from 4 to 11 p.m. in the LSC Conference
Room on Sept. 10.

•••

The JCU Pub will open for the 1999-2000 season Sept. I 0
from 4;30 to 8 p.m . The smtfinvites you to join them in wearing
Cleveland Browns or Indi1ms colors and there is no cover.
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E-mail offers new features
Usa Dur1ak
Staff Reporter

This summer, a new E-mail
system with many features was
installed on the John Carroll campus.
"It is a major transition, but
once students understand how this
system works it will be great," said
Jim Burke of Information Services.
Each e-mail account has been
switched from the VAX to a server
known as a "mailbox."
According to the Information
Services-issued download and set-up
instructions, this change will allow
for efficient and contemporary
access to e-mail and all of its
options.
Starting this week, all new
mail will be sent to the new e-mail.
The VAX system will still be
accessible to students so that they
may reference saved messages and
addresses, but all incoming mat! will
arrive on the new mailboxes
Ne tscape has been upgraded
to 4.51, which is easily accessible
through each student's account. In

MURRAY
continued from page 1

...

Senior orientations, sponsored by Career Development,
will be held Sept. 13, 15 and 16 from 4 to 6 p.m. in the LSC
Conference Room .
There will be a May graduation infonnational meeting
sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences from noon to I p.m.
and 4 to 5 p.m in the Jardine room on Sept. 14.

•••

nt {!mploymcnt Mcctina for 3&Udenti woJ:kins on

•••

On Sept. 15, there will be a dance perfonnance by
Hispanodanza, sponsored by the Department of Classical and
Modem Languages, from 6 to I 0 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium.

Male administrators just
above and below Murray's expected
pay rank of 12" were at or considerably above their expected pay level,
while she ranked considerably
below. "Men are moving up the
ladder visa vie the women," said
Roberts.
Murray saw the discrepancy
in pay as part of her administrative

wwea.

ICU Army ROTC scholarship winners:
Andrea Schaller- Class of 2000

Class of 2001:
Andrew Pfender
Joseph Wise
Rebecca Maylish
Fatima Ahmed
Catharine Wentz
Joseph Sage

ARMY IIJn: SAL11l1S OUR saiOLARSBIP WINNERS.
•

Every year Army ROTC
awards thousands of meritbased scholarships to qualified
students around the country and right here in your
school. These scholarships
pay most tuition, as well as

data

for Affirmative Action plans a part
o f co mpliance with the Federal
Office of Contract Compliance.
According to the complaint
Murray repeatedly brought the pay
discrepancy to the university's

books, lab fees and an allowance up to $1500/year. But
more than that, Army ROTC is
one course that develops
your leadership abilities
and confidence, qualities
that lead to success.

ARMY RO'It

order to access any E-mail account, a
uscmame and password are required
to log on. Once someone is logged
on, the desktop that appears will be
each person's own.
"Desktops arc no longer as
universal; each student can arrange
their desktop in any way (he or she!
wishes. They have a choice of icon
placement and wallpaper."
If a student logs off the
system, the next time he signs on
again, the desktop will be the same,
even if it is at another computer. No
one can access another person 's
desktop without the password.
Some other features include
the ability for students to send
pictures and papers to one another,
and assignments can be forwarded
directly to professors ju t by clicking
a few buttons.
Burke said it is promising that
student s will one day be a ble to
create their own Web pages and
install them onto the campus wide
web, although the date such a feature
may be available is uncertain.

attention. In May 1997 she went to
lvec and complained she was
underpaid. She was told to wait six
months.
Six months later Murray
returned to I vee and complained
throughout she needed additional
staff to support her and more money.
According to the complaint she was
promised both by I vee and provided
neither.
"In the fall of 1998 I was told
that I would be given the position of
director of benefit&., which Willi
already part of my jo description. J
wa s told that a new director of human
resources, of 55 year old man would
be hired and when the man retired, I
would move back up into his
position," said Murray.
According to Roberts, in April
the university began advertising for a
director of human resources. Murray
submitted her application for the
position without receiving response.
On April 28, Murray, through
counsel, wrote to the un iversity's
legal counsel. She stated her refusal
to accept the demotion to the position
of director of benefits.
The terms of Murray's
complaint are for $25,000 in damages
and reinstatement of her position.
"With exception of this issue I
really enjoyed working there [JCU).
I hoped to resolve this in a quiet nonconfrontational way, that didn't
happen, and it was all down hill from
there, said Murray.
Roberts said as of September
3, the university had not answered the
complaint. The university has 28
days from the time the complaint is
received to do so.
University president, Rev.
Edward Glynn, S.J. issued a memo to

RES LIFE
continued from page 1
Judicial Affairs so Rombalski can
spend more time running and
developing programs directly related
to the student body. Smith's title as
Director of Judicial Affairs and
Orientation means that he will be
implementing and managing the
disciplinary system. In addition, he is

Students' e-mail addresses are
usable indefinitely. They can use
their addre ses forever if they so
choose.
Off-campus srudcnts arc still
able to access e-matl from home.
According to the download and setup instructions, off-campus
download and configuration will be
identi~;:al to those on campus, but the
connection will be through one's
won personal Internet Service
Provider rather than last year's JCU
LAN (network) connection.
Concerning changes in the
computer labs, laser printers have
been installed in each one. There
have been rumors that stude nts will
be charged for paper use that is over
a certain number of sheets per
semester; the outcome of that
proposed rule is still undecided. If a
paper limit is eventually set, each
studcnt "s personal account will keep
track of the amount of raper used .
"As long as students don ' t
waste paper, it may not go mto
effect," said Burke.

the university Aug. 13 regarding the
complaint filed. In it Glynn states,
"I am confident tnat, when tne issue
is resolved through legal proceedings, the facts of the case will
demonstrate the validity of the
univer.sity's position ." Glynn went
on to say, " I bcheve everyone at
John Carroll University knows that I
am unequivocally committed to
equity in all university activities
without regard to race, gender,
national origin, or religion; to equal
empl~mcol opportunity; lllld to
affirmative action_ This has been a
core value in my life and a priori ry
during my career as an academic
administrator."
According to the university
attorney, Sr. Joanne Gross, O.S.U.,
"This was not discrimination against
by the university. The complaint is
drafted, we believe , to be designed
for media attention, and they were
successful. Ms. Murray was not
discriminated against."
When asked for comment,
I vee answered, uNo."
Jerry Sheehan, director of
public affairs said, "The matter is
before the law and a legal matter,
beyond that I cannot comment."
There is no trial date set, but
there is a case management meeting
scheduled with a judge in early
October.
"In terrns of being at John
Carroll, with the exception of a few
people, I had a good working
relationship with others. Not a day
goes by I don't miss these people, I
want to pick up the phone and call
them but I can't," said Murray.

Lisa Foster and Carrie Mack
contributed to this article
now the director of the summer
orientation program. "The position
was necessary to free up time for the
Dean in order to do more for the
students," said Smith. "It will also
be more convenient for students
because it is a more concentrated
office which students will be able to
access more readily."
No problems have occurred
with the judicial process since the
fall semester has begun.

TBE SMAJm'ST COLLEGE COVISE 100 C:U 1UE

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo
Student Center, or call 397-4421
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SU has big plans for coming year
Theresa Jurak
Staff Reporter
With Welcome Back week under her
belt , Srudcnt Union President Melanie
Shakanan can take a breather and concentrate
on the coming year. More specifically, she can
concentrate on booking ta lent for the fall event,
wh1ch is the executive board's top priority
right now. Here, she takes a minute to project
on the year ahead_
Q: Do you plan on bookmg a band for
fall this year?
A:Whether 1t 1s a band or a comedian,
we [the executive board) are not sure yet. We
nave worked really hard this summer; we put
offers mto Dana Carvey, the Goo Goo Dolls
and Sugar Ray_ All three were refused. We
have very limited dates to work with, along
with space constramts_ We want to have it tn
the Don Shu la gym so all srudents who paid
the1r student activities fee can attend. Despite
working so hard, we haven't received a good
response from the talent.

Q: Is there any other talent that the
Student Union has considered?
A: We are very open to ideas; Natalie
Nicholas is the Programmmg Board repre sentative for concerts and Jason Ewell (the vice
presi dent] is in charge of the Programming
Board, so if anyone has suggestions, give them
a call. But right now we're back at the
drawing board looking at more comedians and
bands . Hopefully this will happen in the fail in October.
Q: Where is the money coming from to
pay for the fall Band?
A: Strictly from the Student Activity
Fee.

Q: When you do book the fall act, wi II

non-students be allowed to attend?
A: No, our first and only priority is the
students of John Carroll Univer ity.

Q: What other projects has the Student
Union been working on?
A~ We've been working on the Discount
Card. It's being our only maJor fundraiser of
the year, and 1t helps keep the cost of Homecoming and Christmas Formal low. We also
have the Freshman Record that just came out,
c reated by our secretary Yen Luong, and It 1s
the best that we ' ve had m years. We sold more
than ever before.

Q: Do you feel that Welcome Back
Week was successful?
A: We had a phenomenal Welcome
Back Week. Alison Chudyk planned an
awesome week and we had wonderful
attendance at all the events. Tne senior class
had for the first time a happy hour on the
tennis courts. The entire week was so well
organized, mainly because she [Chudyk] began
planning it last April.
Q: What are your major goa ls for the
coming year?
A: [They arc] strong s tudent representa tion through our senato rs, house m emb ers and

the executive board. This representation is
going to be reflected in the number of people
who become involved, amount of community
service we do, and the quality of our major
programming.

Q: Since you were th e founder of
Harvest for Hunger on campus, will the
Student Union be doing anything special with
it this year?
A: The Student Union already had a fall
food drive called Operation FOCUS, with the
5K run that was neld on Monday (Sept. 6).

Harvest for Hunger is the spring food drive.
This execut1ve board has very strong feeling
about community serv1ce. We hope to
contmue to make it an important aspect of
Carroll life.

Q: Is the Union bringing in any special
speakers to JCU?
A: Academics, yes. We have an
Academics Committee, which will work very
c losely with faculty members and administrators to do vanou s academic programming; not
only speakers, but also mformation css1ons on
lots of academic issues such as Fir t Year
Seminar, faculty evaluat1ons and postgraduate
opportunities. We do not have any specific
speakers as of yet. But R isa Musto will be
appointed Academics Committee chairperson.

Q: Since the National Conference of
Jesuit Student Leaders wa held at JCU this
summer, what new ideas did you come away
with?
A: lt was a wonderful event, we had
representatives from almost every Jesuit
school ... it's hard to tell right now (where we
will implement any specific ideas] . Our
treasurer, Patrick Corrigan, got many new
ide as on how to better serve the students when
1t com es to the c hange'S m fun din g of o rgani7ation s.

As many already know, instead of go mg
to the Director for Student Leadership, an
administrator, for check requests and cash,
they come directly to the Student Union. (lt) is
amazing. Not many other schools have that
kind of control over their own students' money.

Q: What was the biggest benefit of
hosting the conference this past summer?
A: All the contacts we made with the
other Jesuit school was definitely the biggest
benefit of the conference. We know if we're

not sure on how to handle a problem here on
campus, or some type of activity, we made all
these contacts at schools s1m1lar to us all over
the country and we can [give them a call).

Q: Has the Student Umon been
promoting the new email?
A: Yes, along with Information Services
we suggested classes for new users, wh1ch are
held every Monday through Thursday at 4:30
p.m. Call x3004 for more info.
Q; I> the Student UniOn involved w1th
the First Year Scm mar Courses?
A: The Academics Committee has been
taking an active role in the First Year Semmar
meetings. We are currently worktng very
closely with th e H1story department for the
next Seminar. The theme for next year is
"Frontiers and Borders."

Q: Are you amending anything in the
voting procc s for this year?
A: We arc not as heavily a legi lative
group a the boards that have come before us.
We're more focused on very efficient, short
mccttngs and there is not too much legislative
action that is going ro lllke place. We don 't
have any prans to immediately change rho
handbook . Our top priority is booking a band
for the fa\\ and

Cl"Catmg

a more cohcs;ve

ca mpu s atmos-phere.

Q: So you arc: not planning to drastically change anything from last year?
A: Well, our ac11v1ties will be d1rrerent
and better attended, but in the voting process,
or anything legislatively, we will not be
amending much of the handbook. rt i not our
focus at all. It makes the meetings too boring.
This executive board is focused on
getting more people involved and enhancmg
the overall campus community .

merica's Finest Gourmet Pizza
FREE

FREE
EMPORIUM

Large 1 Topping Pizza
Extra Large 1 Topping
College Night beginning
Thursday, September 2nd:
8 p. m . -1 a. m . , featuring
$3.00 pitchers, $1 drafts

- $5.95
- $8.95

With your valid

JCU I.D.

All-night discounts on
pizza slices & Cleveland's
best wings!

A Full Service dining room featuring beer & wine,
reservations for parties either delivery or pick-up

--- -

-~
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Getting more book for your buck

Local Briefs

Navigating on-line textbook shopping
Carrie Mack
Campus News Ed1tor
The fmemct has become a
saving grace for college rudents
once again, this t1mc through
numerous "Wcbstores" offering
discounted new and used textbooks.
Vamtybooks.com,
ecampus.com, efolleu.com and
ecollege.com offer clothing, dorm
room 1tems in addition to textbooks.
But how well do they really rate
after shipping and handling are
added?
In browsing each of the above
sites, four common textbooks
available at the John Carroll
University Bookstore were chosen:

Intermediate Accounting, Norton
Anthology of English Literature,
Psychology. Mind, Brain and
Culture and Human Biology.
Varsitybooks.com offered the
best selection, and it was also the
easiest site to navigate . Three of the
four books chosen were avai /able,
and there are over 60 subject
categories to choose from, including
standardized test preparation.
Students from larger state:
universities may also find their
schools' course booklists on the site.
Shoppers can set up their own
account with Varsitybooks.com, but
it is not necessary as long as one has
a credit card.
Many people are wary of
supplying a credit card number over
the Internet, but Varsitybooks.com
guarantees security, and will pay the
SSO fee for which banks can hold
unanthorized charge appears on the
credit card.
Varsitybooks. com also had
the most reasonable shipping prices,
with second day UPS delivery
costing $4.95 per order. Returns can

be made w1th in th1rty days, but the
customer mu st pay additional
sh ipping unless the return 1s due to
company error.
The next site examined was
ecampus.com. It 1s similar to
Varsitybooks .com in that they offer
apparel as well as texts, and
guarantee security and privacy, but
the similarities end there. The site is
newer than Varsitybooks.com, so it is
a little harder to navigate there are
a few glitches that need to be worked
out.
Ecampus.com only had two of
the four chosen textbooks, but their
prices were less expensive than
Varsitybooks.com. Knowing only
the title and author of the book made
it more difficult to find; it is best to
know the publisher, date of publication and edition and/or the volume.
Many of the other items offered arc
slightly overpriced, such as th e men 's
cotton plaid slurt for $48.00. The
biggest drawback was the difficulty
of finding the shipping prices, which

are apparen tly only given aft er an
order has been completed and
totaled.
Ecampus.com also purchases
used textbooks. Upon receiving any
books, they are inspected and if in
decent condition (intact covers, etc.)
purchased. lf accepted, the company
will add an additional $2.50 to the
purchase price per book to compensate for shipping costs.
Rather than operating its own
textbook sales program,
ecollege.com provides links to the
Barnes and Noble, Amazon.com and
Varsitybooks.com sites.
The Barnes and Noble site
contained three of the four textbooks
chosen, and the prices are almost
exactly the same as those in the JCU
Bookstore. The shipping fee is $3
for standard UPS ground delivery,
plus 95 cents for each item.
However, Barn es and Nobl e also
offer DVDs, COs and videos on its
Website, which makes for one stop
shopping.

Amazon. com has a reputation
for large selection and good prices,
but those ideals seem not to extend
to their textbook selection. While
three out of the four books were
available here, the prices were
higher than the Bookstore's or any
other sites. Still, it remains one of
the best sites for lighter reading ,
offering a wide range of books.
Books are shipped in three to seven
business days, and the charge is $3
per order, plus 95 cents for each
additional item.
Although its prices were
reasonable, eFollett.com offered
only one of the four textbook
selections. As with ecampus.com., it
is important to know as much
informal! on about the book as
possible, including publisher, edition
and volume numbers. Standard UPS
shipping fcc is $3.95 for the fi rst
book and 95 cents for each additiona! book.
Clothing and collegiate
merchandise with the logos of more

than 200 campuses is available, and
the booklists of more than 800
universities are also accessible.
While some of the on-line
bookstores may offer savings,
shipping rates often d isqualify any
discounts. And it is not the university
or the bookstore personnel that
determine the prices of books here
on campus, but the publishers,
according to Paula Byrne of the John
Carroll University Bookstore.
However, it is possible to find
bargains other ways, such as find1ng
a used book or softcover book that is
not available in the Bookstore. The
safest way to purchase books on the
Internet is to check several different
sites and sec which one has the
lowest shipping and surcharges, as
well as who offers the most flexible
return policy, to avoid getting stuck
with a two ton tome that will never
be used .
The best thing about the online bookstores is nothing more than
not having to wait in line.

JCU bookstore and on-line store prices
JCU Bookstore

Varsitybooks.com

Barnes and Noble.com

lnrermediate
Accounting

$77.65

$70.30

$77.75

Norton Anthology
of English Literature

$49.35

$44.67

$49.75

'11"1:,_,.,..,........,
Bruin, and Culture

Human Biology

eCampus.com

eFollett.com

Amazon.com

$68.75

N/A

$82 .70

$43.86

N/A

$52.55

76.00

$100.65

-~

N/A

N/A

N/A

S84.33

N/A
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Traffic Jams expected in South Euclid
Construction will begin on S. Green Rd. between Rushton Rd.
and Lilac Dr. and is expected to cause traffic jams for the next two to
three weeks.
Eastbound and westbound traffic on Mayfield Rd. and Green Rd.
will be restricted to one lane as workers replace a 20-inch gas pipe.
No left turns from any direction will be allowed at the MayfieldGreen intersection so motorists are urged to use alternate routes.

Local teen wins world science competition
Brian Joel Beck,l6, of Beachwood, was declared the winner of
OlympiYeda, a national science competition held in Israel. Brian won
the competition by one point in the final round. Second and fow1h
place was also taken by Americans.
Beck is a student at Hawken School in Gates Mills and is only
the second American ever to win first place in this competition. He was
one of eight high school students from around the world to even qualify.
Brian has also competed at state and national levels in many competiltons including physics and math and has a plethora of academic awards
under his belt.

Man arressted for burglary and assult in
Lakewood
A Fairview Park man was arrested Monday for breaking into a
Warren Rd. home in Lakewood and as saulting a man.
Police responded to a call from the male occupant of the Warren
Rd. home who was restraining Thomas J. McCarthy, 43, of Fairview
Park.
McCarthy, accused of assaulting the man witb a knife, was also
cut during the ordeal. Both men were admitted to Lakewood Hospital
and were treated for their injuries.
McCarthy was charged with felonious assault and aggravated burglary.
Lakewood police declined to give further details.

Cleveland man held in shooting death
A Cleveland man was shot to death during an argument with another man early Monday morning.
Jeremy Moore, 21, was arguing with a man in the street of Dorver
Ave inClcvclaad.a&&Qoul.}~ Tbc.HCOIIChll~)
. ~~-~!Illreturned with a rifle and shot Moore m'~'Cii~if
imfdie
men were arguing about.
The suspect is currently being held in the Cleveland City Jail.

Local brieft were compiled by Megan Hetman and Jenny Rodivoj
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I, although the ratio of top salaries
($75,000+) is 20:1. The issues at
this level include the pay gap ·
between men and women and
discounting women's credentials.
The last position , "Alice 10
Wonderland" is so named because
the tdea is that women have to run as
fast as they can just to stay in the
same place. Evidence is when there
is a drop in number of female peers.
For example, if a woman is
promoted and realizes that she is the
only female at her same level of
employment ,that is usually a sign of
the "Alice in Wonderland" portion of
the ceiling.
According to studies done by
Catalyst, a nonprofit research and
advisory organization that works
with businesses and professions for
the advancement of women, to
achieve success, women have to do

PACELLI
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now have one extra drawer in the
chests, the three men have to share
the two dressers .
The number ofmples has
gone from 20 to 14 as of now. All
the people that paid on or before
May l have been moved mto
doubles, and more students are
continuing to be moved according to
when they paid their deposit.
This is not the only time that
rooms have been tripled at JCU. The
year before Hamlin opened, all of
Mill or Hall had three first-year
students to a room. Other years, four
students were placed in study
lounges or in the suite rooms of

the following : "consistently exceed
expectations, develop managerial
styles that male counterparts are
comfortable wtth, seek difficult
assignments and have an influentia l
mentor. ''
While 49 percent ofCEOs in
the study believe advancement for
women has improved greatly, only
23 pe rcen t of women agree. Women
still cam 75 percent of men 's sa lanes
and occupy only 11.2 percent of the
executive jobs in FORTUNE 500
companies.
Other studies done by
Catalyst also address the view that
the reason women arc hindered by
the glass ceiling is because of thetr
choices concerning families.
To the companies, the
women's priorities are their most
important concern. Both v1ews
come to an agreement that women as
well as men are accountable for their
careers, and hard work is th e order
for both sexes to advance.
Murphy. JCU even bought apartment buildings and tried to house
people at Chane! High School in
Bedford and Notre Dame College in
South Euclid in the past.
A !though there has been talk
about building new housing, there
are no plans because of the building
codes in University Hc1ghts.
So far, no parents have
contacted Residence L1 fe with
complaints except for some who had
questions after making their payment
on May I. "We lost a lot of rooms
because of Rodman," said Donna
Byrnes of Residence Life. "This was
not the first time John Carroll had to
put srudents in triples, but we should
have all of them moved into doubles
by Christmas."

News briefs can be submiued to lhe Carroll News office by
Mofl(}ay at 5 p.m.

--------------1999
MISS OHIO USA"' PAGEANT ••
SEARCH FOR CONTESTANTS!
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Official Preliminary to
Miss USA®Pageant
NO PEIFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
If you are an applicant v. ho
qualifies and are bel ween ih · age' of
18 and 27 by February I. 2000. never
married and at le ast a six month rcsi~
dent of Ohio. 1hus college student>
are eligible. you cou ld be Ohio\
rcprcsenative atlhc CBS nat io nally
televised MISS USA PAGEANT in
February. Last Year. MISS USA
compcicd fo r over $200.000 in ca'h
and pri7cs. The 2000 Ohio USA
pngeanl will be held al !he Radi><on
Airport Holcl in Columbu,. Oh10 on
Novcml>cr 13 and 14, I \199. The new
i.
Mi5' Ohio USA. a ion~ "ith her cxpcn'c
paid !rip 10 compe1c in the CBS-nalionally !clcvi,ed Ml S USA PAGEA Twill
rccci\C O\Cf $1.000 in Gt'lh among her many pri7C'i. J\.11 Ladle~ imt.~rc~teU tn
compclmg for the title muSI respond hy mat I by September :!9. 1999.

LmERS MUST INClUDE ARlCIIIT SNAPSHOT, ABRIEF BIOGRAPHY.
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. WRITE TO: 2000MISS 61110 USA NGEAIIT
NGlANTHEADQUARTERS- DEPTCA- 34710CUSTARIIDE·WASIIIIIGTOII. N
15301 PIGlANTOFRCE PHOIIEIIIIM8ER 724-225- 5343.
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I USA'

Is seen

Iannual~
/ on

"VISIT US ON THE WEB AT "

w•j;'"•••

http://www.Pageant Headquarters. com ~~R@

'A Carvern Production'
Celebrating Over 25 Years Of
'Pageantry With A Purpose'
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'<:....) _

«.::=·.:::-=.·.::::::::;;~

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 29. 1999
THE MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT IS A CARVERN PRODUCTION
Miss USA Pogeonl is ;otnn.,.. owned by Trump Pageants Inc. and CBS Pogeonls Inc.
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The Browns Bring Their Bark
Back to Cleveland
Megan Hebnan
Jennifer Radivoj
World News Editors
On September 12, 1999 the
highly anticipated new era of Cl evela nd Brown s football will offic ta lly
beg in. Fo ur years of wa tttn g by
Brown's fa ns eve ryw here wi ll be
topped off Su nday as the team takes
on the Pittsburgh Stcclers fur the first
regular season gam e at the ne w state·
of-the-art Cleveland Browns Stadium.
The return of the Browns to
Cleveland has been anxiously awaited
since 1996 when the NFL and the city
of Cleveland announced that the team
would rerum to Cleveland wtth two
new owners, AI Leamer and Carmen
Policy.
The 1999 Browns look nothing
like the team that left Cleveland in
I 995. The team is led by head coach
Chris Palmer, who left his position
with the Jacksonville Jaguars as offensive coordmator. Other Brown players mclude f1rst round draft pick Tim
Couch from the Univc r ny of Kentucky, D e rric k Alexander, Lo ma s
Brown, Ty Detmer, and Ja mir Mill er
Only three players - Jerry Ball, Orlando
Brown,
and
Antonio
Langham- have returned from the
199 5 Browns team .
Although the team has undergone a virrual face-lift, many of the
traditions of the Browns remam the
same. The in famous tailgating parties
in the Cleveland Mumcipal Lot returned with the team's first pre cason
game against the Minnesota Vikings.
Lifetime Br own s fan J oh n
Coste of Brunsw1 ck is alrc ad
aing up for the pre-same parties. "'The
tailgating parties are always crazy.
This year l expect them to be even
larger than ever. l already have my
cooler in the trunk."
The new Cleveland Browns
Stadium also has many fans talking.
The S280,000,000 concrete and g lass
structure spans 1.64 mt!lion square feet
and seats 72,500. The stadium has 43
permanent concession stands and 65
portable concession stands. It also
contains 948 toilets, 391 urinals, 204
sinks, 51 drinking fountains, and 72
showers.
Unlike the old Cleveland Mu·
nicipal Stadium, the field of the new
Cleveland Browns Stadium is natural
turf that is heated with four to five

Cleveland Browns Stadium will be filled to capacity for every Browns' home
game this season.

miles of glycol tubes that will keep
the field from freezing.
A !though the general mood towards the new stadium is positive,
there arc many fan who prefer the
old Municipal Stadium.
"It doesn't feel like the old sladium. That's good from the accommodations aspect, but bad from the
fans hel ping the team to w in standpomt," S31d Leslie C\ayton-Carc 1a
fro m Columbus.
Bill Patton of Uni,•crs1ty
Heights tries to avoid the publiciry
surrounding the new stadium and the
new players.
"I like the fact that the
stadium's here, but I feel like it's Pro
Player Stadium in Mtarni with all of
the orange eats. It was kind of a drag
walking in and seeing all the hype.
It's like someone's telling me I have
to be here," Patton sa1d.
"I don't like bcmg told that I
should be mto 1m 'ou h. Let h11n
play, rmd then f'll deefdelf'lff \ltlanr to
buy a Couch jersey or not" he added.
Cleveland-area busmesses
such as hotels and restaurants have
already benefited by the rerum on the
Browns. Hotels in downtown Cleveland such as the Marroitt, the Hampton Inn, the Renais sance, and the
Sheraton have already been booked
for every Sunday that the Browns are
at home.
According to representatives at
the Marroitt, "Business activity is
quite high due to the Brown's return."
Area restaurants arc also an·
ticipating an increase in business from
Browns' fans both before and after the
game.
According to Devin Rench, a

manager at Morton's Steakhouse rn
downtown Cleveland, bu incss is already booming due to the Browns'
games .
"We are booked up entirely on
Sundays. We open at 4 :00p.m. mstead
of 5:00p.m. on Sundays so we can get
as many people in as possible," Rench
said. "We are always totally full before 6:30p.m. We are close to horels so
we get a tot of out-of-towncrs and new·
crews who arc covcn n ~ the game "
Many C le veland restaurants Ill·
eluding Fagan ' s, Shooter 's , an d
Flannery's host pre and post game partics which include conte ts,givcaways,
beer specials, and transponation to the
radium.

The 1999 Cleveland
Browns Regular
Season Schedule
9112

-.s Pt\\sburg11

S 2Gpm·

f/19
9126

at Tenn••ee
at Baltimore

4:15pm

1:OOpm

10/3
10/10
10117
10/21
10/31

vs New England
vs Cincinnatti
at Jacksonville
at St. Louis
at New Orleans
vs Baltimore
at Pittsburgh
vs Carolina
vs Tennessee
at San Deigo
a\ Cincinnatti
vs Jacksonville
vs. Indianapolis

1:OOpm
1:OOpm
1:OOpm
1:OOpm
1:OOpm
1:OOpm
1:OOpm
1:OOpm+
1:OOpm
4:15pm
1:OOpm
1:OOpm
1:00pm

11!7

11/14
11121
11128
1215
12112
12119
12126
1/2

BYE WEEK

All Browns games are telecaat on CBS
•Telecast on ESPN and NBC
+Telecast on FOX

JCU ranked one of Midwest's best
U. S. News places John Carroll among the top ten regional
universities for 11 straight years
Stephanie Leland
Staff Reporter
U.S. News and World Report
recognized John Carroll University as
second among Midwest regional universtties in its "Best Values ill Colleges" report and fifth best overall in
its 1999 "Americas Best Colleges"
issue which hit the newsstands on
August 23 .
This year marks the eleventh
consecutive year that the maga7ine has
ranked JCU among the top ten
rankings of midwestern regional universities.
Along with the second-bestvalue ranking, U.S. News also ranked
John Carroll University second over·
all in both average graduation rate and
average freshman retention rate.
"High graduation and retention
rates are strong measures of student
satisfaction," said John Gladstone,

dean of admission and financial aid.
"They also show that we are
wise in our recruitment and admission efforts- that the students we
bring in are very likely to succeed,"
Gladstone added
The "Best Values in Colleges"
report is combination assessment of
academic quality along with "average
cost to students after receiv1ng grants
based on need." U. S. News reported
JCU's "average cost after receiving
grants based on need" to be $9.926.
Nearly 64 percent of John Carroll
University undergraduates receive
need-based aid.
John Carroll University president Edward Glynn, S. J., was very
pleased with the U.S. News ranking.
"Need-based aid makes a John
Carroll education affordable to virrually anyone who is academically
qualified," Glynn said.

"We educate young men and
women to provide leadership and service throughout their lives, so we work
to assure that family income does not
deter anyone from obtaining a Jesuit
education," Glynn added.
As a way to attract srudents of
all ecoconomic background John
Carroll University is also an acttve participant in the "College ts Poss1blc"
campaign. The coalition was fom1ed
last year with the purpose of rnfonmng
the American Public that a college educalion JS available for all.
Other areas considered in the
U.S News ranking are academic reputation, faculty resources, student selectivity, financial resources, and alumni
giving rates.
U.S. News examines 1,400 fouryear schools and divides them along the
guidelines establi.shed by the Carnegie
Foundation .
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Getting more book for your buck
be made wrth rn thrrty days, but the
customer must pay additional
shipping unless the rctum is due to
company error.
The next site examined was
ecampus.com. ft is simi lar to
Varsttybooks.com in that they offer
apparel as well as texts, and
guarantee security and privacy, but
the similarities end there. The site is
newer than Varsitybooks.com, so it is
a little harder to navigate- there are
a few glitches that need to be worked
out.
Ecampus.com only had two of
the four chosen textbooks, but their
prices were less expensive than
Varsitybooks.com. Knowing only
the ti tle and author of the book made
it more difficult to find; it is best to
know the publisher, date of publication and edition and/or the volume.
Many of the other item offered arc
slightly overpriced, such as the men's
cotton plaid shirt for $48.00. The
biggest drawback was the difficulty
of finding the shipping prices, which

Studenufrorn \ argers~e

universities may also find their
schools' course book lists on the site.
Shoppers can set up their own
account with Varsitybooks.com, but
it is not necessary as long as one has
a credit card.
Many people are wary of
supplying a credit card number over
the Internet, but Varsitybooks.com
guarantees security, and will pay the
$50 fee for which banks can hold
unauthorized charge appears on the
credir card.
Varsitybooks.com also had
the most reasonable shipping prices,
with second day UPS delivery
costing $4.95 per order. Returns can

arc apparently only g1ven after an
order has been completed and
totaled.
Ecampus.com also purchases
used textbooks. Upon receiving any
books, they arc inspected and if in
decent condition (intact covers, etc.)
purchased. lf accepted, the company
will add an addttional $2 .50 to the
purchase price per book to compensate for shipping costs.
Rather than operating its own
textbook sales program,
ecollege.com provides links to the
Barnes and Noble, Amazon.com and
Varsitybooks.com sites.
The Barnes and Noble site
contained three of the four textbooks
chosen, and the prices arc almost
exactly the same as those in the JCU
Bookstore. The shipping fe e is $3
for standard UPS ground delivery,
plus 95 cents fo r each item.
However, Barnes and Noble also
offer DVDs, COs and videos on its
Website, which makes for one stop
shopping.

Amazon.com has a reputation
for large selection and good prices,
but those ideals seem not to extend
to their textbook selection. While
three out of the fom books were
available here, the prices were
higher than the Bookstore 's or any
other sites. Still, it remains one of
the best sites for lighter reading,
offering a wide range of books.
Books are shipped in three to seven
business days, and the charge is $3
per order, plus 95 cents for each
additional item.
Although its prices were
reasonable, eFollett.com offered
only one of the four textbook
selections. As with ecampus.com ., it
is important to know as much
information about the book as
possible, including publisher, edition
and volume numbers. Standard UPS
shipping fee is $3.95 for the firs t
book and 95 cents for each additiona! book .
Clothing and collegiate
merchandise with the logos of more

than 200 campuses is available, and
the bookli ts of more than 800
universities are also accessible.
While some of the on-line
bookstores may offer savings,
sht pp in g rates often disqualify any
discounts. And it is not the un iversi ty
or the bookstore personnel that
determine the prices of books here
on camp us, but the publishers,
according to Paula Byrne of the John
Carroll University Bookstore.
However, it is possible to find
bargains other ways, such as finding
a used book or softcover book that is
not available in the Bookstore. The
safest way to purchase books on the
lntemet is to check several different
sites and see which one has the
lowest shipping and surcharges, as
well as who offers the most flexible
return policy, to avoid getting stuck
with a two ton tome that will never
be used.
The best thing about the online bookstores is nothing more than
not having to wait in line.

JCU bookstore and on-line store prices
JCU Bookstore

Varsitybooks.com

Barnes and Noble.com

eCampus.com

eFollett.com

Amazon.com

Intermediate
Accounting

$77.65

$70.30

$77.75

$68.75

N/A

$82 .70

Norton Anthology
of English Literature

$49.35

$44.67

$49.75

$43 .86

N/A

$52.55

Brain, and Culture

Huma n Biology

76.00

$100.65

NIA

N/A

N/A

$84.33

N/A

Traffic Jams expected in South Euclid
Construction will begin on S. Green Rd. between Rushton Rd.
and Lilac Dr. and is expected to cause traffic jams for the next two to
three weeks.
Eastbound and westbound traffic on Mayfield Rd. and Green Rd.
will be restricted to one lane as workers replace a 20-inch gas prpe.
No left turns from any direction will be allowed at the MayfieldGreen intersection so motorists are urged to usc alternate routes.

Local teen wins world science competition
Brian Joel Beck, 16, of Beachwood, was declared the winner of
OlympiYeda, a national science competition held in Israel. Brian won
the competition by one potnt in the final round. Second and fourth
place was also taken by Americans.
Beck is a student at Hawken School in Gates Mills and is only
the second American ever to win first place in this competition. He was
one of eight high school students from around the world to even qualify.
Brian has also competed at state and national levels in many competitions including physics and math and has a plethora of academic awards
under his belt.

Man arressted for burglary and assult in
Lakewood
A Fairview Park man was arrested Monday for breaking into a
Warren Rd. home in Lakewood and assaulting a man .
Police responded to a call from the male occupant of the Warren
Rd. home who was restraining Thomas J. McCarthy, 43, of Fairview
Park.
McCarthy, accused of assaulting the man with a knife, was also
cut during the ordeal. Both men were admitted to Lakewood Hospital
and were treated for their injuries .
McCarthy was charged with felonious assault and aggravated burglary.
Lakewood police declined to give further details.

Cleveland ma n held in shooting death
A Cleveland man was shot to death during an argument with another man early Monday morning.
Jeremy Moore, 21, was arguing with a mau in the street of Dorver
Ave.inClcveWI.dll,llboutJo,m., U.~
· ~t!M!IIII!~III
returned with a rille and shot Moore in the iiiiCSt. tt 1
;OWi;_ Wilatiiie
men were arguing about.
The suspect is currently be ing held in the Cleveland City Jail.
Local briefs were compiled by Megan Hetman and Jenny Radivoj
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I, although the ratio of top salaries
($75 ,000+) is 20: I. The issues at
this level include the pay gap
between men and women and
discounting women's credentials.
The last position , "Ali ce in
Wonderland" is so named because
the idea rs that women have to run as
fast as they can just to stay in the
same place. Evidence is when there
is a dro p in number of female peers.
For example, if a woman is
promoted and realizes that she is the
only female at her same level of
employment ,that is usually a sign of
the "Alice in Wonderland" portion of
the ceiling.
According to studies done by
Catalyst, a nonprofit research and
advisory organization that works
with businesses and professions for
the advancement of women, to
achieve success, women have to do

PACELLI
continued from page 1

1854 COVENTRY
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO
216. 932• 1185

www.bdsmongolianbarbeque .com

now have one ext ra drawer in the
chests, the three men have to share
the two dres ers.
The number of triples has
gone from 20 to 14 as of now. All
the people that paid on or before
May I have been moved into
doubles, and more studen ts are
continuing to be moved according to
when they paid theJT deposit.
This is not the only time that
rooms have been tripled at JCU. The
year before Hamlin opened, all of
Millar Hall had three first-year
students to a room. Other years, four
students were placed in study
lounges or in the suite rooms of

the following: "consistently exceed
expectations, develop managerial
styles that male counterparts are
comfortable with, seek difficult
assignments and have an influential
mentor."
While 49 percent ofCEOs in
the study believe advancement for
women ha improved greatly, only
23 percent of women agree. Women
still earn 75 percent of men 's salanc s
and occupy only I I .2 percent of the
executive jobs in FORTUNE 500
companies.
Other studies done by
Catalyst also address the view that
the reason women arc hindered by
the glass ceiling is because of their
choices concerning famili es.
To the companies, the
women's priorities are their most
important concern. Both views
come to an agreement that women as
well as men are acco untabl e for their
careers, and hard work is the order
for both sexes to advance.
Murphy. JCU even bought apartment bui !dings and tried to house
people at Chane I High School in
Bedford and Notre Dame College in
South Eucl 1d in the past.
A/though there has been ta lk
about building new housin g, there
are no plan s because of the building
codes in Univers rty Heights.
So far, no parent have
contacted Res1dence Ltfe with
complaints except for some who had
qu e tions after making their payment
on May l."We lost a lot of rooms
because of Rodm an," said Donna
Byrnes of Residence Life_ ''This was
not the first time John Carroll had to
put students in tnples, but we should
have all of them moved into doubles
by Christmas."

N~?Ws briefs

can be submitted to the Carroll News office by
Monday at 5 p.m.

---------------

SEA RCH FOR CONTESTANTS !

" 1999 MISS OHIO USA"' PAGEANT ''

Official Preliminary to
Miss USA®Pageant
Nl PERFORMING TAlENT IEQUIRED
If you are an applicant who
qualifi es and arc be1ween the ages of
18 and 27 hy February I. 2000. ne\cr
marr ied and at

l east~

six month

rcsi ~

dent or Ohio. thus college student<
are eligible . )OU could he Ohio's
represenativc al the CBS nationally
1clevised MISS USA PAGEANT in
February. Last Year. MISS USA
competed for over $200.000 in cash
and prizes. The 2000 Ohio USA
pageanr will he held at the Radi>Son
Airpon Hole / in Colurnbu,, Oh1o on
November /3 and 14. 19Y9. The new
i
Mbs Ohio USA. along with her c'pcn>c
paid trip 10 compclc in the CBS-nationally tc/c1 ~>ed MISS USA PAGEANT will
rcl'ci\(: m·cr $1.000 tn ca:-. h c.tmong her m:1ny pri1e". All Ladits i nterested in
compctm~ for rhc title mu>~ rc,pond h) m:ul by Scptcmher :!9. /999.

lmERS MUST INClUDE ARECENT SIIAPSHOT, ABRIEF BIOGRAPHY.
ADDRESS AND PHOIIliiUMBER. WRin 10: 2000 MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT
PAGEANTHEADQUAHTIIIS- oin CA- 341LOCUSTAYIIII/l..WASHIIIGTDJI.I'I
15301 NGIAIITOIHCI PHO/Il/IUMBIR 724 • 225 •5343.

I USA'

MISS

I

Is seen
annually
on

"VISI T US ON THE WEB AT"

w•;;•·•~w

http://www.Pageant Headquarters. com ~~
~

'A Carvern Produc tion'
Celebrating Over 25 Years Of
'Pageantry With A Purpose'

f/'111-¢
~

_

-<.:..-=·==.:::::•

APPLIC ATION DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 29. 1999
THE MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT IS A CARVERN PRODUCTION
Miss USA Pogeonl is joinlly owned by Trump Pageants Inc. and C&S Pageants Inc.
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The Browns Bring Their Bark
Back to Cleveland

Local Briefs

Navigating on-line textbook shopping
Carrie Mack
Campus News Editor
The fntcrnet has become a
saving grace for coll ege students
once again, this t11ne through
numerous "Webstores" offering
discou nted new and used textbooks_
Varsitybooks.com,
ccampus.com, efollett.com and
ecollege.com offer clothing, dorm
room items in addition to textbooks.
But how well do they really rate
after shipping and handling are
added?
In browsing each of the above
sites, four common te xtbooks
available at the John Carroll
University Bookstore were chosen:
lnlermediate Accounting. Nor10n
Amhology of English Literature,
Psychology: Mind, Brain and
Culture and Human Biology.
Varsitybooks.com offered the
best selection, and it was also the
easiest site to navigate. Three of the
four books chosen were available,
and there are over 60 subject
categories to choose from, including
standardized test preparation.
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Megan Hebnan
Jennifer Radivoj
World News Editors
On Septem ber 12, 1999 the
highly anticipated new era of Cleveland Browns football will officially
begin. Four years of wart1ng by
Bro"n·s fans everywhere will be
topped off unday as the team takes
on the Pittsburgh Stcclcrs for the first
regular season game at the new stateof-the-art Cleveland Brown · tadium.
The return of the Brown to
Cleve land has been anxiously awaited
since I 996 when the NFL and the city
of Cleveland announ ced that the team
would return to Cleveland with two
new owners, AI Leamer and Carmen
Policy.
The 1999 Browns look nothing
like the team that left Cleveland in
1995. The team is led by head coach
Chris Palmer, who left his position
with the Jacksonville Jaguars as offensive coordinator. Other Browns players include first round draft pick Tim
Couch from the Universi ty of Kentucky, Derrick Alex.ander, Lom as
Brown, Ty Detmer, and Janm M1llcr.
Only three players - Jerry Ball, Orla ndo Brown, and Antonio
Langham- have returned from the
I 995 Browns team.
Although the team has undergone a virrual face-lift, many of the
traditions of the Browns remain the
same. The infamous tailgating parties
in the Cleveland Municipal Lot returned with the team's first preseason
game against the Minnesota Vikings.
Lifetime Browns fan John
arCost of Brunswick is air ad
ing up for the pre-game perti•. "'The
tailgating parties are always crazy.
This year I expect them to be even
larger than ever. [ al ready have my
cooler in the trunk ''
The new Cleve land Browns
Stadium also has many fans talking.
The 280,000,000 concrete and glass
structure spans I.64 million square feet
and seats 72,500. The stadmm has 43
permanent concession stands and 65
portable concession stands. lt also
contains 948 toilets, 391 urinals, 204
sinks, 51 drinking fountains, and 72
showers.
Unlike the old Cleveland Municipal Stadium, the field of the new
Cleveland Browns Stadium is natural
turf that is heated with four to five

Cleveland Browns Stadium will be filled to capactty for every Browns ' home
game this season.

mrles of glycol tubes that wi ll keep
the fi eld from frec<ing.
Although the general mood towards the new stadium is posittve,
there are many fan s who prefer the
old Municipal Stadium.
"It doesn't feel like the old sta·
dium. That's good from the accommodat ions aspect, bm bad from the
fans helping the team to win standpomt," sa1d Leslie C1ayton -Garc1a
from Columbus.
Bt ll Patton of Un ivers tty
Hcrghts tries to avoid the publicity
surroundin g the new stadium and the
new players.
"I like the fa ct that the
stadium 's here, but I feel like it 's Pro
Player Stadium in Mrami wrt h all of
the orange scats. It was kind of a drag
walkmg rn and seeing all the hype.
It's like someone's telling me I have
to be here," Patton said.
" I don't like being tohl that I
should b Lilt un 'ouch. L ·t hun
play, aJid theaf'll ~deer t'fwant tc1
buy a Couch jersey or not." he added.
Cleveland-area businesses
such as hotels and restaurants have
already benefited by the return on the
Browns. Hotels in downtown Cleveland such as the Marroitt, the Hampton Inn, the Renaissance, and the
Sheraton have already been booked
for every Sunday that the Browns are
at home.
According to representatives at
the Marroitt, "Busi ness ac tivity is
quite high due to the Brown's rerum."
Area restaurants are also anticipating an increase in business from
Browns ' fans both before and after the
game.
According to Devi n Rench, a

manager at Morton's Steakhousc in
downtown Cleveland, business is already booming due to the Browns'
games.
"We are booked up entirely on
Sundays. We open at 4 •OOp_m_ instead
of 5:OOp.m. on Sundays so we can get
as many people in as possible," Rench
said. "We are always totally full before 6:30p.m. We are close to hotels so
we get a lot of out-of-towncrs and news
crews who arc covcnng the game."

Many Cleveland restaurants Illeluding Fagan's, Shooter's, and
Flannery's host pre and post game partiCS which mclude contests, giveaways.
beer specwls, and transportation to the
stadium.

The 1999 Cleveland
Browns Regular
Season Schedule
'liS Pittsburgh
&.2Qpm9112
at TtN'IMINe 4:1~
Ert'19
at Baltimore
1:OOpm
9/26
vs New England 1:OOpm
10/3
vs Cincinnatti
1:00pm
10/10
at Jacksonville 1:OOpm
10/17
at St. Louis
1:OOpm
10/21
at New Orleans 1:OOpm
10/31
1117
vs Baltimore
1:OOpm
at Pittsburgh
1:OOpm
11/14
vs Carolina
1:OOpm+
11121
vs Tennessee 1:OOpm
11/28
at San Deigo
4:15pm
1215
at Cincinnatti
1:OOpm
12112
vs Jacksonville 1:OOpm
12119
vs. Indianapolis 1:OOpm
12126
1/2
BYE WEEK
AU Browns games are ttlecaa t on CBS
•Telecaal on ESPN and NBC
+Telecast on FOX

JCU ranked one of Midwest's best
U. S. News places John Carroll among the top ten regional
universities for 11 straight years
Stephanie Leland
Staff Reporter
U.S. News and World Report
recognized John Carroll University as
second among Midwest regional universities in its "Best Values in Colleges" report and fifth best overall in
it I 999 "Americas Best Colleges"
rssue which hit the newsstands on
August 23.
This year marks the eleventh
consecutive year that the magazine has
ranked JCU among the top ten
rankings of midwestern regional umversities.
Along with the second-bestvalue ranking, U.S News also ranked
John Carroll University second overall in both average graduation rate and
average freshman retention rate .
"High graduation and retention
rates are strong measures of student
sat isfaction," said John Gladstone,

dean of admission and financial aid.
"They also show that we are
wise in our recruitment and admission efforts- that the students we
bring in are very likely to succeed,"
Gladstone added.
The "Best Values in Colleges"
report is combination assessment of
academic qualrty along with "average
cost to students after receivrng grants
based on need." U. S. Ne><·s reported
JCU 's "average cost after receiving
grants based on need" to be $9,926.
Nearly 64 percent of John Carroll
University undergraduates receive
need-based aid.
John Carroll Umversity president Edward Glynn, S. J., was very
pleased with the U.S. News ranking.
"Need-based aid malces a John
Carroll education affordab le to virrually anyo ne who is academically
qualified," Glynn said.

"We educate young men and
women to provide leadership and service throughout their lives, so we work
to assure that family mcome does not
deter anyone from obtaining a Jesuit
education," Glynn added.
As a way to attract students of
all ecoconomic background John
Carroll University is also an active participant m the "College is Posstble"
campaign. The coalition was formed
last year with the purpose of mforrnrng
the American Pub! ic that a college education rs available for all.
Other areas considered in the
U.S. N!?Ws rankmg are academic reputation, faculty resources, student selectivity, financial resources, and alumni
giving rates.
U.S. N!?Ws examines I ,400 fouryear schools and dtvides them along the
guidelines establi-shed by the Carnegie
Foundation.
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Heights couple carjacked downtown

Worldbriefs

Pair refuses to stay in Jeep, escape unharmed

Airplane crash ki11s 70 in Argentina

Thomas J. Quinn
The Plain Dealer
After an evening in the Fla!S,
a terrified young Cleveland He1ghts
couple surrendered their money and
their Jeep Cherokee to two robbers
yesterday but escaped with the1r lives
after refusing at gunpoint to get into
the back of their vehicle.
The robbers, one carrying a
handgun, finally sped off onto W. 61h
St. in the Cherokee, as Dale Linville
stood hugg111g his wtfe, Trac1e, saying, "We're OK."
Lt. Edward \V. Th1ery, a police spokesman, described the incident as a carjacking, and satd police
were looking for the robbers.
Police no longer have to look
for the Cherokee because Lmville

sa1d he found 1th•mselfabout 14 hours
later while looking for 11 along Cleveland streCIS.
He saw the car on E. 87"' St.,
south of Cedar Ave. He called police,
who impounded the veh1cle.
Linville, 36, rental manager for
Matthews Studio Group 111
Beachwood, and h1s wife, 30, a Gantos
store manager in Fairview Park, recounted their ordeal yesterday afternoon, saying they wanted to warn the
public.
About 10:30 p.m. Sarurday, the
couple had gone to a tavern on Old
River Rd. called the Bar to meet with
members of the Cleveland Rovers, an
amateur adult rugby team that Dale
Linville coaches.
Walking back to thei r car about

2:30a.m., they picked up an order of
fries and wings at BW3 .
They got mto their red 1991
Cherokee on Frankfort Ave. , offW. 6'',
partly opened the windows and began
eat mg.
A man approached the
passenger's side, pointing a gun at
Tracie L1nville while another man
came on her husband's side.
The robbers demanded money
and ordered the couple to get out and
lie down in the back of the Cherokee.
The couple implored them to just take
their money and their vehic le.
W1th the gun pointed at them,
Dale and Tracie Linville separately
dec ided that they wou ld not get into
the back , no matter what. "Once you
are in the back seat, you don ' t know

what will happen," Dale Linville sa1d.
"I thought that we were not go.
mg to make it if we got in that back
seat," said Tracie Linville, who feared
that she would be raped and her husband ki lied.
The robber on the driver's side
reached in and took the keys out of the
ignition. Dale Linville got out of the
veh1cle, pulling dollar bill s out of his
wallet.
" I held the cash up to the guy
and I sa1d, ' Here, take my money,"'
Linville said. "At that point he
grabbed my throat. He was pushing
me against the car and telling me to
get in the back seat."
Tracie Linville, who had pulled
out money for the gunman, looked toward her husband and yelled, "Don' t

Moving Wall comes to town
Touring replica of Vietnam Memorial Wall stops in Mansfield
Megan Hebnan

WOild News Editor
The Vietnam Veteran's Memorial "Moving Wall" is making a stop
off of its national tour to visit
Mansfield's Lahm Airport today
through Sept. I 5.
The "Moving Wall" is a 250
foot long exact half-scale replica of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Wall in
Wa shington, D. C. It has 58,19 1
names, representing Vietnam casua ltics from 1959to 1975.
Veteran John Devitt created The

~~~,..,"="'.;;,
M~:
ovill& WalliD provid.c ilC'JPLe wbo

cannot make the trip to Washington,
D. C. to experience the testimonial to
the men and women who served in the
Vietnam war. Devitt has been traveling through the world with it.
Devi tt travels I 0 months a year,
visiting 23 to 28 cities . The MansfieldRichland Area Chamber of Comme rce
is sponsoring The Moving Wall 's stop
in Mansfield. The wall will be open
to vis itors today from 5:00 p.m . and
wi II be open 24 hours a day through
2:00p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 15.
The city has planned a number
of llClemoniea to ~y I!P«ial tribw to

area Vietnam veterans and all of those
who have served in the war.
Mansfield Mayor Lyd ia Reid
will ki ck off the ceremonies today at
7:00p.m. by presenting Devitt with a
key to th e city. Other ceremonials include keynote speaker Rear Admiral
Timothy Beard on Saturday and the
presentation by the U.S. Postal Service
of a large rep lica new commemorative
stamp for veterans, police, and fire
figh ters who have died in the line of
duty.
Closing ceremonie wi II be held
at I :00 .m. oo Seot. I 5.

hurt h1m 1 Don't hurt hun!"
" Fmally, the guy takes the cash
out of my hand," said Dale Linville,
who then hurried around the Cherokee, pulling h1s wife outofthe vehicle.
The robbers then JUmped into
the Cherokee and drove otT with about
$50 in cash they had taken from the
couple.
"We were very, very lucky,"
Tracie Lmville said.
The couple headed to Johnny's
Downtown restaurant on W. 6'' for
help. Pol ice came, took a report and
summoned a taKi for the Linvillcs.
A restaurant manager gave the
couple $20 for the taxi ride home. But
the raxi driver, after hearing their story,
refused to take the $13 fare.
Rtpr mtrd witb ptrmlUIOn from the Plain Draler,

World/Local News needs
writers!
It's fun, it's easy, and it looks
great on a resume.
If you are interested call Megan
or Jenny at X4398

1m

Seventy people were confirrned dead on Tuesday, Aug. 31 after
an a1rllncr ran into heavy traffic and burst into flames on a nearby golf
course after skipping off the runway at Buenos Aires' metro airport.
Some of the 44 survivors had up to 96 percent of their bodies
covered in serious bums. Other injuries included amputations, fracrurcs, and cuts to the hands and face.
The cause of the crash is still under mvcstigat 1on.

Car bombs threaten peace efforts
Less than24 hours after the signing of a major Middle East peace
deal. a pair of powerful car bombs exploded in two northern Israeli c1ties
Sunday, killing three men who police said were apparently planning to
detonate them in densely populated neighborhoods.
The seemingly coordinated bombs in Tibenus and Haifa, which
are both believed to have exploded prcmarurely, fit a pattern of terror
attacks by militant Palestinian group s timed to sabotage Palestinian-Israeli peaccmakmg whenever it appears to gam momentum. However,
there was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attacks.

Tobacco companies win battle in court
Tobacco compan ies won a big legal victory Friday when a Florida
appeals court ruled that damages in a landmark class-actiOn case must be
considered one smoker at a time, thus forestalling the risk of a mulubilhondollar punitive damages award.
A three-judge panel overruled a decision by trial judge Robert
Kaye, which would have allowed JUrors to establish lump sum punit1vc
damages for the cntne class of as many as hundreds ofthomand of state
rcstdcnts who became sick or died from smokmg.

•••
Beyond the Bell Tower
MIT reacts to student death by overdose
Residents of MIT's East Campus mel on Tuesday to discuss the
death on Richard Guy '99, from an apparent drug overdose. Guy's body

'
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Poor construction blamed for deaths in Turkey
Mary Beth Sheridan
Richard Boudreaux
Los Angeles T1mes
Sinan Cetinkaya still remember the deligh!S of moving day: the
elegant moldings in his $70.000, threebedroom apartment. The parquet
floors. The built-in barbecue gnll on the
balcony.
His new address, the Gunduz
building, was a status ymbo l for the
young busmcssman, part of the first
generation of l11s fa1mly to leave 1ls
prov incial roots, attend college and
JOin Turkey's booming urban
economy.
But in the monstrous earthquake of Aug. 17, the even-story
building collapsed- along with all of
Cctinkaya 's illusions about his country and its leaders. Tearing into the
rubble in search of hi mother, he was
shocked to find one sign after another
of shoddy construction.
The 7.4-magnitudc quake,
which killed at least 16,695 people, has
shaken Turks out of their traditional
fatahsm and deference to what they
call "devlct baba," or "father sta te."
Ceunkaya is one of thousands who
have joined a movement both k!;•l
and c1vic- to hold builders and public
officials accountable for the substandard construction that IS blamed for the
staggering toll.
From a society that has little
faith in i!S legal system, the flood of
lit1gation is extremely unusual and

appears to reflect more the angry national mood than any real hope of
wmning in court.
"I am suing not because I hope
to gam personally," the 32-year-old
said, his eyes still clouded with the
pain of find1ng h1s mother's
crumpled, lifeless body. "1 am domg
this to cause a reactiOn 111 society, a
reaction the government feel ."
Like no other event, the quake
has lam bare the com1pt realities of
modern Turkey. And 1t has focused
CIVIC 1rc on politiCians who had turned
a blind eye to building code VIOlations
111 exchange for money or votes. and
ontractor who had turned the
country's urban construction boom
into an unbridled grced-a-thon.
It also has shattered the popular image of a state whose polit1cians,
bureaucrats, amty and pohcc commanders projected thcmsclvc as allpowerful and all-caring - and demanded total allegiance in return.
GalvaniZed by the failure of
any state inst1rut1on ro react swiftly
to the emergency, ordmary Turks surpri ·cd thcmsclvc with a mass mohilintmn of pnvatc rescue and relief.
Tusiad, the country's leading bmmc>S
assoc1al1on, cstnnatcs that 10 m1llton
of Turkey's 14 million households
helped in some way
A1mmg to channel that energy
into fundamental changes, hundreds
of lawyers, architects and civil engineers are working for free to help

quake victims seek damages and bring
th e negli gent to justice. At least 19 ccntractors have been arrested in what one
volunteer lawyer cal Is "a legal war"
against corruption.
Independent professional groups
and news media arc clamoring for reforrns that would avoid faulty reconstruction and prepare Turkey for the
next big quake, which geologists predict will h1t the same densely populated
Industrial region w1thm a few decades.
But the grass-roots actiVists face
an uph1ll battle. The central govcmment
m the capital, Ankara. after 1ts mnial
outcry agamsl .. mass murder" by politically powerful contractors, has gwen
little upport to the private crusade to
bring them to just1cc. Officials have
ignored some of the new groups demandll1g a vo1ce 111 the process .
'The state has degenerated mto
a mach me that merely runs for itself,"
said Ishak A laton, whose mulumilliondollar Turkish conglomerate, Alarko.
docs high-quality con tn1c!Ion. " It w11l
reqUire a drastic change in mentality for
the state to realize that 1t ex 1st t<> serve
the people."
According to construction specialists, virtually every one of the
21 ,3')() 01partm~n1 hloch that col\;~pscd
m the 4uakc was hmlt by C<lntractors
who skimpc<.l on matenab, added extra stones, av01dcd so1l tests and 1g·
nored earthquakc-proofrequtrements while mumc1pal offic1als charged w1th
enforcement looked the other way
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attorneys involved in the Karen charge of env ironmental safety and
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According to Nat~{lal Col!~~~~~ A
Association figures relikely to graduate than
leased last week, white snt4e afttle[es a
their minority count~.
In 1999 white college foot all pl ayers earned their degrees at a
ra te of 60 per~cnt whil AfricM-Arrt rican thletes received their degrecs at a rate of 42 perc nt. NCM.basket b II player's graduation rates
have been on the docli,.:..fu[ the paS't three an;. Only 41 percent of
white mal e players kot 4egrees tlonly 3 3 a rnt of African-American players earned ¢teir ~egrees. •
.
, claimS that the numJane Jankows~i, sqokeswolll"'i for the C
bers are only raw data cqllected al t~ reques of c federal government
and that the graduatbtistics dttno't tell the
e story. Accordmg to
Plonshy, the numbers do not reflect instances when athletes leave college for careers in the professional arena, transfer to another school , or
when athletes quit sports because of injuries.
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on charges of growing and possessing
ma rijuana after their 16-year-o ld
daughter, armed with p hotographs of
the plants, went to police.
Robert Jason Alvarez, 54, and
Kathleen Marie "Kitty" Tucker, 55, of
Takoma Park, Md., were arrested on
Monday and each charged with the
manufacture and distribution ofmarijuana and possession of marij uana as
well as conspiracy to manufacture and
possess marijuana .
The couple's attorney said Friday that the daughter, Kerry Thcker,
was staying with family friends by
order of a Montgomery County District Court judge. The attorney, Steven
Kupferberg, woul d not com men t fu r.
h
ther about her or dtscuss er reasons
for co ntacting police.

fidence in his ability to perfonn his
these problems. She has Social Secuduties," according to Brooke Anderrity disability for them."
son, a department spokeswoman.
According to police documen!S,
Tucker was one of the antiKerry Tucker told Takoma Park police
nuclear activists who brought national on Aug. 19 that "a large amount of
attention to the 1974 fatal car accidrugs" were inside her home in the
dent of Karen Silkwood, a lab anabasement.
lyst at the Kerr-McGee Cimarron PluWhen police went to the home
Ionium Plant in Oklahoma . At the
that day, JCathleen Tucker opened the
time of the accident, Silkwood was door, and police noted "the odor" of
on her way to meet a reporter to dis- marijuiiiUI around her, the document
cuss alleged safccy problems at the said.
plant.
They returned with a warrant
Kupferberg said that the and found 69 marijana plants in th e
charges against them '"will eventually basement along with ligh!S and tools for
be lowered to simple possession." Po- growing the plants, as well as seeds and
lice documents indicating that 69
stems, according to police.
The couple turned themselves
marl·1·uana plants were found in the
couplc'sbasement"are ,·ncorrect," he
into Tukoma Park police on Monday.
said.
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Heights couple carjacked downtown
Pair refuses to stay in Jeep, escape unharmed
Thomas J. Quinn
The Plain Dealer
After an evening in the Flats,
a terrified young Cleveland Heights
couple surrendered the1r money and
their Jeep Cherokee to two robbers
yesterday but escaped with their hves
after refusi ng at gunpoint to get into
the back of their veh1cle.
The robbers, one carrying a
handgun, finally sped off onto W. 6~
St in the Cherokee, as Dale Linville
stood hugging his w1fc, Tracte, saying, "We' re OK."
Lt Edward W. Thiery, a police spokesman, described the incident as a catjaeking, and said police
were looking fo r the robbers.
Police no longer have to look
fo r the Cherokee because Lin vi lie

satd he found 11 h1mself about 14 hours
later while looking for it along Cleveland streets.
He saw the car on E. 87'> St.,
outh of Cedar Ave. He called police,
who impounded the vch1c le.
Linville, 36, rental manager for
Matthews
Studio
Group
1n
Beachwood, and h1s w1fe, 30, a Gantos
store manager in Fairv1ew Park, recounted their ordeal yesterday afternoon, saying they wanted to warn the
pubhc.
About 10:30 p.m. Saturday, the
couple had gone to a tavern on Old
River Rd . call ed the Bar to meet with
members oft he Cleveland R overs, an
amateur adult ru gby team that Dale
Linville coaches.
Walkin g back to their car about

2:30a.m., they picked up an order of
fnes and wings at BW3.
They got into their red 199 1
Cherokee on FrankfortAve., offW. 6"',
partly opened the windows and began
eating.
A man approached the
passenger 's side, poi ntmg a gun at
Tracie Linville while ano ther man
came on her husband 's stde.
The robbers demanded money
and ordered the coupl e to get out and
lie down in the back of the Cherokee.
The couple implored them to just take
their money and their vehicle.
With the gun pointed at them,
Dale and Tracie Linville sepa rate ly
decided that they would not get into
the back, no matter what. "Once you
are in the back scat, you don't know

Moving Wall comes to town
Touring replica of Vietnam Memorial Wall stops in Mansfield
The Vietnam Veteran's Memorial "Movmg Wall" is making a stop
off of its national tour to visit
Mansfield's Lahm Airport today
through Sept. 15.
The " Mov ing Wall" is a 250
foo t lo ng C)lact half-scale replica of the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Wall in
Washington, D . C. 11 ha s 58,191
names, representing Vietnam casua lties from 1959 to 1975.
Veteran John Devitt created The

cannot make the trip to Washington,
D . C. to experience the testimonial to
the men and women who served in the
Vietnam war. Devitt has been traveling through the world with it.
Devitt travels 10 months a year,
visiting 23 to 28 cities. The MansfieldRichland Area Chamber of Commerce
is sponsoring The Moving Wall's stop
in Mansfield. The wall will be open
to visitors today from 5:00 p.m. and
will be open 24 hours a day through
2:00p.m . on Wednesday, Sept. 15.
The city has planned a number

~~~"'='"'=~~
M;ovi.n& WalliO provide people whtl

of 11emnonics to pay special tribute to

Megan Hebnan

WOrld News Editor

area Vietnam veterans and all of those
who have served in the war.
Mansfield Mayor Lydia Reid
will kick off the ceremonies today at
7:00p.m. by presenting Devitt with a
key to the city. Other ceremonials include keynote speaker Rear Admiral
Timothy Beard on Saturday and the
presentation by the U.S. Postal Service
of a large replica new commemorative
stamp for veterans, police, and fire
fighters who have died in the line of
duty.
Closing ceremonies will be held
I:00 p.m. on Seot 15.

what will happen," Dale Lmvlile said.
"!thought that we were not go.
mg to make it if we got in that back
seat," said Tracie Linvi ll e who feared
that she would be raped ~nd her husband killed.
The robber on the driver's side
reached in and took the keys out of the
ignition. Dale Linville got out of the
vehicle , pulling dollar bills out of his
wallet.
"] held the cash up to the guy
and I satd, 'Here, take my money,"'
Linville said. "At that point he
grabbed my throat. He was pushing
me against the c a r and telling me to
get in the back seat."
Tracie Linville, who had pulled
out money fo r the gunman, looked toward her husband and yelled, " Don't
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Poor construction blamed for deaths in Turkey
Mary Beth Sheridan
Richard Boudreaux

Airplane crash kills 70 in Argentina
hurt him! Don't hurt h im '"
"Fmally, the guy take s the cash
out of my hand," said Dale Linville,
who then hurried around the Cherokee, pulling his wife out of the veh1cle.
The robbers then JUmped into
the Cherokee and drove off with about
S50 in cash they had taken from the
couple.
"We were very, very lucky,"
Tracie Linv tlle said.
The couple headed to Johnny's
Downtown restaurant o n W. 6'> for
help. Po lice came, took a report and
summoned a taxi for the Linvilles.
A restaurant manager gave the
couple $20 for the taxi ride home. But
the taxi driver, after hearing their story,
refused to take the $13 fare .
R~punttd

w1th ptrmusion from the Pla..tn Dealer, l999

World/Local News needs
writers!
It's fun, it's easy, and it looks
great on a resume.
If you are interested call Megan
or Jenny at X4398

Seventy people were confirmed dead on Tuesday, Aug. 31 after
an airlmer ran in to heavy t raffi c and burst into flames on a nearby go lf
course after skipping off the mnway at Buenos Aires' metro a1rport
Some of the 44 survivors had up to 96 percent of thCIT bod~es
covered in scnous burns . Other injune included amputations, fractures, and cuts to the hands and face.
The cause of the crash is still under investigation.

Car bombs threaten peace efforts
Less than 24 hours after the signing of a major Middle East peace
deal, a pair of powerful car bombs exploded in two northern lsraeli cities
Sunday, killing three me n who po lice said were apparently planning to
detonate them m densely populated neighborhoods.
The seeming ly coordi nated bombs in Tiberius and Haifa, which
are both believed to have exploded prematurely, fit a pattern of terror
attacks by mi litant Palestin ia n grou ps timed to sabotage P alestin ian-Israeli peacemaking whenever it appears to gain momentum. However,
there was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attacks.

Tobacco companies win battle in court
Tobacco companies won a big legal victory Friday when a Florida
appeals court ruled th at damages m a landmark class-act1on case must be
considered one smoker at a lime, thus forestalling the risk of a multibilliondollar pum11ve damages award.
A three-Judge panel overruled a decision by trial JUdge Robert
Kaye, which would have allowed jurors to establish lump sum punitive
damage for the enltre class of as many as hundreds of thousands of state
resicicnts who became sick or died from smokmg.

•••
Beyond the Bell Tower
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quake vtctims seek damages and bring
the neghgentto justice. At least 19 contractors have been arrc ted in what one
vo lunteer lawyer ca lls "a lega l war"
agai n t corruption.
Independent professional groups
and news media arc clamoring for reforms that would avoid faulty reconstructiOn and prepare Turkey for the
next big quake, which geologists predict w11l hit the same densely populated
Industrial reg1on w1thm a few decades.
But the grass-roots activ1sts face
an uph1 \1 battle. The central government
in the capttal, Ankara, after its inmal
outcry against "mass murder" by politically powerful contractors, has g1vcn
little support to the pnvate crusade to
bnng them to justice. Officials have
ignored some of the new groups demandmg a voice 111 the process
"The state has degenerated into
a mach me that merely runs for itself,"
said Ishak Alaton, whose mulumllhondollar Turk1 sh conglomerate, Alarko,
docs high-quahty constmcuon "It will
requiTe a drasuc change tn mentality for
th~ state to n;ahzc that1t exists to serve
the people."
According to construction speCialists, virtual ly ever one of the
2\ ,3')0 apartm~nt hlocks that e<11\aps~d
1n the quake was built hy cnlllr<l<l<HS
who skunpcd on matcnals, added extra stones, avo1ded so1l tests and tgnorcd ~arthquakc-pr of rcqmrcmenlswhile mumc1pal officials charged w1th
enforcement looked the other way.
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Los Angeles l1mes
Sinan Cet inkaya still remember th e delights of moving day: the
elegant moldings in his $70,000, threebedroom apartment. The parquet
floors. The built-in barbecue grill on the
balcony.
His new address. the Gunduz
building, was a statu ymbol for the
young businessman, part of the ftrst
generation of h1 fanuly to leave Its
provmcial roots, attend college and
JOin Turkey's booming urban
economy.
But in the monstrous earthquake of Aug. 17, the seven-story
building collapsed- along with all of
Cetinkaya's illusions about h is country and its leaders. Tearin g into t~e
mbblc in search of his mothe r, he was
shocked 10 find one sign after another
of shoddy constructi on.
The 7.4-magnitude quake,
which killed at least 16,695 people, has
shaken Turks out of their traditional
fatalism an d deference to what they
call "dcvlct baba," or "fa ther state."
Cetinkaya is one of thousands who
have jomcd a movement - both kgal
and c1vic -to hold bu1ldcrs ancl public
officials accountable for the substandand construction tha11s blamed for the
staggering toll.
From a society that has bttle
faith in its legal system, the flood of
lttigation is e)ltremely unusua l and

appears to reflect more the angry national mood than any real hope of
winning in court.
"!am suing not because 1 hope
to gam personally," the 32-year-old
aid, his eyes still clouded with the
pam of find1ng h1s mother's
crumpled, ltfcle s body. "! am domg
this to cause a reaction m soc1ety, a
reaction the government feels."
L1ke no other event, the quake
has lain bare the comtpt realities of
modem Turkey And 1t has focused
CIVIC trc on pohl1C1ans who had turned
a blind eye to building code v1olauons
in exchange for money or votes. and
contractors who had turned the
country's urban constructton boom
mto an unbnd led grced-a-thon
It also has s hattered the popular image of a state whose politicians,
bureaucrats, army and police commanders projected themselves as allpowerful and all-canng - and demanded total allegiance in return .
Galvamzed by the failure of
any state institution to react swiftly
to the emergency. ordmary Turks surprised themselve · with a mass mobilizal ton of pnvate rescue and relief.
Tustad, the country's lcadmg bus mess
association, cstitnatl!s that \0 mi\hon
of Turkey's 14 mtllion households
helped m some way
A1mmg to channel that energy
into fundamental changes, hundreds
of lawyers, architect and c1vil engineers are work1ng for free to help

MIT reacts to student death by overdose
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e federal gove~ment
and that the graduate stati stics do"no1 tell the
e story. Accordmg to
Plonshy, the numbers do not reflect instances when athletes leave college for careers in the professional arena. transfer to another school, or
when athletes quit sports because of injuries.
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A senior Energy Depa rtment
political appointee, was fired from his
o fficial and his wife, one of the lead job as a senior policy adviser in
a tt o rneys involved 111 the Ka re n charge of environme ntal safety and
Silkwood case, were arrested this week
health. Officials "lost trust and conon charges of growing and possessing fidence in his ability to perform his
marijuana after their 16-year-old duties," according to Brooke Anderdaughter, armed with photographs of son, a department spokeswoman.
Tucker was one of the anti.
the plants , went to po Itee.
Robert Jason Alvarez, 54, and
nuclear activists who brought national
Kathleen Marie "Kitty"Tucker,55,of attention to the 1974 fata l car acciTakoma Park, Md., were arrested on dent of Karen Silkwood, a lab anaMonday and each charged with the
lyst at the Kerr-McGee Cimarron Plumanufacture and distribution ofmaritonium Plant in Oklahoma. At the
·
f
..
t1'me of the acc1'dent, Silkwood was
juana and possessiOn o manjuana as
·
f
tu
d on her way to meet a reporter to diswell as consptracy to manu ac re an
ossess marijuana.
cuss alleged safety problems at tbe
P
The couple's attorney said Fri- plant.
Kupferberg said that the
day that the daughter, Kerry T uc ker,
·1
f
·
d
b
charges
aga 1·nst them "will eventually
was staying with f:am1 y nen s Y
be
lowered
to s 1'mplc possession." Po.
ty
D
order of a Montgomery C oun
IS.ce do cuments 1.nd1·cating that 69
ll
trictCourtjudge. The attorney, teven
mafi.J·uana plants were found in the
Kupferberg, woul d not com men t fu rcouple's basement "are 'tncorrect," he
.
1
ther about her or d tscuss 1er reasons
for contacting police.
said.

s

said, addmg that Tucker uses the manjuana to treat m1gratnes and
fibromyalgia, a chronic muscle rain
disorder. " She IS totally disabled by
these problems. She has Soc1al Security disability for them."
According to police documents,
Kerry Tucker told Takoma Park police
on Aug. 19 that "a large amount of
d m gs" were inside her home 10 the
basement.
When police went to the home
that day, Kathleen Tucker opened the
door, and police noted "the odor" of
mariJ.uana around her, the document
said.

They returned with a warrant
· h
and found 69 marijana plants Ill t e
1 f,
basement along with lights and too s or
growing the plants, as well as seeds and
stems, according to police.
The couple turned themselves
da
into Tukoma Park police on Mon Y·
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A simple guide to understanding and surviving John Carroll

A Atrium at noon.

A review of Parkhurst
Maureen Liller and Kristy Calabria

Major: Psychology
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Concord,

OH

What did you
do for summer
fun? I went on a
trip to Hilton Head.

What is your
favorite movie?
National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation

What are your
favorite foods?
Pickles, hot peppers,
cookie dough, and i
cream .

What is your
favorite class
this semester?

John Carroll students sample what Parkhurst dishes out.

team.

K

ASs1stant Features Editor
One of the goals of a Jesuit
institution is to teach its students, in
and out of the classroom, the value
of scrvtce towards others.
John Carroll tries to promote
th1s 1dea through 1ts mvolvement 111
the Jesutt Volunteer Corps (JVC).
At John Carroll, NC is a one
year service program in which
students choose one of the SIX JVC
reg1ons that they would like to serve
the community. The Northwest,
Southwest, South, Midwest, and East
regions are all one year service
commitments .
The one exception IS the
mtemational region. "The sixth
reg1on," said Tasha Ferguson, who is

involved with Campus Ministry and
aids potential candidates in making
their deCISions regarding JVC,"is a
two year commitment abroad."
There are some requirements
to being mvolved with the JVC. You
must be at least 21 years of age,
emotiOnally mature, have a college
degree of relevant work experience,
and a Christian motivation.
"For most people, the JVC is
an August to August commitment,"
Ferguson said. ''You begin in early
August and end the next year at the
same time, but it is possible to
extend service time."
There arc benefits for those
who join the Jesuit Volunteer Corps
as well. Volunteers of the corps
arc given free room and board,
health insurance, free transportation
and a small monthly stipend of about

$75.
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Soronties and Fraternities

The JVC in it attempt to
promote service, also tnes to support
the goals of commumty, social
JUStice, simple-living and spirituality
111 its volunteers.
"The communal aspect comes
from the volunteers who work in the
same area, havmg to live with each
other and around tho ·e whom they
will be helpmg," sa1d Ferguson.
The soctal justice is found m
the work the volunteer do.
"In Cleveland. volunteers
work at free chmcs or other nonprofit orgamzations on the west-side,
help homeless women, and serve
meal at soup kitchens. However,

there are other opportunities to help.
Some join the Inter-Religious Task
Force which fights against social
injustice in Central America. Lori
Roddy '98 is volunteering abroad in
Micronesia and has just begun her
second year abroad."
The goal of simple-living is
accomplished in the small monthlystipend and in the fact that volunteers are asked to live humbly,
reflecting upon how those they are
working with live.
" rinally, volunteers are asked
to use Ignation spirituality to help
them think about experiences and to
grow and develop in their lives," said
Ferguson.
Annie Slota '98 recently
finished her work in the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps in Chicago, IL.
There he "(Orked at Trilogy, a
mental health hospital where she
aided people with chronic mental
illness, such as schizophrcma, in
findmg JObs.
"I knew I wan ted to do a year
of service after I graduated," she
commented. " It was such an
awesome cxpenence because I
learned so much.
"I'd encourage everyone who
1s interested 111 doing service to try
the JVC, but to be open and flcx1ble
to what may come. There were
times when l didn't like what I was
doing because rt wasn't what I
expected. Being open, though, that's
how you find the really special gifts
in others."
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Lip Sync. This Greek Week
event brings in bigger crowds
then all sporting events
combined.
M Mailroom . Send and receive
packages from friends and family
while dea ling with the friendliest
staff on campus .
N Never wear the shortest skirt
to a party. Don't be tha t girl.
0 Off campus. The only place
to party.
~ Philosophy with Dr. Thomson

Take at least one of your three
required philosophy courses with
him.
Q Quiet Hours . Quiet hours?

R Refrain from any morning
classes.
~ Superfan. Just show up to a
sporting event and you'll find out.

I

As in T and Panch. Great
guys, but make sure you turn in
your equipment on time.
Utensils. Don't steal them
from the cafeteria.
'!/._ Visitation Policy. This one has
been touched enough.
W Walgreens. The new place
to hang out after hours.
X-cellent editions of The
Carroll News.
Y Yahoo. It's now easier to use
an independent internet server
than the email here .
Z Zero. The number of dol lars
you will get back when you sell
your books.
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Taking a trip for the soul
Jennifer Gardner
Staff Reporter
What did you do w1th your
summer? Work, play, or just hang
out? ror 13 John Carroll students,
this summer was different. The e
students got a chance to experience
an entirely different way of life.
Accompanied by Patrick Rombalski,
dean of students, and Rev. R1chard P.
Salmi, vice prcs1dent for student
affa 1rs, the students went on a tenday ImmersiOn tnp to Duran,
Ecuador.
The tnp wa · orgam7cd
through a program known as Rn.w·n
de Cnstn (Face of Christ).
Rombalski is the volunteer coordinator of Rostra de Cristo, a pos1tion
separate from his job at John Carroll.
The program gives both high chool
and co llege students the opportunity
to "see the face of Christ in the poor
and m each other and to bring their
experiences back to campus with
them," according to Rombalski.
Twelve to fifteen groups from such
schools as Scranton and Boston
College participate yearly. John
Carroll has been a part of Rostro de
Cristo for two years.
The basic purpose of Rostra
de Crislo is to "live with the poor
and experience their reality for two
weeks, within the context of the
church," said Rombalski.
The students' days are
structured around three basic
activities. In the mornings, the
student visit hospitals or sc hools in
the region. The afternoons are then
focused on spending time in the
commun ity in which the students are
living. This is to allow students to
fully be a part of the community, not

JUSt tounsts. F1nal\y, in the evenings, the group gathers for a ninety
nunute rcnection on their dally
expenenccs.
Rostra de Cristo is a powerful
faith and cultural cxpenence, which
Rombal ki believes truly changes a
tudcnt for life. The people and
cxpcnences of the Ecuador challenge students' perceptions of the
world and the1r place m 11.
"When [ get a drink of water,
I am reminded of the water barrels
they had outstdc thctr houses that
prov1dcd them with unclean water to
bathe and dnnk. And when I sit m
class, I now know that milhons of
people in the world would g1ve
anything to be in my scat," said Jill
DiPiero, a Rosllv de Cristo participant.
There will be an informational
meeting in a few weeks for all
students interested in journeying to
Ecuador this coming summer.
The only re triction is that
seniors may not apply, as the group
often meets in the fall after the trip
to discuss the impact Rostro de
Cristo had on their lives. There is a
simple application and a short
interview and the group then meets
once a week before the trip
As a final thought, DiPiero
said, "The people of Duran make
you laugh, smile, and hope when we
should cry, scream, and give up. But
their happiness and nunc these past
ten days are because Christ's
presence here is overwhelming. As I
breathe in the dust of the roads and
smell the burning trash, I also
breathe in the Spirit of the Lord-so
easily, w1thout having to think, lie is

!h. our names arc A01fe and Ciara and we arc here from
Ireland on a year long scholarship (Business EducatiOn Initiative
program). In case you did not already know, John Carroll
University has taken part in this scholarship program for the past
four years. We are rwo of 155 students from Northern Ireland
studying business at umversities nationwide.
The Business Education lnitiat1ve is an employment agency
program wh1ch has been 111 operation for five years. lt provides
undergraduate students with a year long opportunity to study
busmcss-orientated subjects m colleges and universities throughout
the Uni ted States.
Our job as BEl participants is to develop business and
managerial skills and develop cross-Atlantic partnerships which we
wi II hopefully be able to use upon our retum to Northern Ireland.
Thi s sounds like a tough task but we are sure that we will make
Northern Ireland proud. However, we intend to make this a year to
remember, not only on an academic level, but also on a personal
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Help Wanted:
Blue Monday's
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Just a Bar
Reggae Wednesday

:rluln;.. Live Music
f.tL._

X-Factor

S.illl...

Live Music

Call Club

Cheap Drinks & Free Pool
Special Discounts for bar and restaurant
employees
Open Mic Nigh\
Come hang out with Steve the Bartender
The BIGGEST mid-week Dance Party in the
Heights!
Specialty Drinks: $2.75
Featuring the rock sounds of Satire
JCU's own OJ, McBoogie & D) Stout spinning
house & hip-hop
Big Drunk Dummy

and social one.
What attracted us most to th e program, besides enhancing
Northern Ireland's economy, was the opportunity to d1scover new
cultures and give us a change from the normality of "dear old
Ireland ."
Here we are gone for nearly three weeks now and already
calling JCU a home away from home. Nonetheless we cannot deny
that along the way we have experienced a number of culture
shocks. Where exactly should we start?
Perhaps w1th one of life's basic necessities, food. Or maybe
the vast amount of ch01cc and supply everywhere you tum. We are
spot led because of choice and fear that upon our return, Irish food
will just not compare.
Com mg from Ireland, we dtd not expect our language to be
a bamcr. However, the "cute" little Irish accent is proving
somewhat of a difficulty to some. As a result, we have learned to
slow down our speech and are even throwing in the odd American
twang.
One negative, which we doubt we will ever adapt to, is what
seems to u like middle of the night classes. Classes back home
started at II a.m., not S a.m!
So we have a whole year to experience life here and we
intend on making the most of it. We also hope that through our
regular art1cles, we will be able to share our culture With you. Both
being students from either sides of the border, each With our own
personal experiences, we feel we can provide you With the umque
insight mto the life and living of Irish society today.
We encourage any questtons or comments you m1ght have
about Ireland that we may be able to answer. You can contact us
any time at The Carroll News.
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THE

HOT
SPOT

Location: 621

Johnson

Ave. Warehouse District.

What is it?
A sophisticated, hip dance
club.

people-watch. Not the
place for geuing drunk

and loud_

Prices: Admission is $5
with a Thursday ($3) and
Sunday {$7 for under 21}
exccption.

Drinks are

typical of the downtown
price!-

ClevciJnd.

Aoife Finlay and Ciara-Jane Flanagan

people every time you need a spoon
3. See the return of the Taco, Waffle, and
Omelet Bars
4. Several clocks installed around cafeteria
5. Fix ice cream machines to avoid ·soupy· ice cream

Answering the opportunity to serve others
Rob Hutchison

Avoid it if at
all poss ible. Unless you want to
feel like you are waiting in line for
the hottest club in town .
~ Boler School of Business.
Don't think you can escape
Carroll without taking a class
there.
~ Christmas Carroll Eve . One
of the most popular activities on
campus. Be there and see for
yourself.
Q. Don Shula Sports Center.
Check out all the action.
.!; Electives. A much heeded
break from majo r and core
classes.
E Freshman Privilege. Look into
this if you took something you
thought you wanted to take, but
ended up with a 0 or an F.
G Grasseli Library. Actually very
helpful with a ll the books you
need plus CO's and movies.
H Health Care Services. Go to
the basemant of Murphy to
receive your yearly supply of
Sudafed, cough spray, and
Vitamin C.
l Independent Study. What
more can we say? It's
independent, why study?
Java Jams with Craig Recko.
The best entertainment on
campus. Check him out on
Thursday, September 30 in the
Wolf and Pot.
Keep off the grass in the
quad .

J.

1. Bigger cups
2. Space booths out to avoid climbing over three other
I'm on the softball

FEATURES

The ABC's of JCU

Meet the Eats
The Carroll News
My dad always tell> me to write what! know about. That's why
Kristy Calabna and I decided that we were the best possible candidates to
write a rev1cw on the new food serv1cc in the cafetena. Plain and s1mple, we
like food. Hey, we even got up to sample breakfast, so please keep reading.
Generally, the opm10n of most students is that the food tastes the same.
We disagree After ta ting many d1fferent varielles of food offered by both
Marr01tt and Parkhurst, we came to three main conclusions. The food is
fresher, cooked better, and there is more variety.
At breakfast, I was most impressed with the fact that the scrambled
eggs didn't threaten to 007e off of my plate. Kristy gave breakfast two
thumbs up simply because Lucky Charms were offered. As a whole, there
were more options. With cereal, fresh fru1t, bagels , donuts, and an assortment
of cooked foods, there should be something for everyone.
Lunch and dinner offer a menu relatively similar to Marroitt's. Many
of the same foods are prepared, however there arc some differences that make
Parkhurst stand out. Different toppings arc set out daily to mix with rice or
pasta. For example, a variety of seafood completed the salad bar earlier this
week. Fresh bread is placed out in the open, mstcad of hidden in moldy
packages. Soups arc changed daily and the sandwiches are truly made to
order. Funnel cakes with fruit and whipped cream toppings even made an
appearance in rhe cafeteria. Let's get serious, who doesn't love whipped
cream?
After critically examining the food, we talked with Parkhurst General
Manager Marty Cortazzo. He provided us w1th valuable infonnation. For
the students frequenting the cafeteria, Cortazzo asks them to keep in mind
that Parkhurst was not fam1liar with the Marriott menu. This means that old
favorites, like chopped chicken in the Inn Berween and toppings for ice
cream, were not on the original menu. But accordmg to Cortazzo, Parkhurst
is open to suggestions and wil ling to add these items to the menu.
Congrats to Cortazzo and the new (and old) enthusiastic Parkhurst
employees. The stations are cleaner, the pizza actually tastes like pina, and
everything IS readily available and always in the proper container. No more
surprise salad dressing combinations.
With an estimated 1,400 students eating in the cafeteria per meal ,
students should remember that eating at any cafeteria will not be like eating
at home. Be patient as Parkhurst cas~s into its new role as food service
provider for the John Carroll University community.

The Carroll News September 9, 1999

Date-able? Yes! Big
couches and a rozy
atmosphere. Wish prides
irself on rrying to
maintain an equal male to
female ratio to avoid the

mcarmarket impression.

Molly Byrnes, Annie Whiteman, Patrick Rombalski, Eric ~chi1d,
Richard Salmi, Molly Mayer, Brian Sinchak, Jackie Rodnguez,
and Jill DiPiero gather around Jaime Maldanado to
congratulate him on receiving his visa. Maldanado is currently
enrolled as a freshman at John Carroll.

Attention:
International Students
on F and J Visas:

See Helen Joyce,
International Student Adviser,
during the first week of class.

fimky crowd. 101
Martinis- You11 forget
you're in Cleveland.

Dresscode:

No casual

attire, but flexible.
Abercrombie addicts are
not likely ro get in.

Best day of the week:
Busiest on Saturday
lcheck out all three floors
for everything ranging
from trip-hop to Sinatra
and Ponishead.), Sunday

is great for pc~ple under
21.

Upcoming Events:
Friday, Sept- 17, 1999-

The office is located in the wing of the
Administration Building. First Floor,
next to the Registrar's Office, in the
Academic Advising Center

join Wash for their one

year anniversary.

Questionable Quote:
"It's all about better
music, better f.ashion, and
better people_•
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Meet the Eats
A review of Parkhurst
Maureen Liller and Kristy Calabria

Major: Psychology
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Concord. OH

What did you
do for summer
fun? I went on a
trip to Hilton Head .

What is your
favorite movie?
National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation

What are your
favorite foods?
Pickles, hot peppers.
cookie dough. and ice
cream.

What is your
favorite class
this semester?
Theories of the

The Carroll News
My dad always tells me to write what I know about. That's why
Knsty Calabna and I dec1ded that we were the best poss1ble candidates to
wntc a rev1cw on the new food service m the cafetena. Plain and s1mple, we
like food. Hey, we even got up to sample breakfast, so please keep reading.
Generally. the opm1on of most students is that the food tastes the same.
We disagree. After tasting many different varieties of food offered by both
Marrmtt and Parkhurst, we came to three mam conclus10ns. The food 1s
fresher, cooked better, and there 1s more variety.
At breakfast, I was most impressed with the fact that the scrambled
eggs didn't threaten to ooze off of my plate. Knsty gave bTeakfast two
thumbs up Simply because Lucky Charms were offered. As a whole, there
were more options. With cereal, fresh frlllt, bagels , donuts, and an assortment
of cooked foods, there should be something for everyone.
Lunch and dinner offer a menu relatively tmilar to Marro itt's. Many
of the same foods arc prepared, however there are some differences that make
Parkhurst stand out. Different toppings are set out daily to m1x with rice or
pasra. For example, a vanety of seafood completed the salad bar earlier this
week. Fresh bread IS placed out m the open, instead ofhidden in moldy
packages. Soups are changed daily and the sandw1ches are truly made to
order. Funnel cakes w1th frUJt and whtppcd cream toppmgs even made an
appearance in the cafeteria Let's get serious, who doesn ' t love whipped

John Carroll students sample what Parkhurst dishes out.

cream?

After critically exami ning the food, we talked with Parkhurst General
Manager Marty Cortano. He provided us with valuable information. For
the students frequenting the cafeteria, Cortazzo asks them to keep in mind
that Parkhurst was not familiar with the Marriott menu. This means that old
favorites, l1ke chopped cl11cken in the Inn Between and toppings for ice
cream, were not on the original menu. But according to Conazzo, Parkhurst
lS open to suggcstmns and wil!mg to add these items to the menu.
Congrats to Cortazzo and the new (and old) enthusiastic Parkhurst
employees. The stations are cleaner, the p1zza actually tastes like pizza, and
everything is readily available and always in the proper container. No more
surprise salad dressing combinations.
W1th an eshmated 1,400 studen ts eating in the cafeteria per meal ,
students should remember that eatmg at any cafeteria will not be like eating
at home . Be patient as Parkhurst eases into 1ts new role as food service
provider for the John Carroll University community.
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The ABC's of JCU
A simple guide to understanding and surviving John Carroll

A Atrium at noon.

Avoid it if at
a ll possible. Unless you want to
feel like you are waiting in line for
the hottest club in town.
B Boler School of Business.
Don't think you can escape
Carroll without taking a class
there.
.C. Christmas Carroll Eve. One
of the most popular activities on
campus. Be there and see for
yourself.
Q Don Shula Sports Center.
Check out all the action.
f. Electives. A much needed
break from major and core
classes.
E Freshman Privilege. Look into
this if you took something you
thought you wanted to take, but
ended up with a D or an F.
G Grasseli Library. Actually very
helpful wilh all the books you
need plus CO's and movies.
.!::!. Health Care Services. Go to
the baseman! of Murphy to
receive your yearly supply of
Sud a fed , cough spray, and
Vitamin C.
l Independent Study. What
more can we say? It's
independent, why study?
J. Java Jams with Craig Recko.
The best entertainment on
campus. Check him out on
Thursday, September 30 in the
Wolf and Pot.
K Keep off the grass in the
quad.

.!..

Lip Sync. This Greek Week
event brings in bigger crowds
then all sporting events
combined.
M Mailroom. Send and receive
packages from friends and family
while dealing with the friendliest
staff on campus.
N Never wear the shortest skirt
to a party. Don't be that g1rl.
Q Off campus . The only place
to party.

f Philosophy with Dr. Thomson .
Take at least one of your three
required philosophy courses with
him.
Q Quiet Hours. Quiet hours?
R Refrain from

any morning

classes.
Superfan. Just show up to a
sporting event and you 'll find out.

.S.

I

As in T and Panch. Great
guys, but make sure you turn in
your equipment on time.
U Utensils. Don't steal them
from the cafeteria.
'Y... Visitation Policy. This one has
been touched enough.
W Walgreens. The new place
to hang out after hours .
~ X-cellent editions of The
Carroll News.
Yahoo. It's now easier to use
an independent internet server
than the email here.
Z Zero . The number of dollars
you will get back when you sell
your books .

Y

Taking a trip for the soul
Jennifer Gardner
Staff Reporter
What did you do with your
summer? Work, play, or JUSt hang
out? For 13 John Carroll studcnlli,
this summer was different. These
students got a chance to experience
an enurely different way of life.
Aceompamcd by Patnck Rombalski,
dean of students, and Rev. R1chard P.
Salmi. vice pre idcnt for student
affair , the students went on a tenday immersion trip to Duran ,
Ecuador.
The tnp wa orgamzcd
through a program known as Rosrro
de Cristo (Face of Christ).
Rombalski is the volunteer coordinator of Rostra de Cristo, a pos1t1on
separate from his JOb at John Carroll.
The program gives both htgh schoo l
and college students the opportunity
to "see the face of Christ in the poor
and in each other and to bring their
experiences back to campus with
them," according to Rombalski.
Twelve to fifteen groups from uch
schools as Scranton and Boston
College participate yearly. John
Carroll has been a part of Rostro de
Cristo for two years.
The basic purpose of Rostra
de Cristo is to "live w1th the poor
and experience the1r reahty for two
weeks, within the context of the
church," said Rombalski.
The students' days are
structured around three basic
activi ties. In the mommgs, the
student visit hospitals or schools in
the region. The aR.ernoons arc then
focused on spending time in the
community in which the students are
living. This is to allow students to
fully be a part of the community, not

JUSt tourists. Finally, in the evenings, the group gathers for a mnety
minute renccuon on their da1ly
experiences.
Rostra de Crislo ts a powerful
faith and cultural experience, wh1ch
Rombal ki believes truly changes a
student for hfc. The people and
experiences of the Ecuador challenge students' perceptions of the
world and their place in it.
"When I get a dnnk of water,
I am remmded of the water barrels
th y had outsl(lc their houses that
provided them w1th unclean water to
bathe and dnnk. And when I Sll in
class, I now know that m1lhons of
people in the world would gwc
anything to be in my scat," satd Jill
D1Picro, a Ro tro de Cristo participant.
There will be an mfonnational
meeting in a few weeks for all
students interested injoumeying to
Ecuador this coming summer.
The on I y restnction is that
seniors may not apply, as the group
often meets in the fall after the trip
to discuss the impact Rostro de
Cristo had on their lives. There IS a
simple application and a hort
intcrv1ew and the group then meets
once a week before the trip
As a fmal th ught, DiPiero
sa1d, "The people of Duran make
you laugh, smile, and hope when we
should cry, scream, and give up. But
their happiness and mine these past
ten days are because Clmst's
presence here is overwhelming. As I
breathe in the dust of the roads and
smell the burning trash, I also
breathe in th e Spirit of the Lord-so
easily, without having to thmk, He is
here."
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THE

HOT

SPOT

Location: 621

Johnson

Ave. War~house District.

What is it?
A sophisticated, hip dance
dub.

dance,
people-watch. Not the
place for geuing drunk
and loud.

Prices:

Admission is $5

with a Thursday ($3) and
Sunday ($7 for under 21)
exception. Drinks are
typical of the downtown

prices.

Personality

a are you
involved in at
JCU?
I'm on the softball

team.

mosr beautifUl club5 in

1. Bigger cups

2. Space booths out to avoid climbing over three other

Hi, our names arc Aoife and Ciara and we are here from
Ireland on a year long scholarship (Business Education Initiative
program). In case you did not already know, John Carroll
Un1vcr 1ty has raken part in this scholarship program for the past
four years. We are two of 155 students from Northern Ireland
studying bu iness at un1versities nationwide.
The Business Education lnitiallve is an employment agency
program which has been 111 operation for five years. It provides
undergraduate students with a year long opportunity to smdy
bus111ess-onentated subjects in college and universities throughout
the United States.
Our job a BEl participants is to develop business and
managerial skills and develop cross-Atlantic pannerships which we
will hopefully be able to use upon our return to Northern Ireland.
This sounds hke a tough task but we are sure that we will make
Northern Ireland proud. However, we intend to make this a year to
remember, not only on an academic level. but also on a personal

Answering the opportunity to serve others
Rob Hutchison
ASsistant Features Editor
One of the goals of a Jesuit
in t1U1tion is to teach tts students, in
and out of the classroom, the value
of service towards others.
John Carroll tries to promote
th1s idea through its involvement in
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC).
At John Carroll, JVC is a one
year scrv1ce program m which
mdcnts choo e one of the six NC
rcg10ns that they would like to serve
the community. The Northwest,
Southwest. Sourh, Midwest, and East
reg1ons are all one year service
co mmitments.
The one exception is the
international region. "The sixth
reg1on," sa1d Tasha Ferguson, who 15
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involved with Campus Ministry and
aids potential candidates in making
their decisions regarding NC,"is a
two year comm1tment abroad."
There arc some requirements
to being mvolved w1th the JVC. You
mu t be at least 2 I years of age,
emotionally mature, have a college
dcgTce of relevant woTk experience,
and a Christian motivation.
"For most people, the JVC is
an August to August commitment,"
Ferguson said. "You begin in early
August and end the next year at the
same time, but it is possible to
extend service time."
There are benefits for those
who join the Jesuit Volunteer Corps
as well. Volunteers of the corps
are given free room and board,
health insurance, free transportation
and a small monthly stipend of about
$7".
The JVC in its attempt to
promote service, also tries to support
the goals of community, socia l
justice, imple-living and spi ntuality
m 1ts volunteers.
"The communal aspect comes
from the volunteers who work in the
same area, havmg to live with each
other and around those whom they
w1ll be hclpmg,'' said Ferguson.
The soc1al justice is found in
the work the volunteers do.
"In Cleveland, volunteers
work at free clm1cs or other 1\onprotit organizations on the we ·t-side,
help homeless women. and serve
meals at soup k1tchens. However,

there are other opportunities to help.
Some join the Inter-Religious Task
Force which fights against social
injustice in Central America. Lori
Roddy '98 is volunteering abroad in
M icrones1a and has ju t begun her
second year abroad."
The goal of simple-living is
accomplished in the small monthlystipend and in the fact that volunteers are asked to live humbly,
reflecting upon how those they are
working with live.
"Finally, volunteers are asked
to use lgnation spirituality to help
them think about experiences and to
grow and develop in their lives," aid
Ferguson.
Annie Slota '98 recently
finished her work in the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps in Chicago, IL.
There she "(Orkcd at Trilogy, a
mental health hospital where she
aided people with chronic mental
illness, such as schizophrenia, in
finding jobs.
"! knew I wanted to do a year
of serv1ce after [graduated," she
commented. " It was such an
awesome expencncc because l
learned so much.
"I'd encourage everyone who
is interested in doing service to try
the NC, but to be open and nexible
to what may come. There were
times when l didn 't hke what I was
doing because it wa n't what I
expected. Being open, though, that's
how you find the really special gifts
in others."

Cleveland.

Aoife Finlay and Ciara·Jane Flanagan

people every time you need a spoon
3. See the return of the Taco, Waffle, and
Omelet Bars
4. Several clocks installed around cafeteria
5. Fix ice cream machines to ovoid ·soupy" ice cream

and social one.
What attracted us most to the program, besides enhancing
Northern lreland's economy, was the opportunity to discover new
cultures and give us a change front the normality of"dear old
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Ireland."
Here we are gone for nearly three weeks now and already
calling JCU a home away from home. onethelcss we cannot deny
that along the way we have expcnenccd a number of culture
shocks. Where exactly should we start?
Pcrhap with one of life 's ba ic necessities, food. Or maybe
the va ·t amount of choice and supply everywhere you mm. We are
spmlcd because of chOJCC and fear that upon our retum, Irish food
wi II just not compare.
Cmmng from Ireland, we did not expect our language to be
a barrier. However, the "cut e" little Irish accent is proving
somewhat of a difficulty to some. As a result, we have leamed to
slow down our speech and are even throwing in the odd American

Yes! Big

atm<lliphc:re. Wish prides
itself on trying to
maintain an equal male to
female ratio to avoid the

meatmarkct impresston.

Molly Byrnes, Annie Whiteman, Patrick Romba/ski, Eric Schild,
Richard Salmi, Molly Mayer. Brian Sinchak, Jackie Rodriguez,
and Jill DiPiero gather around Jaime Maldanedo to
congratulate him on receiving his visa. Maldanado is currently
enrolled as a freshman at John Carroll.

Attention:
International Students
on F and J Visas:
See Helen Joyce,
International Student Adviser,
during the first week of class.

funky crowd. 101
Maninis. You1l forget
you're in Cleveland.

Dresscode:

No casual

attire, but flexible.
Abercrombie addicts are
not likely to get in.

Best day of the week:
Busiest on Saturday
(check out all three floors
for everything r.lnging
from rrip-hop to Sinatra
and Portishcad.), Sunday
is great for ~pic under

21.

twang.
M2n;_

Blue Monday's

Cheap Drinks & Free Pool
Special Discounts for bar an
employees
Open Mic Night

Illn;_

just a Bar

Come hang our with Steve the Bartender

YfuL

Reggae Wednesday

The BIGGEST mid-week Dance Party in the
Heights!
Specialty Drinks: $2.75

Illlill;_

Live Music

Featuring the rock sounds of Satire

E.r.i;_

X-Factor

)CU's own D), McBoogie & D) Stout spinning
house & hip-hop

SA!;_

Live Music

Big Drunk Dummy

.
One negative, which we doubt we will ever adapt to, IS what
seems to us like middle of the mght classes. Classes back home
·tartcd at II a.m., not 8 a.m!
So we have a whole year to experience life here and we
intend on making the most of it. We also hope that through our
regular articles, we will be able to share our culture w1th you. Both
bc 111g students from either sides of the border, each wah our own
personal experiences, we feel we can prov1de you w1th the umque
.
insight into the life and living of Irish society today.
We encourage any questions or comments you mtght have
about Ireland that we may be able to answer. You can contact us
any time at The Carroll News.

Date-able?

couches and a cozy

Upcoming Events:

The office is located in the wing of the
Administration Building, First Floor,
next to the Registrar's Office, in the
Academic Advising Center

Friday, Sept. 17, 1999·
join Wtsh for their one
year aMivusary.

Questionable Quote:
~It's all

about bcuer

music, better fashion, and

better people."
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Welcome freshmen

Pop Impact hits Cleveland
Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art features Pop Art exhibit
Elizabeth Krymski
Staff Reporter
The time has come to dig up
your Crayola crayons and finger
paints. The time has come to bc(;orne
reacquainted with the use of color and
tmagery. The time has come for a revival of Pop Art.
Over thirty works of art and
sculpture includmg Andy Warhol's
Campbell$ Soup Ca11s painting and
Roy Lichtenstein's cartoon prints will
be splashing color on the walls of the
Cleveland Center for Contemporary
Art.
The exhib it ion entitled "Pop
Impact! From Johns to Warhol. Selections form the Whttncy Museum of
American Art" is inspiring enough to
mot1vate even the most novtce artists.
Tt prcmters on September 9 and will
be d1splaycd unt1l November 14. The
New York based gallery will be showmg 1ts travelling collection at four confirmed venues.
Th1s eonglomeratton of print
and scu lpture has been revised and
updated stncc Pop Art's debut tn the
late 1950's. No longer s1mply v1v1d
painting encrusted on canvas. works
by Jasper Johns. James Rosenquist and
a vanety of other arttsts have an added
mulhmedta sound byte feature.
Included 111 the tour ts a giant
mcchan1cal, compressing icc bag
sculpture co nstructed by Clacs
Oldenburg. Oldenburg is more locally
reoowncd for his Free S1amp sculpr o,
in owntown
an
in addttton to the exh1b11 's mesmerizing effects, a featured timehne
Will provtdc a reVIeW of the SOCial
events nationally and locally that igntted the spark and msp1red the

brushstroke upon wh1ch Pop Art was
established.
'The exh1bit enable us to reVISit the nch h1story of Pop Art at the
Center, while introducing a new generation to the revolutionary art that
shook up our society a decade ago,"
according to Jill Snyder, the Center's
Director.
"We hope to attract a new audience and a higher interest in Contemporary Art," adds media consultant
Noelle Celeste. "By displaying the
Whitney's collection of Pop Art, the
origin of Contemporary Art can be
clearly understood and more fully ap-

preciated."
The Center for Contemporary
Art is broadening its gallery premiere
w1th a series of related pro~ramming
such as Family Fun Days, Fashion
exhibitions and various Pop Art films
directed by Andy Warhol.
The Center is located at 850 l
Carnegie Avenue. It is open on Tuesdays through Thursdays from I I a.m.6p.m., Friday from I l a. m.-9p.m. and
weekends form 12p.m.- 5p.m. Admission to the Center is free, although
th ere is a ticket fee for additional programs. For more information about the
exhibit, call 421-8671.

Andy Warhof's famous representation of Ma~ilyn Monroe,
which was completed in 1962. Warhol combmed the use of
oil, acrylic and silkscreen enamel on canvas.

Now that you're fmally in college, you're probably wondering what
exciting things there are to do around
Cleveland. Since there isn't a huge variety of act1v1ties on campus, here are
a few ideas fo r some fun off campus.
There are a variety of
coffeeshops to vis1t on those nights that
sleep is not an option and your I 0 page
philosophy paper is.
Arabica is a five minute walk
from John Carroll . Starbucks, located
on the comer of Warrensville and Cedar always serves a great cafe laue.
And, of course, there is Denny's -the
ideal place for an all night caffeine
buzz.
Cleveland also has some terrific
restauran ts. Pizazz is a great place for
It alian food, and it's inexpensive too'
If you prefer a lighter meal, Tommy's,
located on Coventry Road, is delicious. There is also a la rg e number of
typical fast food restaurants around
town. You have a choice of anything
from Taco Bell to Rally's.
Cleveland has an amazing variety of ethnic food places to cat The
Mad Greek on Cedar ts great if you're
in the mood for gyros. If Thai is more
your taste, try Lemon Grass in Coventry.
Of course, there is always the
question of the bar scene. Cedar-Lee
is a strip of bar that are usually fun,
unless your a freshman and either don't
have a fake id or get yours taken away
by the ever ready Universitry Heights
po!Mie.
...mry
-~ bars•
Panmi 's, The Winking Li zard and , if
you're into seeing a live performance,
the Grog Shop has some great bands.
It's a requirement that if you are a
freshman, you must go down to the
Flats. Check out Have A Nice Day

Cafe, Beachclub and Bar CJe,·eland.
Don't forget that Cleveland has
an extremely artisl!c side. The Cleveland Museum of Art has it all from
ancient to modem art, plus lectures
and programs that arc usually free.
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame is
always a trip and the Great Lakes Sctencc Center is a fun place to spe nd a
Saturday afternoon.
Besides museums, Clevela nd
boasts the best orchestra in the nation.
You can ee a concert at the Al len
Town Theater until January of 2000,
then the performances will be back at
Severance Hal l.
Finally, if what you're in the
mood for is a relaxing evening, then a
movie might do the trick. The CedarLee theater always has an amazing
variety of movies, including foreign
films. There is also a theater in Shaker
Square which typically plays the Hollywood blockbuster hits.

Full Service Hair Salon

Full body waxing,
make-up, pedicure,
manicure
Corner of Warrensvi lle
Ctr. & Silsby - walking
distance from campus!

Open eveni
Tues-Thurs.

(216) 371-9585

Coming Attractions
I

Concerts
9/9/99
Jethro Tull & Victoria Pratt Keating at
Blosssom, 8 p.m., $41 pavillion/$3 1 lawn
Mason Rufner Band & Alan Greene Band at
Wilbert's, 8 p.m., $8
9/10/99
Moxy Fruvous at the Odeon, 9 p.m., $12.50 adv.
$15 day of

.

9/11199
NRBQ at Euclid Tavern, 9:30p.m., $12 adv.
$15 day of
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l<ubrici<S final farewell

A guide for life off campus

Kristen Baich
Staff Reporter
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LEGENDARY DIRECTOR'S MOVIE SHOWN ONE LAST TIME
Jim Vogel
Staff Reporte r
One oft he few opportunities to
view movies close to John Carroll is
at the Cedar-Lee Theater. Tonight they
will be showmg Stanley Kubn ck's
Eyes Wide Shut for the final time. If
you failed to see this motion picture
du ring its very first week of release,
or at a lat er time, it would be a wonderful night at the movies and a more
than satisfactory experience to be able
to catch the film's final showing in this
area. All that is required to have a
good time is to keep up with, and hold
a stgnificant understanding of, the
elaborately involved and complex
plot.
Stanley Kubrick had one of the
finest resumes in the history of the
movie mdust ry. The thirteen movie
filmography of this director of some
of Hol lywood 's most unorthodox
films included the awesome war story
Full Metal Jacket, the big screen version of Stephen King's horror story
The Shilling, a science fiction legend
in 2001: A Space Odyssey, and the
psycho-thrillers Clockwork Orange
and Dr. Strallgelove, and the classic
Spartacus starring Kirk Douglas .
He completed his final
director's cut of his latest motion picture, Eyes Wide Shut, just a few days
before his death . Kubrick succame to
a heart attack in his sleep. Out of respect for tl!e di~. who also '\ltii'Oie
the screenplay alongside Frederic
Raphae l and served as one of the
film's producer, Warner Bros. (the distributor) decided to leave the movie
as Kubrick had left it.
The manner of his death bore
an eiree resembelance to the death of
an old man in Eyes Wide Shut. We
saw the rna in character comforting the
daughter, "Marion, from what you' ve
said, I 'm sure your father died
peacefuly in his sleep."
The flick starred the gorgeous
husband-wife combination of Tom
Cruise (Jeny Macguire and Top Gun)
and Nicole Kidman (Days ofThunder
and Far and Away). With all of his
thought-provoking si lences and inten sely intricate plot, Kubrick explored an area of life that his war and
science fiction movies never had before ; sex.
The movie's primary objective
was to make the viewers in the the-

ater think about sexual relationships.
Relationships in your dreams, the ones
that you live through in reality and
your fantasies-come-to-life were all
meti cu lously examined during the
course of a few mghts in New York
City. Some critics have deplored the
dramatization for its extremely uncensored sexual encounters and torrid fantasies of in fidelity. Oth ers have
praised the motion picture for its unbiased look at the things and events
that drive people's sexual impulses and
Americans' feelings as a society about
sex, marriage, drugs (though on a brief
level), and their deepest fantasies and
desires .
Eyes Wide Shut ranked among
Kubrick 's very best efforts. From the
first scene, which opened the lustful
eyes in the audience and pulled the onlookers into thi s cinematic experience,
to the almost humorous and incredibly
blunt final line, this film opened the
enti re audience 's eyes. It showed each
and evety aspect of the hves of a
couple married nine years with a
young daughter (played by Madison
Eg inton). The couple was Bill and
Alice Harford (Cruise and Kidman).
Drugs and alcohol and misconstrued flirting had the potential to form
an incredible rift between the two as Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman as Bill and Alice Harford in Eyes Wide Shut. In a dramatic
.
Alice betrays Bill in thought and Bill
confronatation. Bill admits to Alice his desire to commit adultery, though he has not acted on tl
looks to do so in action. Nights full of
yet.
mystery and days all too full of mundane repressive reality cou ld end th is
lllliii-..

The idea for Eyes Wide Shut
came from the novel "Traumnovelle",
which translates to "Drea m Story"
written by Arthur Schnitzler. Kubrick,
a creative and revolutionary writer, decided to update the story to modem day
America and in his attempt, created
one of his most interesting films ever.
It was easy to realize how great an accomplishment must be to li ve up to the
screenplay that he and writer Arthur
C. Clarke put together for 2001. It was
in the company of Frederic Raphael
that he created his latest masterpiece.
Jocelyn Pock wrote the original music for the film. It had been well
known that Kubrick used music as a
storytelling tool. A new fantasy world
of the night is shown through the magnificent costumes, which were designed by Marit Allen and supervised
by Nancy Thompson . The music and
costumes blend so perfectly together
in one scene that tt felt as if the movie

The idea for
Eyes Wide Shut
came from the
novel
"Traumnovelle;'
which translates
to "Dream
Story, written
by Arthur
Schnitzler

ball held in medieval England, not a
house in one of the most populated Cities of earth at the tum of the millennium.
From Cruise and Kidman's lead
roles, to the auspicious efforts of Leelee
Sobieski (Joan of Arc), Rade
Sherbedgia (villain Trediak in The
Saint), Sydney Pollack , Marie
Richardson, and many others (mostly
unknowns), there is not one single
weak performance from the entire cast.
It seems as if each and every actor gave
his/her finest efforts under the leadership of Kubrick.
All of those privileged to be in
the audience at Ibis motioo picture must
ask themselves which attitude about
marriage they'll accept. It could follow Bill's feelings early on in the story,
"Maybe because you're my wife,
maybe because you're the mother of
my child and I know you would never
be unfaithful to me." It may look more

(Sl8Vost, played by Sky Dumont),
" It was the only way they could lose
their virginity and be free to do what
they wanted with other men ... the
ones they really wanted."
If you let miss a moment of
this story, you'lllose partofthe experience. Kubrick didn't concern
himself with creating a few minutes
of grand explosions and actionpacked adventure. He expects his
audience to want to see a movie
from start to finish and get all they
can out of it.
A great script, incredible di·
reclion, and a wonderful group of
aciOn all came rogelher and left a
memorable monument at the end of
the career for this one-of-a-kind director. Truth, lies, dreams, sensuality, trust, friendship, innocence,
and sex all got their fair share of
spotlighted attention in this newest
Kubrick classic.
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Pop Impact hits Cleveland
Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art features Pop Art exhibit
Elizabeth Krymski
Staff Reporter
The tune has come to dig up
your Crayola crayons and finger
paints. The time has come to become
reacquamted with the usc of color and
imagery. The time has come for a revival of Pop Art.
Over thirty works of art and
sculpture including Andy Warhol's
Campbell:, Soup Cans pamting and
Roy Lichtenstein's cartoon prints will
be splashing color on the walls of the
Cleveland Center for Contemporary
Art.
The exhibition entitled "Pop
Impact! From John to Warhol. Selections form the Wht!ney Museum of
Amen can Art" IS inspiring enough to
motivate even the most novice artists.
1t prem ters on September 9 and wi II
be displayed until November 14. The
New York based gallery will be showmg its travelling collection at four confirmed venues
This conglomeration of print
and sculpture has been revised and
UJ>dated smce Pop Art's debut in the
late 1950's. No longer simply vivid
paintmg encrusted on canvas, works
by Jasper Johns. James Rosenquist and
a variety of other art tsts have an added
rnulltmedta sound byte feature.
Included in the tour is a giant
mechanical , compressing ice bag
sculpture constructed by Clacs
Oldenburf?. Oldenburg is more locally
renowned for his Free Stamp sculptre o e rn doWntown
c an
In addu ron 10 the exl11b11 's rncsmenzing effects, a featured timcline
will provtde a review of the social
events nationally and locally that ignited the spark and inspired the

brushstroke upon which Pop Art was
esUlblished
"The exhibit enables us to revisit the rich history of Pop Art at the
Center, while mtroducing a new general! on to the revolutionary art that
shook up our society a decade ago,"
accordmg to Jill Snyder, the Center's
Director,
"We hope to attract a new audience and a higher mterest m Contemporary Art," adds media consultant
Noelle Celeste. "By displaying the
Whitney's collection of Pop Art, the
origin of Contemporary Art can be
clearly understood and more fully ap-

preciated."
The Center for Contemporary
Art is broadening its gallery premiere
with a series of related programming
such as Famtly Fun Days, Fashion
exhibitions and various Pop Art films
directed by Andy Warhol.
The Center is located at 850 I
Carnegie Avenue. It is open on Tuesdays through Thursdays from II a.m.6p.m., Friday from II a.rn.-9p.m. and
weekends form 12p.m.- 5p.m. Admission to the Center is free, although
there is a ticket fee for additional programs. For more information about the
exhibit, call 421-8671.

Andy Warhol's famous representation of Marilyn Monroe,
which was completed in 1962. Warhol combmed the use of
oil, acrylic and silkscreen enamel on canvas.
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We come freshmen
Kristen Baich
Staff Reporter
Now that you're finally in college, you're probably wondering what
excitmg things there are to do around
Cleveland. Since there isn't a huge variety of activities on campus, here are
a few ideas for some fun off campus.
There are a vartety of
coffeeshops to visit on those night that
sleep is not an option and your I 0 page
philosophy paper is.
Arabica is a five minute walk
from John Carroll. Starbucks, located
on the comer of Warrensville and Cedar always serves a great cafe latte.
And, of course, there is Denny's - the
tdeal place for an all night caffeine
buzz.
Cleveland also has some terrific
re taurants. Pizazz is a great place for
ltalian food, and tt's mexpensivc too'
If you prefer a lighter meal, Tommy's,
located on Coventry Road, is delicious. There is also a large number of
typical fast food restaurants around
town. You have a choice of anything
from Taco Bell to Rally's.
Cleveland has an amazing variety of ethnic food places to eat. The
Mad Greek on Cedar is great if you're
in the mood for gyros. If Thai is more
your taste, try Lemon Grass in Coventry.
Of course, there is always the
question of rhe bar scene. Cedar-Lee
ts a strip of bars that are usually fun,
unless your a freshman and either don't
have a fake id or get yours taken away
by the ever ready Universitry Heights
· .
t.aaome~bacs
Panini's, The Winking Lizard and, if
you're into seeing a live performance,
the Grog Shop has some great bands.
It's a requirement that if you are a
freshman, you must go down to the
Flats. Check out Have A Nice Day

Cafe, Beachclub and Bar Cleveland.
Don't forget that Cleveland has
an extremely artistic side. The Cleveland Museum of Art has it all from
ancient to modem art, plus lectures
and programs that are usually free.
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame is
always a tnp and the Great Lakes Sctence Center is a fun place to spend a
Saturday afternoon.
Besides museums, Cleveland
boasts the best orchestra in the nation.
You can see a concert at the Allen
Town Theater until January of 2000,
then the performances will be back at
Severance Hall.
Finally, if what you're in the
mood for is a relaxing evening, then a
movie might do the trick. The CedarLee theater always has an amazing
variety of movies, including foreign
films. There is also a theater in Shaker
Square which typically plays the Hollywood blockbuster hits.

Full Service Hair Salon

Full body waxing,
make-up, pedicure,
manicure
Corner of Warrensville
Ctr. & Silsby - walking
distance from campus!

(216) 371-9585

Concerts
9/9/99
Jethro Tull & Victoria Pratt Keating at
Blosssom, 8 p.m., $41 pavillion/$31 lawn
Mason Rufner Band & Alan Greene Band at
Wilbert's, 8 p.m., $8
9/10/99
Moxy Fruvous at the Odeon, 9 p.m., $12.50 adv.
$15 day of

9/11/99

NRBQ at Euclid Tavern, 9:30p.m., $12 adv.
$15 day of

Music

please contact:
Clcn~land

Hillel Foundation
I 1291 Euclid A,·enue
CIC\eland OH ~106
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B. Monkey
(Miramax)
Stigmata
(Mctro-Goldwyn Mayer Productions)
The Minus Man
(Artisan Entertainment)
Snow Falling on Cedars
(Universal Pictures)
flluminata
(Artisan Entertainment)
For Love of the Game
(Universal Pictures)
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LEGENDARY DIRECTOR'S MOVIE SHOWN ONE LAST TIME
Jim Vogel
Stall Reporter
One of the few opportunitie to
view movtes close lo John Carroll is
at the Cedar-Lee Theater. Tonight they
will be show ing Stanley Kubrick's
Eyes Wide Shu/ for the final time. If
you failed to see this motion picture
during tls very first week of release,
or at a later time, it would be a wonderful night at the movies and a more
than satisfactory experience to be able
to catch the film's final showing in this
area. All that is required to have a
good time is lo keep up with, and hold
a stgnificant understanding of, the
elaborately involved and complex
plot.
Stanley Kubrick had one of the
finest resumes in the history of the
movie industry. The thirteen movie
filmography of this director of some
of Hollywood's most unorthodox
films included the awesome war story
Full Mel a/ Jacket, the big screen version of Stephen King's horror story
The Shinilrg, a science fiction legend
in 2001: A Space Odyssey, and the
psycho-thrillers Clockwork Orange
and Dr Strange/ave, and the classic
Spartacus starring Kirk Douglas .
He completed his final
director's cut of his latest motion picture, Eyes Wide Shut, just a few days
before his death. Kubrick succame to
a heart attack in his sleep. Out of respect for tile director, who lllso Wrote
the screenplay alongside Frederic
Raphael and served as one of the
film's producer, Warner Bros. (the distributor) decided to leave the movie
as Kubrick had left it.
The manner of his death bore
an eiree resembelance to the death of
an old man in Eyes Wide Shut. We
saw the rnam character comforting the
daughter, "Marion, from what you've
said, I'm sure your father died
peacefuly in his sleep."
The flick starred the gorgeous
husband-wife combination of Tom
Cruise (Jeny Macguire and Top Gun)
and Nicole Kidman (Days ofThwrder
and Far and AIVay). With all of his
thought-provoking silences and intensely intricate plot, Kubrick explored an area of life that his war and
science fiction movies never had before: sex.
The movie's primary objective
was to make the viewers in the the-

ater think about sexual relationships.
Relationships in your dreams,the ones
that you live through in reality and
your fantasies-come-to-life were all
meticulously examined during the
course of a few nights in New York
City. Some critics have deplored the
dramatization for its extremely uncensored sexual encounters and torrid fantasies of inftdelity. Others have
praised the motion picture for its unbiased look at the thing and events
that drive people's sexual impulses and
Americans' feelings as a society about
scx,marriagc, drugs (though on a brief
level), and their deepest fantastcs and
desires.
Eyes Wide Shu/ ranked among
Kubrick's very best efforts. From the
first scene, which opened the lustful
eyes in the audience and pulled the onlookers into th is cinematic experience,
to the almost humorous and incredibly
blunt final line, thts film opened the
entire audience's eyes. It showed each
and every aspect of the lives of a
couple married nine years with a
young daughter (played by Madison
Eginton). The couple was Bill and
Alice Harford (Cruise and Kidman).
Drugs and alcohol and misconstrued flirting had the potential to form
an incredible rift between the two as
Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman as Bill and Alice Harford in Eyes Wide Shut. In a dramatic
.
Alice betrays Bill in thought and Bill
confronatation, Bill admits to Alice his desire to commit adultery, though he has not acted on rt
looks to do so in action. Nights full of
yet.
mystery and days all too full of mundane repressive reality could end this

..........

The idea for Eyes Wide Shut
came from the novel "Traumnovelle",
which translates to "Dream Story"
written by Arthur Schnitzler. Kubrick,
a creative and revolutionary writer, decided to update the story to modem day
America and in his attempt, created
one of his most interesting films ever.
It was easy to realize how great an accomplishment must be to live up to the
screenplay that he and writer Arthur
C. Clarke put together for 2001. It was
in the company of Frederic Raphael
that he created his latest masterpiece.
Jocelyn Pook wrote the original music for the film. lt had been well
known that Kubrick used music as a
storytelling tool. A new fantasy world
of the night is shown through the magnificent costumes, which were designed by Marit Allen and supervised
by Nancy Thompson. The music and
costumes blend so perfectly together
in one scene that it felt as if the movie

The idea for
Eyes Wide Shut
came from the
novel
((Traumnovelle;'
which translates
to ((Dream
Story, written
by Arthur
Schnitzler

ball held in medieval England, not a
house in one of the most populated cities of earth at the tum of the m1llennium.
From Cruise and Kidman's lead
roles, to the auspicious efforts ofLeclee
Sobieski (Joan of Arc), Rade
Sherbedgia (villain Trediak in The
Sai11t), Sydney Pollack, Marie
Richardson, and many others (mostly
unknowns), there is not one single
weak performance from the entire cast.
It seems as if each and every actor gave
his/her finest efforts under the leadership of Kubrick.
All of those privileged to be in
the audience at this motion pi~ must
ask themselves which attitude about
marriage they'll accept. It could follow Bill's feelings early on in the story,
"Maybe because you're my wife,
maybe because you're the mother of
my child and I know you would never
be unfaithful to me." It may look more

(Szavost, played by Sky Dumonl),
"It was the only way they could lose
theirvirgmity and be free to do what
they wanted with other men ... the
ones they really wanted.''
If you let miss a moment of
this story, you'lllose part of the experience. Kubrick didn't concern
himself with creating a few minutes
of grand explosions and actionpacked adventure. He expects his
audience to want to see a movie
from start to fmish and get all they
can out of it.
A great script, incredible direction, and a wonderful group of
actors all came together and left a
memorable monument at the end of
the career for this one-of-a-kind director. Truth, lies, dreams, sensuality, trust, friendship, innocence.
and sex all got their fair share of
spotlighted attention tn thts newest
Kubrick classic.
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BNL rock Gund Arena
Rebecca Swartz
Staff Reporter
Bare Naked Ladies Rock m the
Land of Cleves.
The Bare Naked Ladies pulled
off another stellar performance. They
worked a nearly sold-out Gund Arena
mto a frenzy last Wednesday night, as
the "Barenaked Summer's Night Tour"
heads toward a climactic finish this
month.
Th1s was the band's first vtsit
this year to the legendary "land of the
Cleves," as BNL affectionately calls its
greater-Cleveland fan base.
Not content to simply play an
assortment of hit songs to their fans,
BNL works to make each concert a
unique. pop-comedy circus.
In last Wednesday's two-hour
set, the Toronto based band showcased
theirtalent with a creative, funky edge.
Lead singer Steven Page and guitarist/
vocalist Ed Robertson were an effectJVe comedy team , rocking the crowd
with frequent outbursts ofTop-40 hirs.
Highlights of the satirical montage included "Livin' Ia Vida Loca,"
Cher's "Believe, " the newest from
W11l Smith, and some classic Celine
Dion . Fans went wild as Page and
Robertson's Vegas-style funk routine
came to a head with "Ghetto Superstar"
and a four-time encore of''Eye of the
Tiger."
These and other hits randomly
laced between BNL favorites created
a perfect mix of songs that linger in
your brain, but never challenge the title
cuts.
Although founded on a circus of
antics, the performance portrayed re-

tined musicianship as Page's seasoned
voice prevailed in " It 's All Been
Done," the bluesy"Hello C1ty" and the
bittersweet "Cal l and Answer."
Other musical strong points included a dynamic so lo medley by
bassist Jim Crceggan - a classical rendition of metal favorites such as Ozzy
Ozboumc's "Crazy Train." Through
all of the ant1cs BNL's smooth three
and four part har111onies shone through
with ease as classics "Brian Wilson,"
"The Old Apartment" and "In a utshcll" poured from the stage.
Experiences unique to the
Cleveland concert were plentiful. One
highlight of the show was when BNL's
Page and Robertson took their pants
off on stage to take a photograph with
a fan to help him win a bet. Another
fan received a lesson in rock when he
was lift.ed to the stage to become a
rockstar, screaming "Yeah"whencver
cued by Page.
A mo onwa lk ing, rappin g
Robertson combined w1th Page's acrobatic dance moves made for an interesting evening. BNL surprised fans
with the debut of a new song, which
is scheduled to air this fall on the FOX
comedy, "King of the Hill."
There was only one thing missing from the energetic performance
instrumentalist Kevin Hearn. Hearn
has taken a break from the road to recover from his recent bout with Leukemia . The fans paid tribute to
Hearn's fast recovery through Page's
moving performance of "Break your
Heart."
As with all BNL performances,
Kraft Dinner was flying during the

BNL drummer Tyler Stewart hangs out with Carroll students Carrie North, Kristen Baich, Adam
Spero and friend.
classic hit, "If I Had a Million Dollars ." Both Page and Robertson
sported green dresses that were thrown
onstage from the audience. Those who
forgot their Mac n' Cheese and wanted
to participate in the cult-like display
threw everything from P9PCOrn to beer
into the crowd.
Wednesday evening's performance was nothing short of sheer success. BNL, touring throughout the past
decade, has gathered an enthusiastic
following of fans from teeneyboppers
to the 30+ crowd.
These fans keep coming back
due to the strength ofBNL's showman-

ship despite the lack of mainstream
media attention.
A BNL show is a unique experience for all. Those who hate their

music can still tolerate a BNL concert
due to the hilarious comedy circus created by the band each time they take
stage.
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Top 10 Singles
1. K-Ci & JoJo
"Tell Me It 's Real"
2. Christina Aguilera
"Genie In A Bottle"
3.LFO
"Summer Girls"
4. Smash Mouth
"All Star"
5. Enrique Iglesias
"Bailamos"
6. Tracie Spencer
"lt's All About You"
7. Backstreet Boys
" I Want It That Way"
8. 98 Degrees
"I Do (Cherish You)"
9. Sugar Ray
"Someday"
10. Destiny's Child
"Bills, Bills, Bills"

Top Video Rentals
I. A Civil Action,
starnng John Travolta
l. Enemy of the State,
starring Will Smith
3. The Thin Red Line,
>tarring Scan Penn
4. A Simple Plan,
stamng Bill Paxton
5. Varsity Blues,
stamng James VanDer Beck
6. Patch Adams,
starnng Robm Wllhams

7. 8MI\1,

srarring Nicholas Cage
11. Virus,
Starring Jamie Lee Curtis
9. Rushmore,
tarring Bill Murray
10. Saving Private Ryan,
starring Tom Hanks
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Sports Editor
Things did not go exactly
according to plan for the John
Carroll University football team this
past Saturday, however it was able
to pull out a 26-21 victory against
host Catholic University in the
ation 's Capital.
"It was not how we drew it
up, but we will take it," said head
coach Regis Scafe of his debut
victory.
"We were not always playing
our best out there, but we kept our
composure and came up wirh key
plays when we had to. "
Perhaps the most important
play of the game came With just
over six minutes to play in the
fourth quarter from junior
cornerback Dominick Clayton.
With JCU trailing 21-20, and
Catholic threatening to extend its
lead , Clayton intercepted a thirdand-goal pass attempt at the six-yard
line, returning it to the Catholic 36yard line.
"At the minimum, that was
about a ten-point swing," said Scafe.
"You had to figure that anything but
a turnover in that situation would
have put Catholic in a position to
attempt a field goal. Instead, we get
the ball back without surrendering
points."
On the very next play,
freshman quarterback Tom Arth,
who replaced junior captam Eri c
Marcy late in the second quarter,
connected with JcfTLerncr on a 64yard scoring strike that gave the
Blue Streaks the lead for good.
The Blue Streak defense held
off several charges by Catholic in
the final SIX minutes . The Cardinals
refused to surrender until their very
last play, when they mrned the ball
over after failing to convert a fourth
down situation in JCU terrirory.
AII that was left for A rth and
JCU to do was kneel down on the
final play, ensuring the Blue Streaks
of rheir seventh straight season-

opening victory.
scamper and Arth 's 64-yard aerial,
Early on, it appeared that JCU
the Blue Streak offense managed
would quickly dispose of the
only 91 yards. This is a cause for
Cardinals. Semor Bobby Krafi
concern for Scafe.
"We were having trouble
returned the opening kickoff 89 yards
for a touchdown, and on the very
moving the ball in the first half and
we were struggling to ger any
next play from scrimmage senior
momentum," said Scafe.
Tom Rini returned a Catholic fumble
Another source of concern for
30 yards for another score.
the new coach is the quarterback
"I've been in games where the
ituation. Marcy was removed from
opening kick return goes for a
the game in the second quarter after
touchdown, and that is not that
completing just two of f1ve pa ses,
uncommon, but to have two scores in
while throwing one interceplton.
the first thirty seconds is pretty
"We were kind of stuck in a
bizarre," said Scafe.
rut, and the coaches decided to make
"We just came out pumped up
a change to try to get a spark going,"
and ready to go, and we were able to
said Scafe.
do some things early on."
In practice during the weeks
Later in the first quarter, Kraft
leading up to the game, Arth took
showed his speed in the open field
snaps with the first team as the
once again, taking a handoff around
coaches anticipated using both
the right end 80 yards for his second
quarterbacks in the opening game.
touchdown of the afternoon,
Arth's numbers were better,
extending the lead to 20-0.
connecting on six of his 14 pass
The defense was the one
attempts for 120 yards, including the
source of consistency for the Blue
64-yard score. The freshman did
Streaks. In add ition to Clayton's
commit one turnover, fumbling as he
dramatic fourth quarter interception,
scrambled to elude pressure from the
Wayne Brooke and Rini each
Catholic defens1ve line.
intercepted a pass from Catholic's
However, the offense had
sophomore quarterback Derek
more success moving the ball and
McGee. Senior defensive end Chad
driving down field in the second half
Miller recorded a team-high13
with Arth at the helm. Scafe said
tackles.
"We did a good job of shutting that the coaching staff will continue
to evaluate both quarterbacks before
down Catholic's offensive weapons,"
making a decision on who will start
said Scafe.
the next game.
"They were only able to put
With a bye thi s Saturday, JCU
to gerber one sub stantial drive, and
1111' tftl' olfenJe tllllt dley1lllf
--~~~~~~~·
starting quarterback and tine rune its
gomg in this was a big accomplishoffense before opening Ohio Athletic
ment."
Conference play September 18, at
Last season, the Cardinals
Capital. For now, Scafe is pleased
averaged nearly forty points per
with the effort and intensity he saw
game and ranked in the top 25
against Catholic.
nationally in scoring offense.
"It's great to get the first win,
The Blue Streaks (1-0)
especially against a playoff team,"
certainly did not look their best on
said Scafe. "Catholic has been to the
the other side of the football where
playoffs in each of the last two years,
they could not put together a
so you know they are good."
significant drive until the fourth
"It was a hostile environment,
quarter and gained a mere 235 yards
and the guys could have folded the
on eight first downs.
tents, but they refused to lose."
Without Kraft's 80-yard

Newcomers help dig out wins
Rona Proudfoot
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Streaks escape D.C.
with dramatic victory
Bob McCarthy

SOAP
DISH
All My Children: Adam lied to Hayley that Mateo didn't visir her
when she was sleeping. David confided to Edmund h1s suspicions about
Ale"andra's treatment of Dmitri . Erica asked David to keep their affair
secret. Tad viewed one of Scott's tapes and realized Dixie w1thheld the
truth about her health before the miscarriage.
Days of Our Lives: Ali faced a moment of decision . Nancy and
Cra1g were horrified to learn Mike was being asked to return to his old
job. Bo felt only John could help bring Hope back from her "G ina"
delusiOn . Brandon gets a job at the hospJta I.
Get~era/llo~pita/: Juan and Emily accidenta lly fell as leep in each
other's anns where they were found by a fu rious Monica. Liz told Jason
she's still grieving for Lucky. Katherine learned she's not pregnant.
Fa1son gave Helena the antidote for paralysis.
As The World Turns: Margo mvestigatcd Gary Rady's death.
Barbar.r and llal tried to make adju tmcnts in their married life. Eddie
made a decision about the search for his father.
Guiding Light: Ben risks h1s life out of loyalty to Jake. A
disappointed Michelle learned Danny's secret. Holly's arrest brought her
closer to Sam. Reva fought for her life while Richard and Josh feared she
was lo~t t them forever. Ca sic thwarted Olivia's plans.
One Life To Live: Skye plotted to cause trouble for Ben and Viki.
l.mdsily told Sam she changed Bo 's sperm test results. Brian s1gned his
next letter to Rae as "The Man in the Moon ." Later, as Joey frantiCally
searched for Kelly. the rapist struck again, attacking a blond woman.
I md ay promised to help Doram discover who was "haunting" her.
Soph1a forged a note from Joey askmg Kelly to meet him at the cabana.
Kelly was later horrtfied when Bnan amvcd msteatl of Joey Skye's
confessiOn turned tki's world upside down.
The Botti And TJ" Beautiful: Sarah told Ta\\'llCY that Becky
d1scovcred baby [· nc was really her own son. Stephanie stopped Brook
from calling the poltcc to rcp01t that Becky had gnnc with the baby.
~canwh1le, Becky called Amber to tdl her she knt1WS the truth about the
ch1ld. Kimberly accepted a Job offer from Brooke and Enc because R1ck
would be workmg with her Lat.:r, she and R1cl-- met the new photographer. Giovanm. who was entranced by her. Amber appeared at Becky's
hotel room and demanded she retum the baby.
The Young And The Restle.1·.\ : Jack and Ashley considered Jill's
otTer to supponthw attempt to buy back Jabot. Billy planned a Labor
Day party to end all Labor Day parties. N1kk1 was stunned at Victor's
response when she told htm IllS vasectomy m1ght be reversed. Kay set
out for India to find Brock and reunite h1m w1tlt hts daughter MackenZie.
There could be problems for Ryan and Tnc1a's baby Brad intercepted
Ramona's fax to Victor.
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Assistant Sports Editor
When a volleyball team
graduates five seniors, three of
whom were starters, and all of
whom were maJOr offensive conttibutors, things m1ght seem a little
bleak.
Add to that the fact that
sophomore setter Maureen
Bach rei, a conference leader in
ass1sts last year, is out with an illness, and the early outlook doesn't
get any b<.:ttcr.
But John Carroll University
vo ll eyball coach Gretchen
Wcitbrecht is optimJstJC.
"The five semors who left
w<.:re a major part of our offense ,
there Js no question about that,"
Wcitbrccht said. "The players we
have connng back, as well as the
freshman coming in. will help us
become a more aggressive defensive team."
And the team certainly has
relied on rookies. JCU placed fifth
at rhc Kalamazoo Hornet Invitational last weekend and defeated
Wooster last week, often playing
as manv as four freshmen at a wne.
Newcomer
Beth
Grzybowski has proven especially
valuable. With five matches un-

Junior Michelle Marquette
prepares to attack
der her belt, she leads the team in three
categories and was named to the AllTournament Team last weekend.
Freshman Tracy Hobbs, who
averaged II .38 assists per game at
Kalamazoo, assumed the majority of
rhc setter respons1b1l J!Jes in the absence
of Bachtel.
JCU opened that tournament by
losmg to Anderson but returned to beat
Allegheny on the first day of compctJ-

tion. Saturday they dropped a fivegame match to Kalamazoo but
swept Bluffion to place fifth of
eight.
"I thought we could have
been more competitive with Anderson," Weitbrecht said. "When you
lose a first match, you don't give
yourself a lot of room to play in
the upper tiers of the tournament."
Weitbrecht is happy to see
what she calls an improved character on the team. She artributcs
this to the small but solid core of
returning players . Senior Katie
Farrell and junior Michelle
Marquette will serve as captains.
Other returners to watch are
senior Melissa Samblanet, juniors
Autumn Budrys , Mary Boag,
Michelle Cipar and Lisa E1rons and
sophomores Molly Barb and
Brooke Switzer.
"Our success will be determined by how quickly we can integrate the talent and settle into a
consistent line-up," Weitbrecht
said. "Our goal is to have a 20plus wm season and contend for the
conference championship."
JCU hosted Oberlin yesterday and will uavel to Baldwm
Wallace for a tournamenr this
weekend

Midfielder Kim Felosky siezes possession of the ball in
home game.

a recent

Women stay positive
Chartey Fuller
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University
women's soccer team opened the
season in search of a national
ranking.
Last weekend afforded them
two opportunities to prove themselves worthy.
On Saturday, JCU traveled to
Denison where they lost, 4-1, in a
game dominated by the Big Reds .
Forward Jill Comerford
scored the lone goal of the weekend
for the Blue Streaks, beating the
Denison defense at the 15:00 minute
mark of the second half
a t e oppo mty o re
the loss as they faced 15th ranked
Ohio Wesleyan.
"Saturday night we had a
team meeting in which we decided
the on-the-field communicarion was
lacking," junior forward Julie
Scaffidi said. "In the second game
[against Ohio Wesleyan), we talked a
lot more on the field and played a lot
better."
Ohio Wesleyan and JCU were
locked in a scoreless tie until two
quick scores by the Bartling Bishops
at the 10:00 mark of the second half
were more than the Blue Streaks
could overcom,:.
Although JCU suffered two
losses this weekend, the team's
outlook is still positive. Commendable play on Saturday may have
provided just what they needed by
giving them confidence in their
ability to play with the better teams
in the country.
"There was a lot of improvement from Saturday to Sunday,"
head coach Tracy Blasius said.
"After holding the fifteenth ranked

team in the nation to a scorele s tie
unti I late in the game, the team was
lefi with a good attirude going into
th1s week's competJilon."
JCU was com ing off stron g
preseason showing against D1vision
l Dayton's Junior Varsity team and
Notre Dame College, plus a 2-0
shutout of Wooster in the season
opener.
The key for the 1999 Blue
Streaks looks to be rh eir depth. The
team returns eleven starters from last
year's team and adds a recruitmg
class of 13.
The 1998 team was ravaged
by injuncs. forcing Blasius t play
li
e to
- -~
and a
fourth place finish in the OAC This
year, the depth at each pos1tion
should lessen the impact of injuncs
on the team.
Depth of the team will also be
key since it will allow Blasius to
keep players fresh throughout the
game.
Better conditioning should
also play a role in the team's
improvement.
In last year's traing camp,
only three players finished a twomile run in under fifteen minutes.
This year, twelve players accomplished that feat.
The 1999 squad has high
hopes for what the season will bring.
The ultimate plan, according to
Blasius, is to win the Oh10 Athletic
Conference Championship and gam
the first national ranking m team
history.
The Blue Streaks play today
ar Oberlin before returning home to
host Washington and Jefferson on
Saturday and Lake Erie on Monday
on the Graselli Front Lawn.

Teammates and fellow seniors Jen Lamielle and Maureen
Mohney converge on an opponent.
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BNL rock Gund Arena
Rebecca Swartz
Staff Reporter
Bare a ked Ladies Rock in the
Land of Cleves.
The Bare Naked Ladies pulled
ofT another stellar perfomtancc. They
worked a nearly sold-out Gund Arena
into a frenzy last Wednesday night, as
the "Barenaked Summer's Night Tour"
heads toward a climactic finish this
month.
This was the band's first visit
this year to the legendary ''land of the
Cleves," as BNLaffectionately calls its
greater-Cleveland fan base.
ot content to simply play an
assortment of hit songs to their fans,
BNL works to make each concert a
unique, pop-comedy circus.
In last Wednesday's two-hour
set. the Toronto based band showcased
their talent with a creative, funky edge.
Lead smger Steven Page and guitarist/
vocalist Ed Robertson were an effective comedy team, rockmg the crowd
with frequent outbursts ofTop-40 hits.
H1ghhghts of the satin cal montage included "Livin' Ia Vida Loca,"
Cher's "Believe, " the newest from
Will Smith, and some classic Celine
Dion. Fans went wild as Page and
Robertson's Vegas-style funk routine
came to a head with "Ghetto Superstar"
and a four-lime encore of"Eye of the
Tiger."
These and other hits randomly
laced between BNL favorites created
a perfect m1x of songs that linger in
your brain, but never challenge the title
cuts.
Although founded on a circus of
antics, the performance portrayed rc-

fined musicianship as Page's seasoned
voice prevailed in "It's All Been
Done," the bluesy "Hello City" and the
bittersweet"Call and Answer."
Other musical strong points included a dynamic solo medley by
bassist Jim Creeggan- a classical rendition of metal favorites such as Ozzy
Ozbournc's "Crazy Train." Through
all of the antics BNL's smooth three
and four part harmonies shone through
with case as classics "Brian Wilson,"
..The Old Apartment" and "In a Nutshell" poured from the stage.
Experiences unique to the
Cleveland concert were plentiful. One
h1ghlight of the show was when BNL's
Page and Robertson took their pants
off onstage to take a photograph with
a fan to help him win a bet. Another
fan received a lesson in rock when he
was lifted to the stage to become a
rockstar, screaming "Yeah" whenever
cued by Page.
A moonwalking, rapping
Robertson combmed with Page's acrobatic dance moves made for an interesting evening. BNL surprised fans
with the debut of a new song, which
is scheduled to air this fall on the FOX
comedy, "King of the Hill."
There was only one thing missing from the energetic performance
instrumentalist Kevin Hearn. Hearn
has taken a break from the road to recover from his recen t bout With Leukemia. The fans paid tribute to
Hearn's fast recovery through Page's
moving performance of "Break your
Heart."
As with all BNL performances,
Kraft Dinner was 11 ying during the

BNL drummer Tyler Stewart hangs out with Carroll students Carrie North, Kristen Baich, Adam
Spero and friend.
classic hit, "If I Had a Million Dollars." Both Page and Robertson
sported green dresses that were thrown
onstage from the audience. Those who
forgot their Mac n' Cheese and wanted
to participate in the cult-like display
threw everything from p9pcorn to beer
into the crowd.
Wednesday evening's performance was nothing short of sheer success. BNL, touring throughout the past
decade, has gathered an enthusiastic
following of fans from teeneyboppers
to the 30+ crowd.
These fans keep coming back
due to the strength of BNL's showman-

ship despite the lack of mainstream
media attention.
A BNL show is a unique experience for all. Those who hate their

music can still tolerate a BNL concert
due to the hilarious comedy circus created by the band each time they take
stage.
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Top 10 Singles
1. K-Ci & JoJo
"Tell Me It's Real"
2. Christina Aguilera
"Genie In A Bottle"
3. LFO
"Summer Girls"
4. Smash Mouth
"All Star"
5. Enrique Iglesias
"Bailamos"
6. Tracie Spencer
" It's All About You''
7. Backstreet Boys
"I Wantlt That Way"
8. 98 Degrees
"I Do (Cherish You)"
9. Sugar Ray
"Someday"
10. Destiny's Child
"Bill s. B1lls, B1lls"

Top Video Rentals
1. A Civil Action,
stamng John Travolta
2. Enemy of the State,
starring Will Smith
3. The Thin Red Line,
starnng Sean Penn
4. A Simple Plan,
stamng Bill Paxton
5. Varsity Blues,
starring James Van Der Beck
6. Patch Adams,
starring Robm Williams
7.8MM,
·tarring icholas Cage
8. Virus,
Starring Jamie Lee Curtis
9. Rushmore,
stamng Bill Murray
I 0. Saving Printe Ryan,
stamng Tom Hanks
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SPORTS

Sports Editor
Things did not go exactly
according to plan for the John
Carroll University football team this
past Saturday, however 1t was able
to pull out a 26-21 victory against
host Catholic University in the
Nation's Cap ital.
" It was not how we drew it
up, but we will take it," said head
coach Regis Scafc of his debut
victory.
'"We were not always playing
our best out there, but we kept our
composure and came up with key
plays when we had to ."
Perhaps the most important
play of the game came with just
over six minutes to play in the
fourth quarter from junior
cornerback Dominick Clayton.
With JCU tra iling 21-20, aod
Catholic threatening to extend its
lead , Clayton intercepted a thirdand-goal pass attempt at the six-yard
line, returnin g it to the Catholic 36yard line.
"At the minimum, that was
about a ten-point swing," said Scafe.
"You had to figure that anything but
a turnover in that situation would
have put Catholic in a position to
attempt a field goal. Instead, we get
the ball back without surrendering
points."
On the very next play,
freshman quarterback Tom Arth,
who replaced junior captain Eric
Marcy late in the second tp~~rter,
connected with Jeff Lerner on a 64yard scoring strike that gave the
Blue Streak the lead for good.
The Blue Streak defense held
off several charges by Catholic in
the final six minutes. The Cardinals
refused to surrender until their very
last play, when they turned the ball
over after faihng to convert a fourth
down situation in JCU territory.
All that was left for Arth and
JCU to do was kneel down on th e
final pl ay, ensuring the Blue Streaks
of their seventh straight season-

opening victory.
scam per and Arth's 64-yard aerial,
Early on, it appeared that JCU
the Blue Streak offense managed
would quickly dispose of the
only 91 yards. This is a cause for
Cardinals. Senior Bobby Kraft
concern for Scafe.
returned the opening kickoff 89 yards
"We were having trouble
for a touchdown, and on the very
moving the ball in the first half and
next play from scrimmage senior
we were struggling to get any
momentum," said Scafe.
Tom Rini returned a Catholic fumble
Another source of concern for
30 yards for another score.
the new coach is the quarterback
"I've been in games where the
si tuation. Marcy was removed from
opening kick return goes for a
the game in the second quarter after
touchdown, and that is not that
com pleting just two of five passes,
uncommon, but to have two scores in
while throwing one interception.
the first thiny seconds is pretty
"We were kind of stuck in a
bizarre," said Scafe.
rut, and the coaches decided to make
"We just came ou t pumped up
a change to try to get a spark going,"
and ready to go, and we were able to
do some things early on."
said Scafe.
In practice during the weeks
Later in the first quarter, Kraft
leading up to the game, Arth took
showed his speed in the open field
snaps with the first team as the
once again, taking a handoff around
coaches anticipated using both
the right end 80 yards for his second
quarterbacks in the opening game.
touchdown of the afternoon,
Arth 's numbers were better,
extending the lead to 20-0.
connecting on six of his 14 pass
The defense was the one
attempts for 120 yards, including the
source of consistency for the Blue
64-yard score. The freshman did
Streaks. In addition to Clayton's
commit one turnover, fumbling as he
dramatic fourth quarter interception,
scrambled to elude pressure from the
Wayne Brooke and Rini each
Catholic defensive line.
intercepted a pass from Catholic's
However, the offense had
sophomore quarterback Derek
more success moving the ball and
McGee. Senior defensive end Chad
driving down field in the second half
Miller recorded a team-high 13
with Arth at the helm. Scafe said
tackles.
that the coaching staff Will continue
"We did a good job of shutting
to evaluate both quanerbacks before
down Catholic's offensive weapons,"
making a decision on who will start
said Scafe.
the next game.
"They were only able to put
With a by e thi s Saturd ay, JCU
together one substantial driv e, and
-<tdtotfttiJ
ffimJe tbanlley hllll
~~~~.VM
~·
starting quarterback and tine tune its
going in this was a big accomplishoffense before opening Ohio Athletic
tnent."
Conference play September 18, at
Last season, the Cardinals
Capital. For now, Scafe is pleased
averaged nearly forry points per
with the effort and intensity he saw
game and ranked in the top 25
against Catholic.
nationally in scoring offense.
"It's great to get the ftrst win,
The Blue Streaks (1-0)
especially against a playoff team,"
certainly did not look their best on
said Scafe. "Catholic has been to the
the other side of the football where
playoffs in each of the last two years,
they could not put together a
so you know they are good."
significant drive until the fourth
"It was a hostile environment,
quarter and gained a mere 235 yards
and the guys could have folded the
on eight first downs.
tents, but they refused to lose ."
Without Kraft's 80-yard

Newcomers help dig out wins
Rona Proudfoot
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Streaks escape D.C.
with dramatic victory
Bob McCarthy

SOAP
DISH
All My Children: Adam lied to Hayley that Mateo didn't visit her
when she was sleeping. David confided to Edmund his suspicions about
Alexandra's treatment of Dmitri. Erica asked David to keep their affair
secret. Tad viewed one of Scott's tapes and realized Dixie withheld the
truth about her health before the miscarriage.
Days of Our Lives: Ali faced a moment of decision . Nancy and
Craig were horrified to learn Mike was bemg asked to return to his old
job. Bo felt only John could help bring Hope back from her "Gina"
delus1on. Brandon gets a job at the hosp1tal.
Gellerallfo~pital: Juan and Emily accidentally fell asleep in each
other's arm where they were found by a furious Monica. Liz told Jason
she's still gneving for Lucky. Katherine learned she's not pregnant.
Fa1son gave flclcna the antidote for paralysis.
As The World Turns: Margo mvcst1gatcd Gary Rady's death.
Barbara and Hal tncd to make adjustments in their married life. Eddie
made a decision about the search for his father.
Guiding Light: Ben risks h•s life out of loyalty to Jake. A
di appomtcd Michelle learned Danny's ecret. Holly's arrest brought her
closer to Sam. Reva fought for her life wh1le Richard and Josh feared he
was lost to them forever. Cassie thwancd Olivia's plans.
One Life To Live: Skye plotted to cause trouble for Ben and Viki.
Lmdsay told am she changed Bo 's spenn te ·t results. Brian signed his
next letter to Rae as '"The Man m the Moon." Later. as Joey franttcally
searched for "'clly, the rapist struck agam. attacking a blond woman.
Lindsay promised to help Dora in disl·over who was "hauntmg" her.
Soph1a forged a note from Joey askmg Kelly to meet h1m at the cabana.
Kelly was ];ncr horrified when Bnan amved instead of Joey. Skye's
confessiOn turned V1k1 's world upside down.
Tire Bold And The Beautiful: Sarah told Tawney that Becky
d•scovcrcd baby Enr was really her own son. St ·phanie stopped Brook
from calling the police to report that Becky had gone with the baby
Mcanwh!lc. Becky called Amber to tell her she knows the truth about the
child. Kunhcrly dCCeptcd a job offer from Brooke and Enc becau e R1ck
would be working with her Later. she and R1ck met the new photographer. Giuvanm, who was entranced b)' her Amb<!r appeared at Bccl..)''s
hotel room and demanded she retum the baby
The Young And The Restle.<s: Jack and A hley con>idcrcd Jill's
offer to support thc1r attempt to buy back Jabot. Billy planned a Labor
Day parry to end all Labor Day rart1cs 1kk1 was stunned at Victor's
response when she told him h1s vasectomy m1ght he reversed. Kay set
out for India to find Brock and reunite him\\ 1th h1s daughter Mackenzie.
There could be problems for Ryan and Tnc1a 's baby. Brad intercepted
Ramona·~ fax to V1ctor
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Assistant Sports Ed itor
When a volleyball team
graduates five seniors, three of
whom were starters, and all of
whom were major offensive contributors, things m1ght seem a little
bleak.
Add to that the fact that
sophomore setter Maureen
Bachtel, a conference leader in
asSists last year, is out with an illness, and the early outlook doesn't
get any better.
But John Carroll University
volleyball coach Gretchen
Wcitbrccht IS optinmtic.
"The five scmors who left
were a major part of our offense,
there is no question about that,"
Wcltbrc ht said. "The players we
have commg back, as well as the
freshman coming in, will help us
become a more aggressive defensive team."'
And the team certainly has
relied on rookies. JCU placed fifth
at the Kalamazoo Hornet Invitational last weekend and defeated
Wooster last week, often playing
as many as four freshmen at a ume.
Newcomer
Beth
Grzybow ki has proven espec1ally
valuable. With five matches un-

Junior Michelle Marquette
prepares to attack
der her belt, she leads the team in three
categories and was named to the AllTournament Team last weekend.
Freshman Tracy Hobbs, who
averaged I 1.3 8 asSists per game at
Kalamazoo, assumed the majority of
the setter responsibilities in the absence
of Bachtel.
JCU opened that tournament by
losmg to Anderson but returned to beat
Allegheny on the first day of compet1-

tion. Saturday they dropped a fivegame match to Kalamazoo but
swept Bluffton to place fifth of
eight.
"I thought we could have
been more competitive with Anderson," Weitbrecht said. "When you
lose a first match, you don't give
yourself a lot of room to play m
the upper tiers of the tournament."
Weitbrecht is happy to see
what she calls an improved character on the team. She attnbutes
this to the small but solid core of
returning players. Senior Katie
Farrell and JUnior Michelle
Marquette will serve as captains.
Other returners to watch arc
senior Melissa Samblanet. juniors
Autumn Budrys, Mary Boag,
Michelle Cipar and Lisa Eirons and
sophomores Molly Barb and
Brooke Switzer.
"Our success will be determined by how quickly we can integrate the talent and settle mto a
consistent hne-up," Weitbrecht
said. "Our goal is to have a 20plus win season and contend for the
conference championship."
JCU hosted Oberlin yesterday and will travel to Baldwm
Wallace for a tournament this
weekend

Midfie/der Kim Fe/osky siezes possession of the ball in a recent
home game.

Women stay positive
Chartey Fuller
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll Umversity
women's soccer team opened the
season in search of a national
ranking.
Last weekend afforded them
two opportunities to prove themscives worthy.
On Saturday, JCU traveled to
Denison where they lost, 4-1, in a
game dominated by the Big Reds.
Forward Jill Comerford
scored the lone goal of the weekend
for the Blue Streaks, beating the
Denison defense at the 15:00 minute
mark of the second half

team in the nation to a scoreles tie
unti I late in the game, the team was
left with a good attitude going into
this week's competition."
JCU was coming off strong
preseason showings aga111st DIVISIOn
I Dayton's Junior Var ity team and
Notre Dame College, plus a 2-0
shutout of Wooster in the season
opcoer.
The key for the 1999 Blue
Streaks looks to be their depth. The
team returns eleve n starters from last
year's team and adds a recruiting
class of 13 .
The I 998 team wa ravaged
by injuries, forcin g Blas1us to play

..~~~~~zu~~~~~
record - ·

~~~~~~~~~
t eo
nity o re un

the Joss as they faced 15th ranked
Ohio Wesleyan .
"Saturday mght we had a
team meeting 111 which we decided
the on-the-field communication was
lacking," junior forward Julie
Scaffidi said. "In the second game
[against Ohio Wesleyan), we talked a
lot more on the field and played a lot
better."
Ohio Wesleyan and JCU were
locked in a scoreless tie until two
quick scores by the Battling Bishops
at the 10:00 mark of the second half
were more than the Blue Streaks
could overcomp.
Although JCU suffered two
losses this weekend, the team's
outlook is still positive. Commendable play on Saturday may have
provided just what they needed by
giving them confidence in their
ability to play with the better teams
in the country.
"There was a lot of improvement from Saturday to Sunday,"
head coach Tracy Blasius said.
"After holding the fifteenth ranked

a e to

all - _,

and a

fourth place timsh 111 the OAC. This
year, the depth at each position
should lessen the 1mpact of injuncs
on the team.
Depth of the team will also be
key since it will allow Blasius to
keep players fresh throughout the
game.
Better conditioning should
also play a role in the team's
improvement.
In last year's traing camp,
only three players finished a twomile run in under fifteen minutes.
This year, twelve players accomplished that feat.
The 1999 squad has high
hopes for what the season will bring.
The ultimate plan, according to
Blasius, is to win the Oh10 Athletic
Conference Championship and gain
the first national ranking in team
history.
The Blue Streaks play today
at Oberlin before returning home to
host Washington and Jefferson on
Saturday and Lake Enc on Monday
on the Graselli Front Lawn.

Teammates and fellow seniors Jen Lamie lie and Maureen
Mohney converge on an opponent.
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Men's soccer set to play
Dan Ems1berger
Staff Reporter
The Bl ue Streaks men's
soccer team had a few streaks of
their own come to an end last
season.
Its 55-match hom e win ning
streak, eight years standin g, cam e to
an end. So al so d1d its six-year run
as an Ohi o Athletic Conference
postseason tourn ament partic1 pant.
Th IS year, head coach A h
Kazema rni looks to return to the
winning ways he was acc ustomed to.
He welcomes back nine starters and
twelve letterwinners from last year's
squad. Entering hi s eighth season as
coach for the men 's soccer team,
Kazemaini has a career record of 8540-7 .
Returning for Kazemain i this
season will be last year's leading
scorer Brian Cavalier, who scored a
team-high ni ne goa ls and 21 points
las I season as a sophomore. Cavalier
accompl ished this while missing fi ve
games due to an injury.
Classmate Jared Huels man ,
two-time fi rst team AII -OAC pick,
should be a major factor as well .
Other returning starters fo r

Kazcmaini 's team include se niors
Paul Habrecht, Dave LaRu sse,
Thomas Franzingcr and Jeb Schm idt
and junior Dave Barile, Mark Stich
and Ernie Zay1 cek.
Kazemaini has a group of
pro mising freshmen, including
Brandon Merriman , Matthew
Scibicnski, Nick Turchan and
Brendan Verner.
"We have a rea I strong
recruiting cia of freshmen,"
Cavaller sai d. "!think we'll play
better as a team this year."
The addition of sophomore
Kyle Thomas , a transfer from
Divts ion II Ashland University, is
al so expected to make an impact.
Wh tlc past years found JCU
and Hiram at the top of the conference, Otterbein has emerged as the
team to beat and is nationally ranked
th is season. Hiram moved to the
North Coast Athletic Conference, so
the Blue Streak are the only team in
Ihe OAC besides Otterbein to wm a
league title in the 1990s.
The John Carroll men's soccer
team began its season yesterday
when it traveled to face rival Case
Western Reserve University.

Bobby Kraft
Senior, Football

He who wins the Sweepstakes, buys the pizza.

Gained 214 all-purpose
yards in a season-opening
victory againsl Cathol ic
U niversity. Sco red two
touchdow ns of 80 or more
including an 89-yard touchdown return on the opening
kickoff and an 80-yard rush
from scrimmage. Carried 13
times for 87 yards and caught
one pass for 14 yards.

Photo by: kna

Molly By rnes and Vickie Nussbaum work together on a tough portion of the course.

Familiar faces lead the way for women
Christopher Barringer
Staff Reporter
Forget abo ut cheering fo r the
underdog. Who doesn't hke to see
the old fa vorite win?
John Carroll University
women 's cross country coach Kathy
Lanese was no doubt happy to sec
some fam1l iar faces leading the
women to thei r fifth place fi nish at
the Case Western Reserve University
Inv itati onal last weekend .
Senior Debbie Pagano was Ihe
firs t Blue Streak to cross the frmsh
line, plac ing II" overall With a time
of 20:3 7. Pagano, a consistent
run ner for Joh n Carroll since her
freshman year, has fini shed firs1 for
the Blue Streaks in over 20 races.
She has never placed lower than
second for the Streaks in her four

Debbie Pagano sets
pace
at the Case Western Reserve
Invitational.

The Blue Streaks arc missing
frve of their top eight runners from
last year due to inJury and attrition.
Sophomore Julie Zajac was
among the m1ssmg, stdelincd w1th a
shin inJury. Zajac ran consistcnlly
w1th Pagano and Byrnes last year.
Lanese hopes to make up for
th e loss of vcrtcrans with a strong
freshman cla s.
"!was impressed w 1th the
way that the fres hman ran," Pagano
sa1d. "We had a tough preseason,
but the fr rst race 1s always an
mdicator of thrngs to co·mc."
Rounding out th e lop five
finishers last weekend were
ophomorc Juha Augustine and
freshmen Vickie Nussbaum and
Vicki Krol.
"Baldwin -Wallace wa ~ the

another top performer from last year,
throughout the years as one of our
leaders," Lanese said. "She leads by
example, and she is an emotional
leader as well ."
Sophomore Molly Byrnes,

The perfonnances of Pagano
and Byrnes, both past All-Conference runners, were especially
tmportant on a squad hurt ing for
experience.

conference meet is here, we will be
ready for it."
JCU trave ls to Muskmgum ,
the site of the 1999 conference
championshi p meet, on Saturday.

Bet h Grzybowski
Freshman, Volleyball
Through first fi ve
matches this season, the
freshman has established
herself as a major offensive and
defensive threat. Currently
leads the team wi th a .21 6
hitting percentage. Is averaging 3.38 kills per game, and
4. 76 digs per game, good for
the team lead in both categories . Is thi rd on the squad in
blocks averaging .67 a game.
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Men's soccer set to play
Dan Emstberger
Staff Reporter
The Blue Streaks men's
soccer team had a few streaks of
their own come to an end last
season.
[ts 55-match home winning
streak, eight years stand mg. came to
an end. So also did 1ts six-year run
as an Oh10 Athletic Conference
postseason tournament part1cipant.
This year, head coach Ali
Kazcmami looks to return to the
winning ways he was accustomed to.
He welcomes back nine starters and
twelve letterwinners from last year's
squad. Entering his eighth season as
coach for the men 's soccer team,
Kazemaini has a career record of 8540-7.
Returning for Kazemaini this
season will be last year's leading
scorer Brian Cavalier, who scored a
team-high nine goals and 21 point
last season as a sophomore. Cavalier
accomplished this while missing five
game due to an injury.
Classmate Jared Huelsman,
two-time first team Ali-OAC pick,
should be a major factor as well.
Other returning starters for

Kazemaim's team include seniors
Paul Habrecht, Dave LaRusse,
Thomas Franzinger and Jeb Schmidt
and JUniors Dave Barile, Mark Stich
and Em1e Zayicek.
Kazemaim has a group of
prom1sing freshmen, including
Brandon Merriman, Matthew
Scibienski, N1ck Turchan and
Brendan Verner.
"We have a real strong
recruiting class of freshmen,"
Cavalier said. "f think we'll play
better as a team this year."
The addition of sophomore
Kyle Thomas, a transfer from
Division If Ashland University, is
also ex pected to make an impact.
While past years found JCU
and Hiram at the top of the conference, Otterbein has emerged as the
team to beat and is nationally ranked
this season. Hiram moved to the
North Coast AthletiC Conference, so
the Blue Streaks are the only team in
the OAC besides Otterbein to wm a
league title in the 1990s.
The John Carroll men's soccer
team began its season yesterday
when it traveled to face rival Case
Western Reserve University.

Bobby Kraft
Senior, Football

He who wins the Sweepstakes, buys the pizza.

Gained 214 all-purpose
yards in a season-opening
victory against Catholic
Universiry. Scored two
touchdowns of 80 or more
including an 89-yard touchdown return on the opening
kickoff and an 80-yard rush
from scrimmage. Carried 13
times for 87 yards and caught
one pass for 14 yards.

Molly Byrnes and Vickie Nussbaum work together on

a tough portion of the course.

Familiar faces lead the way for women
Christopher Baninger
Staff Reporter
Forget about cheenng for the
underdog. Who doesn't hke to see
the old favorite win?
John Carroll University
women's cross country coach Kathy
Lanese was no doubt happy to sec
some familiar faces leading the
women to their fifth place finish at
the Case Western Reserve University
Invitational last weekend.
Senior Debbie Pagano was the
first Blue Streak to cross the fimsh
line, placing 11"' overall with a time
of20:37. Pagano, a consistent
runner for John Carroll since her
freshman year, has finished first for
the Blue Streaks in over 20 races.
She has never placed lower than
second for the Streaks in her four
of running.

another top performer from last year,

throughout the years as one of our
leaders," Lanese said. "She leads by
example, and she is an emotiona l
leader as well."
Sophomore Molly Byrnes,

The performances of Pagano
and Byrnes, both past All-Conference runners, were especially
important on a squad hurting for
experience.

Debbie Pagano sets
pace
at the Case Western ResetVe
Invitational.

The Blue Streaks arc m1ssing
five of their top eight runners from
last year due to injury and attrition.
Sophomore Julie ZaJac was
among the mrssmg, sidclmcd with a
shin injury. Zajac ran consrstently
with Pagano and Byrnes last year.
Lanese hopes to make up for
the los. of vcrtcrans with a strong
freshman class.
"1 was impressed wuh the
way that the freshman ran," l'agano
sa1d. "We had a tough preseason,
but the first race is always an
indicator ofthmgs to come."
Rounding out the top fi vc
finishers last weekend were
sophomore Jul1a Augustine and
freshmen Vick1e Nussbaum and
Vicki Krol.
"Ba ldwin-Wallace w~~ the

"So'Wflen tile
conference meet is here, we will be
ready for it."
JCU travels to Muskrngum,
the site of the 1999 conference
championship meet, on Saturday.

Beth Grzybowski
Freshman, Volleyball
Through first five
matches this season, the
freshman has established
herself as a major offen ive an,m:JI
defensive threat. Currently
leads the team with a .216
hitting percentage. Is averaging 3.38 kills per game, and
4.76 digs per game, good for
the team lead in both categories. Is third on the squad in
blocks averaging .67 a game.
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Rookies pace struggl:ing men
Rona Proudfoot
Assistant Sports Ed1tor
John Carroll University men's
cross country coach Dick Mann may
have had reservations about his new
recruits making the transitiOn from
high school to college runnmg.
Besides the pre sure of
compet111g on the college level,
freshman have to adJust to racing a
longer d1stance.
But those womes were no
doubt put to rest last weekend.
It was the freshman trio of
Brad Hull, Eric Heintz and Matthew
Hills that led the Blue Streaks,
fimshmg 12"', 21~ and 34'" at the
Case Western Reserve Umvers1ty
Invitational at Squire Vatlecvuc
Farms .
"We had a really n1ce
performance from the three
frc hmen," Mann said. "Having
three m the top 35 is 1mpressive,
espec1ally for their first five-mile
race."
It wasn't quite impressive
enough, however, as John Carroll
fimshed mnth m the ten-team field .

Noticeably missing from the
line-up was senior Nick Sellers, who
was sidelined with an Ach1lles
tendon InJUry. Sellers was the Blue
Streak's top male runner m six meets
last year.
"We're hoping to improve
throughout the season," Mann sa1d.
"We finished last, but we were
missing our best runner, and I'm
counting on our four, five and six
man to continue 1mprovmg as the
season goes on."
Besides Sellers, Mann has five
returning lettcr-wtnners to call on as
he tries to improve on last year's
e1ghth place finish in the Ohio
Athletic Conference.
Among those is semor Brian
English who was a top three finisher
for John Carroll in every meet last
year. English was the fourth man for
the Blue Streaks last weekend,
placing 76'".
Also returning arc sophomores
James Bellar, Paul Bugner, Matthew
Mullan and Steve Polachek .
Sophomore newcomer Corey
Klein is expected to challenge for a

Fletcher earns starting
job in St. Lollis

Former JCU standout linebacker London Fletcher made
the leap from Division Ill to the NFL a year ago. After a
strong rookie season with the St. Louis Rams, the freeagent signee will open this season as the starting
linebacker for the NFC West franchise.

--

Salon Qualitv at a
Down to Earth Price
Open M-F 9-9
Sat 9-6
Located at Cedar & Taylor
Roads (University Comers Plaza)

$2_00 off regular haircut
price of $ 10. 00 with valid
John Ca"oil 1.0.
Tel: 216 - 397-1350

varsity position as well.
Nevertheless it looks as
though Mann Will be relying heavily
on freshmen this year.
And that's juot fine with Hull,
although he adm1ts he has some
adjus ting to do in order to compete
on the college level.
"I started the race way too
fast," Hull sa1d. "I was running like
I was in a high school race."
Hull probably wished it were
a high school race, as he was able to
get out quickly and hang on to the
first place position for the first three
miles. In miles four and five he
slipped 12 places, however.
"I'm going to work on bcmg
more relaxed in the first part of the
race," Hull said. "I wasn't relaxed
today, and I' II never make that
mistake again."
The Blue Streaks compete
again on Sarurday at the Muskingum
Invitational in New Concord, Ohio .
The Muskingum course will
be the site of the conference
championship meet later in the
season.
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Browns set for showdown w ith Steelers
The rivalry will be renewed on Sunday
mght when the Pitt burgh Steelers invade the
home of our new Cleveland Browns. Who Will
win? The answer i implc.
The Browns are an expansion team that
has been
playing
together for a
whoppmg
three months.
They will be
playmg m
their new
stadiUm, for a
new coach. in
front of
70,000
barking fans.
In short, the
Browns have nothing to lose. They are not
expected to stay close to the Steelers.
On the other ha nd, the Steelers are
coming off their first season 111 which they did
not make the playoffs under Bill "I'm the only
man eraz1er than Dave Gauntner" Cower.
They are expected to challenge for the AFC
Central crown, as well as the AFC Championship . They have all the pressure in the world
riding on the ir shoulders. No team wants to be
the first to lose to an expansion team.
Well , I got news for you. The Browns
will come out victoriousl?-14 in a game that
will be highlighted by solid defense and a lack
of ofTense from both squads. Look for rookie
Phil Dawson to redeem himself after missmg
two crucial field goals by kickmg the game
winning 35 yarder.
The Browns, who still lack ski ll at
cveral important position , will be playing
ent1rely on heart and emotion. The defense
will be playing for their fallen leader, linebacker and Massillon, Ohio nati ve Chris
Spielman. Look fi
liold the Steelers
under
-purpose yards. The offense,
11ch struggled all preseason, will finally get
on track behind the verer•n arm ofTy Detmer.

Greg Murphy

Sophomore James Bellar closes in on the field at the Case
Western Reserve Invitational last Saturday.

Coaching changes throughout
Baseball and wom en's basketball under new guidance
Rona Proudfoot
Assistant Sports Ed1tor
John Carroll University
Athletic Director Tony DeCarlo
remembers when he first came to
John Carroll University.
He was 24-years-old and
given the task of developing the
university's wrestling program from
the ground up. And develop it he
did . The Blue Streaks went on to
w1n the national champ1onsh1p 1n
1975.
So it's probably not surprising
that DeCarlo is eager to place the
fate of two of John Carroll's sports
teams in youthful hands.
Coaching changes were
announced this summer for the
baseball and women's basketball
programs.
Mark Thibeault, a four-year
letter-wmner for John Carroll as a
player, was named the interim head
coach of the Blue Streak baseball
program for the 2000 season.
Thibeault, who graduated
from JCU in 1998 with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in history, succeeds fouryear coach Brian Brewer. Brewer
coached the team to a sixth-place
Ohio Athletic Conference finish last
season before resigning to accept an
assisstant coaching position at
Marietta College.
During his collegiate career,
Thibeault, a key performer for the
Blue Streaks from 1995 to 1998,
served the team as
both a pitcher and
an outfielder. In
1998, he was an
honorable mention
All-OAC pick,
was named to the
OAC AllTournament team
and was the
team's Most
Valuable Player.
Thibeault served under
Brewer as a graduate assisstant
coach for the JCU program last year.
"At this point, we felt it
important to have someone step m as
coach who was familiar with the
players, the school, the conference
and the Cleveland area," DeCarlo
said. "Mark Thibeault is one of our
own, and we feel confident in his
ability to assume these duties and
perform well in them."
The pos ition had originally
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but it was her overall pre entation,
organization and enthusiasm. We are
extremely pleased to welcome her to
John Carroll."
A 1993 graduate of
Susquehanna University with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in English,
Maravelli also earned a Master of

Mark Thibeault
been offered to Baldwin Wallace
product Bret Butler.
Butler, who most recently
coached at Pitt-Bradford, asked to be
released from his contract after one
week, citing that he was not
comfortable in Cleveland's urban
setting.
"In a roundabout way this was
probably the best thing that could
happen for the team," DeCarlo said.
"We were initially concerned about
Mark 's age, but I fee l that he has
grown up tremendously over the past
couple years. The players are
overwhelmingly in support of Mark,
so I'm sure they'll work hard for
. "
h1m.
Kristie Maravelli, who spent
the 1998-99 season as the f1r t

conference women's basketball
player who helped lead the
Crusador to three NCAA Division
III playoff appearances.
Under Maravelli 's guidance,
the St. Francis Red Flash completed
last season with a record of I 8- 12,
won a fourth consecutive Northeast
Conference championship title and
earned a fourth consecutive NCAA
Division I ChampiOnship b1d. Pnor
to her tenure at St. Francis,
Maravelh had also been an assistant
coach at Manchester (IN) College
and Swarthmore (PA) College.
"This was an easy decision for
me to accept this position because of
John Carroll's academic reputation,
the beauty of the campus and the
opportunity to develop a program 111
a first-rate women's basketball
conference such as the Ohio Athletic
Conference," Maravelli said. "I look
forward to making the John Carroll
program
more
compct1t1ve
both within
the Oi\C and
on a national
level."
Maravclll
inherits c1ght
letterAthletic Director winners and
five starters
from a squad that finished 6-20 last
season.
"During my tenure, we 'vc
taken all of John Carroll's sports
teams up to the next level," DeCarlo
said. "I've done this by surrounding
myself by quality people on the
coaching staffs. Sometimes a fresh
start is what a program needs to
move up to that next level."
Thibeault becomes the fou rt h
and Maravelli the II"' head coach in
the history of their respective
programs.

During my tenure, we've taken all of John
Carroll's sports teams up to the next level.
Sometimes a fresh start is all a program
needs to move up to that next level.
Tony DeCarlo, JCU
assistant coach for the St. Francis
College (PA) Div1s1on I women's
basketball program, was named head
coach of the JCU women's basketball team.
Maravelli took over for Carol
Dugan who resigned the po t in
April of 1999 after five seasons.
"After careful and thorough
consideration, our search committee
believes that Knstie Maravelli is the
right person for th is job," DeCarlo
said. "It was not strictly credentials
that earned Kristie this opportunity,

He should be able to pick apart the Steelers'
secondary w1th long strikes to both Leslie
Shepard and Kevin Johnson
As for the Stcclers, the de fen c will
once again be the strength of the team, desp1tc
losing defensive back Carnell Lake. They
should be able to contam the Browns offcm;e.
However, Steelcrs fans hould be wary ofthetr
own offense.
Look for Kardell, cr, "Slash" Stewart to
throw at least three (no not touchdowns), but
interceptions. For all you watching the game
on ESPN, you will be able to fmd Kardell
crying on the Sidelines whi le Mike "Grandpa"
Tomczak takes the helm. The Browns defense
hould have trouble containmg "The Bus"
Jerome Bettis. Desp 1te not being completely
healthy, look for Bettis to gain his usual I00
yards, but not before Jamir Miller delivers a
puni hing blow, forcing the Bus out of the
game with a severely injured knee.
This game has the potential to be a
thriller. Don't expect too many points on the
board, but look for a few big plays by both
teams to complement the hard-nosed defenses.
I like what the Browns have done this
preseason. Desp1te a 2-3 record, I expect a
solid season from this ta lented group of
players. It shou ld start ofT on the right foot
with a win over the Steelers on Sunday night.

The words are taboo in P1ttsburgh .
They're simply not sa1d across the bridges and
up the hill of the Steel City.
The Stcclers aren't that good th1s year
There arc too many question marks on
the offense,
whether 11 's
Kardell
Stewart's
leadership
abilities or
Jerome Bettis'
knee The
post season,
wh1ch eluded
the them last
year, would be
an achievement m 1999.
But they're sllll better than the Browns.
Defensive star a11d team leader Chris
Spielman's career-ending injury brought most
Clevelanders back down to Earth about what
the Browns are. Those who thmk they are
anything more than an expansion team are in
for a rude awakening ..
Forget about the return of"The
Rivalry." Pittsburgh fans are glad to have the
Browns in their division, because it means two
guaranteed wins this year.

Mark Boleky's
Prediction

Greg Murphy's

Prediction
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The Steelcrs an: st1ll an above average
team m the ~FL. The defense will agam be
near the top of the league, with reruming stars
Levan Kirkland and Joel Steed.
But just being "pretty good" doesn't cut
it m the City of Champ1ons.
Afler all, before la t season, winmng the
Central Division had become as regular an
occurrence as Kurt Russell starrmg m an awful
action movie .
People m Pittsburgh want a fifth Super
Bowl nng. They're not gomg to find it111
Pennsylvania th1s year
It's ama7ing how the Stcclcr~ have
stayed as compelltive as they have this decade.
They have lost over a do7cn all-stars, due to
salary cap restrictions, but have consistently
replenished their squad
It finally caught up to them thiS year
More players arc gone, and no one knows
which Stewart will show up: the Pro Bowl
alternate of 1997 or the scared slinger w1th
happy feet oflasr sea on.
The Steelcrs had a lot of problems last
year running Ray Shennan's offense
particularly the passing game. Look for them
to try to pass against the shaky Cleveland
defense, helping Bettis along until he how he
is 100 percent.
The strength of Pittsburgh's defense 1s
in the front seven . The secondary is Inexperienced, so Browns quarterback Ty Detmer will
probably try to exploit that
He w11l qu1ckly sec, however, that n's
tough to complete passes from the honzontal
positiOn (though B1ll Clinton showed you can
run a country that way).
The Browns had plenty of tllrnovcr
problems in the preseason (seven last week) .
The opportu nistiC Stcclcrs will benefit from
that, and don't be surpnscd to see a touchdown
by the defense.
Pitt burgh's season will get sign1ficantly
more di11icult 1n the commg weeks, but the
opener should be a brccl!~. If only they could
phly \he

B1own~

every wc:ck

--

MENINGOCOCCAL DISEASE
Meningococcal Disease? Meningitis? What's that? And what's it got to do with me?
Meningococcal disease is a rare but serious
bacterial infection that occasionally infects college students and others living in confined communities such as residence halls. University
Health Service wants students to have up-todate information about this disease and know
how to reduce the risk of exposure.

What is Meningococcal Disease?
The infection caused by an organism called
meningococcus found in nasal and oral
secretions. The organism can be transmitted
through close personal contact such as:
--Sharing eating and drinking utensils
--Sharing lipstick or chapstick
--Sneezing or coughing on someome
--Kissing on the lips
--Sharing the mouthpiece on a musical instrument
--Sharing cigarettes, cigars or pipes

Health Service (216-397-4349) Is open from 9:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays and 1:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. on Sat. and Sun. during the academic
year. After hours call your RA.

What can be done to prevent Meningococcal Disease?
--Avoid contact with nasal and oral secretions of others
--Wash your hands frequently
--Avoid factors known to compromise the immune system:
heavy consumption of alcohol, lack of sleep and
excessive stress
--Consider receving the meningitis vaccine Menomune,
available at the Health Service. The charge is $65.
An appointment is necessary. You may not be
pregnant, have an acute illness, or be allergic to
thimerosal to receive the vaccine.

What are the symptoms of Meningoc occal Disease?
Syptoms include fever, severe headaches, stiff neck,
sometimes with a rash or vomiting, and sometimes with
lethargy or change in consciousness. If any of these symptoms
develop, do not de lay seeking medical attention.
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Rookies pace struggling men
Rona Proudfoot
Assistant Sports Edttor
John Carroll University men's
cross country coach Drck Mann may
have had reservations about hrs new
recruit making the transition from
hrgh school to college runnmg
Besides the pressure of
competrng on the college level,
freshman have to adJUSt to racrng a
longer dtstance.
But those worries were no
doubt put to rest last weekend.
It was the freshman trio of
Brad Hull, Eric Heintz and Matthew
Hills that led the Blue Streaks,
finishing 12"', 21" and 34"' at the
Case Western Reserve Unrversrty
Invitational at Squire Valleevue
Fanns.
"We had a really nice
performance from the three
fre hmen," Mann said. "Having
three rn the top 35 is impressive,
especially for their first five-mile
race."
It wasn't quite impressive
enough, however, as John Carroll
finrshcd nrnth 1n the ten-team field.

oticeably missing from the
line-up was senior Nick Sellers, who
was srdelined wJth an Achilles
tendon injury. Sellers was the Blue
Streak's top male runner in srx meets
last year.
"We're hopmg to improve
throughout the season," Mann sa1d.
"We fimshed last, but we were
missmg our best runner, and I' m
countmg on our four, five and six
man to continue improving as the
season goes on."
Besides Sellers, Mann has five
returning letter-winners to call on as
he tries to improve on last year's
eighth place finish in the Ohio
Athletic Conference.
Among those is senior Bnan
English who was a top three finisher
for John Carroll in every meet last
year English was the fourth man for
the Blue Streaks last weekend,
placing 76".
Also returning are sophomores
James Bellar, Paul Bugner, Matthew
Mullan and Steve Polachek .
Sophomore newcomer Corey
Klein is expected to challenge for a

Fletcher earns starting
job in St. Louis

Former JCU standout linebacker London Fletcher made
the leap from Division Ill to the NFL a year ago. After a
strong rookie season with the St. Louis Rams, the freeagent signee will open this season as the starting
linebacker for the NFC West franchise.

varsity position as well.
Nevertheless rt looks as
though Mann will be relying heavrly
on fre shmen this year.
And that's JUSt fine with Hull,
although he adrmts he has some
adjusting to do in order to compete
on the college level.
"I started the race way too
fast ," Hull said. "I was running like
I was in a high school race."
Hull probably wished it were
a high school race, as he was able to
get out quickly and hang on to the
first place position for the first three
miles. In miles four and five he
slipped 12 places, however.
"I'm going to work on being
more relaxed in the first part of the
race," Hull said. "I wasn't relaxed
today, and I'll never make that
mistake again."
The Blue Streaks compete
again on Saturday at the Muskingum
Invitational in New Concord, Ohio.
The Muskingum course wi ll
be the site of the conference
championship meet later in the
season.

Sophomore James Bellar closes in on the field at the Case
Western Reserve Invitational last Saturday.

Baseball and women,s basketball under new guidance
Rona Proudfoot

but it was her overall presentation,
organization and enth usiasm. We are
extremely pleased to we lcome her to
John Carroll."
A 1993 graduate of
Susquehanna University with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Eng lish ,
Maravell i a !so earned a Master of

Mark Thibeault
been offered to Baldwin Wallace
product Bret Butler.
Butler, who most recently
coached at Pitt-Bradford, asked to be
released from his contract after one
week, citing that he was not
comfortable in Cleveland's urban
setting.
"In a roundabout way this was
probably the best thing that could
happen for the team," DeCarlo said.
"We were initially concerned about
Mark's age, but I fee l that he has
grown up tremendously over the past
couple years. The players are
overwhelmingly in support of Mark,
so I'm sure they' ll work hard for
him."
Kristie Maravelh, who spent
the 1998-99 season as the first

conference women's basketball
player who helped lead the
Crusadors to three NCAA Dr vi ion
lTI playoff appearances.
Under Maravelli' guidance,
the St. Francis Red Flash completed
last season with a record of 18-12,
won a fourth consecutive Northeast
Conference championship trtle and
earned a fourth consecutive NCAA
Division I Champronshrp b1d. Pnor
to her tenure at St. Francis,
Maravelli had also been an assistant
coach at Manchester (IN) College
and Swarthmore (PA) College.
"This was an easy decrsion for
me to accept this position because of
John Ca rroll's academic reputation ,
the beauty of the campus and the
opportunity to develop a program in
a first-rate women's basketball
conference such as the Ohio Athletrc
Conference," Maravelli said. "!look
forward to making the John Carroll
program
more
competttrve
both within
the OAC and
on a national
level."
Maravcllt
inherits crght
letterAthletic Director winners and
five starters
from a squad that finished 6-20 last
seaso n.
"During my tenure, we've
taken all of John Carroll's sports
teams up to the next level." DeCarlo
said. "['vc done this by surroundmg
myself by quality people on the
coaching staffs. Sometimes a fresh
start is w hat a program needs to
move up to that next level."
Thibeault becomes the fourth
and Maravelli the II •h head coach in
the history of their respective
programs .

During my tenure, we've taken all of John
Carroll's sports teams up to the next level.
Sometimes a fresh start is all a program
needs to move up to that next level.

-.
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Browns set for showdown with Steelers

Coaching changes throughout
Assrstant Sports Edrtor
John Carroll Universrty
Athletic Director Tony DeCarlo
remembers when he first came to
John Carroll University.
He was 24-ycars-old and
given the task of developing the
university's wrestling program from
the ground up. And develop it he
did. The Blue treak went on to
wrn the nattonal champronshtp In
1975.
So it's probably not surprismg
that DeCarlo rs eager to place the
fate of two of John Carroll's sports
teams in youthful hands.
Coaching changes were
announced this summer for the
baseball and women's basketball
programs.
Mark Thibeault, a four-year
letter-winner for John Carroll as a
player. was named the interim head
coach of the Blue Streak baseball
program for the 2000 season.
Thibeault, who graduated
from JCU in 1998 with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in hi tory, succeeds fouryear coach Brian Brewer. Brewer
coached the team to a six th-place
Ohio Athletic Conference finish last
season before resigning to accep t an
assisstant coaching position at
Marietta College.
Duriitg his collegiate career,
Thtbeault, a key performer for the
Blue Streaks from 1995 to 1998,
served the team as
both a prtcher and
an outfielder. In
1998, he was an
honorable mention
All-OAC pick,
was named to the
OAC AllTournament team
and was the
team's Most
Valuable Player.
Thibeault served under
Brewer a a graduate assisstant
coach for the JCU program last year.
"At this point, we felt it
important to have someone step in as
coach who was famtliar with the
players, the school, the conference
and the Cleveland area," DeCarlo
said. "Mark Thibeault is one of our
own, and we feel confident in his
abil ity to a sume these duties and
perform well in them."
The position had originally
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Tony DeCarlo, JCU
assistant coach for the St. Francis
College (PA) 01vision I women 's
basketball program. was named head
coach of the JCU women's basketball team.
Maravelli took over for Carol
Dugan who resigned the post in
Apnl of 1999 after five seasons.
"After careful and thorough
consideration, our search committee
believes that Kristie Maravelli is the
right person for th is job," DeCarlo
said. "It was not strictly credentials
that earned Kristie this opportunity,

The rivalry will be renewed on Sunday
night when the Pittsburgh Steelers invade the
home of our new Cleveland Browns. Who will
wrn? The answer is simple.
The Browns are an expansion team that
has been
playing
together for a
whoppmg
three months.
They wdl be
playrng rn
their new
stadium, for a
new coach, rn
front of
70,000
barking fans.
In short, the
Browns have nothrng to lose. They are not
expected to stay close to the Steelers.
On the other hand, the Steelers are
coming off their first season in which they did
not make the playoffs under Bill "I'm the only
man crazier than Dave Gauntner" Cower.
They are expected to challenge for the AFC
Central crown, as well as the AFC Championship. They have all the pressure in the world
riding on therr shoulders. No team wants to be
the first to lose to an expansion team.
Well, I got news for you. The Browns
will come out victoriousl7-14 in a game that
writ be highhghted by solid defense and a lack
of offense from both squads. Look for rookie
Phil Dawson to redeem hrmself after missing
two crucial field goals by kicking the game
winning 35 yarder.
The Browns, who still lack skill at
several important positions, will be playing
entire ly on heart and emotion. The defense
wrll be playing for their fallen leader, linebacker and Massillon, Ohio native Chris
Spielman. Look ~
f10 d the Steelers
under
-purpose yard . The offense,
uch struggled all preseason, will finally get
on track behind the veter~n ann ofTy Detmer.

He should be able to pick apart the Steelers'
secondary w1th long strikes to both Leslie
Shep<:rd and Kevin Johnson.
As for the Stcelers, the defen e w1II
once again be th strength of the team. despite
losing defensive back Carnell Lake. They
should be able to contain the Browns offense.
However, teelers fans should be wary of their
own ofTense.
Look for Kordcll, cr, "Slash" Stewart to
throw at least three (no not touchdowns), but
interceptions. For all you watching the game
on ESPN. you will be able to find Kardell
crying on the sidelines whtle Mike "Grandpa"
Tomczak takes the helm. The Browns defense
should have trouble containing "The Bus"
Jerome Bettis. Despite not being completely
healthy, look for Bettis to gain hi usual I 00
yards, but not before Jamrr Miller delrvers a
punishing blow, forcing the Bus out of the
game with a sevetely injured knee
Thrs game has the potential to be a
thriller. Don't expect too many points on the
board, but look for a few big plays by both
teams to comp lement the hard-nosed de fen es.
I like what the Browns have done th rs
preseason. Despite a 2-3 record, I expect a
solid season from this talented group of
players. It should start off on the right foot
with a win over the Steelers on Sunday night.

The words arc taboo in Pittsburgh.
They're simply not said across the bndges and
up the hills of the Steel City.
The Stcelers arcn 't that good this year.
There are too many question marks on
the offcn c,
wltcthcr rt's
Kordell
Stewar1's
leadership
abihtres or
Jerome Bcttrs'
knee. The
postseason,
wht ·h eluded
the them last
year, would be
an achieve·
ment in 1999 .
But they're sh ll better than the Browns.
Defensive star and team leader Chris
Spielman's career-ending mJury brought most
Clevelanders back down to Earth about what
the Browns are. Tho e who think they are
anythin g more than an expansmn team are in
for a rude awakening..
Forget about the return of "The
Rivalry." Pittsburgh fans are glad to have the
Brown in their division, because it means two
guaranteed wins this year.

Mark Boleky's

Greg Murphy's

Prediction
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The Stcelers are strll an above average
team rn the FL. The defense wrll again be
ncar the top of the league, with retumrng tars
Levon Krrkland and Joel Steed.
But just being '·pretty good" docsn 't cut
it m the City ofChamp10ns .
After all. before last season, winnmg the
Central Division had become as regular an
occurrence as Kurt Russell starring rn an awful
action movte.
People m Prttsburgh want a fifth Super
Bowl rmg. They're not gomg to find 11111
Pcnnsylvanra thrs year.
It's amazing ho\\ the Stcclcrs have
staved as compctiti~c as they have thts decade
They have lost o cr a dozen all-stars, due to
salary cap restrictions, but have conststcntly
replenished thctr squad.
It finally caught up to them this year.
More players are gone, and no one knows
which Stewart will show up. the Pro Bowl
alternate of 1997 or the scared slinger wtth
happy feet of last season.
The Steelers had a lot of problems last
year running Ray Shennan' offense
particularly the passing game. Look for them
to try to pass against the shaky Cleveland
defense, helping Bettis along until he ·hows he
is l 00 percent
The slrength of Prttsburgh 's defense rs
in the front seven The secondary is ine"perienced, so Browns quarterback Ty Detmer will
probably try to cxplott that.
He w1ll qu1ckly see, however, that n's
tough to complt:tc pass~s from the horizontal
pos1t10n (though Brll Clinton showed you can
run a country that way).
The Brown. had plenty of turnover
problems m the preseason (seven last week)
The opportunistic Stcclers will benefit from
that, and don't be surprised to sec a touchdown
by the defense.
Pmsburgh's season will get. rgnificantly
more drfficult m the coming weeks. but the
opener should be a brcclC. lf only they could
11h1y the Brown-s cvc.ty week

MENINGOCOCCAL DISEASE
Meningococcal Disease? Meningitis? What's that? And what's it got to do with me?
Meningococcal disease is a rare but serious
bacterial infection that occasionally infects college students and others living in confined communities such as residence halls. University
Health Service wants students to have up-todate information about this disease and know
how to reduce the risk of exposure.

What is Meningococcal Disease?
The infection caused by an organism called
meningococcus found in nasal and oral
secretions. The organism can be transmitted
through close personal contact such as:
--Sharing eating and drinking utensils
--Sharing lipstick or chapstick
--Sneezing or coughing on someome
--Kissing on the lips
--Sharing the mouthpiece on a musical instrument
--Sharing cigarettes, cigars or pipes

Health Service (216-397-4349) is open from 9:00
a.m. to 5:00p.m. on weekdays and 1:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. on Sat. and Sun. during the academic
year. After hours call your RA.

What c~n be done to prevent Meningococcal Disease?
--Avoid contact with nasal and oral secretions of others
--Wash your hands frequently
--Avoid factors known to compromise the immune system:
heavy consumption of alcohol, lack of sleep and
excessive stress
--Consider receving the meningitis vaccine Menomune,
available at the Health Service. The charge is $65.
An appointment is necessary. You may not be
pregnant, have an acute illness, or be allergic to
thimerosal to receive the vaccine.

What are the symptoms of Meningococcal Disease?
Syptoms include fever, severe headaches, stiff neck,
sometimes with a rash or vomiting, and sometimes with
lethargy or change in consciousness. If any of these symptoms
develop, do not delay seeking medical attention .
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An unwelcoming
Welcome Back Week
WELCOME BACK ... Sorry, but that's about the
best the university can do. Just a big ole "Welcome
Back!" Was it as good for you as it was for us? Welcome Back Week 1999 was about as thrilling as a cup
of coffee at Arabi ca. Actually, Welcome Back Week
1999, was cup of coffee at Arabica. For those of
you stranded on campus, Welcome Back Week consisted of a movie, some food, a couple less-than-thrilling musical events, student Mass, the FOCUS SK run,
and let's not forget that infamous free cookie from
Arabica!
In years
helped smdteritif.il
air. Thenn•u••...,••tv•
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HIT:

We're Baaaaack. HIT: No attendance policy on the
syllabus. miss: Any required text with "Norton" in the title.
HIT: The swank new look of the cafeteria. miss: Only one
working drink line in the cafeteria, suddenly more than one
drink at a time isn't just for football players. HIT: A new
computer system. miss: Does anyone actually UNDERSTAND
the new computer system? miss: Three to a room in Pacelli.
HIT(?): At least you'll be cozy. HIT: The Browns are back!
miss: Just one small detail. ..tickets . miss: On a GOOD day,
the university will take you as far as Cedar-Lee and then you're
on your own. miss: Presidential candidate and alleged former
cokehead, George W. Bush's support of no tolerance drug laws.
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' With over 2,000 office supplies, you can find
: most everything you need to complete your
.. . __ \ project or presentation. ~
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Chagrin Blvd., east of 1-271. Beachwood/Woodmere area. Village Square, next to Gales.
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the issue of students drinking on the trips to the Flats,
Filiatraut suggested that in some ways the bus trips
~~the

I've never really had a problem
with teachers at Carroll. Some have
been tough and held high expectations,
but never have I encountered what I
did this summer.
My session two class, I thought,
would be fun. I knew a lot of the other
students and the class description
eemed interesting enough.
I was right about everythmg,
Lisa M. Foster then the teacher walked in the room
Managing Editor
and proceeded to offend the class for
the next five weeks. I can't and won't
speak for the entire class, but I know I
wasn't the only one with a shocked look on my face everyday after
class wondering how this person was still allowed to teach.
How appropriate is it for a teacher to refer to people with
menial disabilities as "people you wouldn't want to date"? And
how often do you hear a teacher tell you that women, especially
communications majors, go to college because it makes them "feel
wanted"? Or imilate how a person with cerebal palsy lalks to the
point of mockery? Oh, and according to this teacher, if you're a girl
who's trying to decide where to go to grad school, just base your
decision on where your boyfriend is going. This makes things so
much easier for us, doesn't it?
This type of behavior was an everyday experience. Never
have I been so insu !ted by a person I am supposed to look up to and
from whom I am supposed to learn . I know sensitivity isn't a
qualification for a teaching position, but it should be. I enjoy a
good joke as much as the next person, but there's a tine line
between a joke and a taste less display of crude comments. This
type of action is unacceptable, especially for a professional, liberal
arts institution.
I'm sure there's a person that the university pays to recruit
new teachers, I think it's time they open their eyes and see that just
because a teacher has been in the business for a while and has
received tenure doesn't mean he is competent at what he does.
Personally, I think tenure is a terrible idea. Tenure can enable
a teacher to become lazy and not worry about the quality of his or
her teaching. It acts as a safety blanket that many people get used to
having.
Most of the Carroll teachers I've had are passionate about
what they teach It's when that passion runs out or turns into
bitterness that they should be terminated. For some, the excitement
of teaching never exptres, and these are the teachers who deserve
the rewards wasted on insensitJve teachers with tenure. Whether or
not a person stays with a university should be based on a thorough
evaluation of the teacher every year, not if they have earned tenure.
It takes a very special, dnven, impassioned person to be a
teacher. And I say if you can't hack it. then get out of the business.
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An unwelcoming
Welcome Back Week
WELCOME BACK. .. Sorry, but that's about the
best the university can do. Just a big ole "Welcome
Back!" Was it as good for you as it was for us? Welcome Back Week 1999 was about as thrilling as a cup
of coffee at Arabica. Actually, Welcome Back Week
1999, was cup of coffee at Arabica. For those of
you stranded on campus, Welcome Back Week consisted of a movie, some food, a couple less-than-thrilling musical events, student Mass, the FOCUS SK run,
and let's not forget that infamous free cookie from
Arabica!
In
helped stud:eaifir'Ci
air. The nniiu..I'Oii~

a

ffice

HIT: We're Baaaaack. HIT: No attendance policy on the
syllabus. miss: Any required text with "Norton" in the title.
HIT: The swank new look of the cafeteria. miss: Only one
working drink line in the cafeteria, suddenly more than one
drink at a time isn't just for football players. HIT: A new
computer system. miss: Does anyone actually UNDERSTAND
the new computer system? miss: Three to a room in Pacelli.
HIT(?): At least you'll be cozy. HIT: The Browns are back!
miss: Just one small detail ... tickets. miss: On a GOOD day,
the university will take you as far as Cedar-Lee and then you're
on your own. miss: Presidential candidate and alleged former
cokehead, George W. Bush's support of no tolerance drug laws.

DIE CARROLL NEWS
Clare R. Taft

Once you

Editor-in- hicf

a
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Managing Edt"tor

Full-service
CopyMax
Our state-of-the-art printing and
copying center features digital
color, desktop publishing, and
binding and finishing services.

_·"\ The office supplies
you need most
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With over 2,000 office supplies, you can find
~ most everything you need to complete your
project or presentation. ~
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Chagrin Blvd., east of 1-271. Beachwood/Woodmere area. Village Square, next to Gales.
Hours: Monday thru Friday 7am- 1am, Saturday 9am • 9pm, Sunday 10am • 6pm Phone: (216) 378-1960

the issue of students drinking on the trips to the Flats,
Filiatraut suggested that in some
the bus trips
tvoh,'iftlt the

I've never really had a problem
with teachers at Carroll. Some have
been tough and held high expectations,
but never have I encountered what I
did this summer.
My session two class, I thought,
would be fun. I knew a lot of the other
students and the class descript ion
seemed interesting enough.
I was right about everything,
Lisa M. Foster then the teac her walked in the room
Managing Editor
and proceeded to offend the class for
the next five weeks. I can't and won't
speak for the entire class, but I know I
wasn't the only one with a shocked look on my face everyday after
class wondering how this person was still allowed to teach.
How appropriate is it for a teacher to refer to people with
mental disabilities as "peOple you wouldn't want to date''? And
how often do you hear a teacher tell you that women, especially
communications majors , go to college because it makes them "feel
wanted''? Or imitate how a person with cerebal palsy talks to the
point of mockery? Oh, and according to this teacher, if you're a girl
who's trying to decide where to go to grad school, just base your
decision on where your boyfriend is going. This makes things so
much easier for us, doesn't it?
This type of behavior was an everyday experience. Never
have I been so insulted by a person I am supposed to look up to and
from whom I am su pposed to learn. I know sensitivity isn't a
qualification for a teaching position, but it should be. I enjoy a
good joke as much as the next person, but there's a tine line
between a joke and a tasteless display of crude comments . This
type of action is unacceptable, especially for a professional, liberal
arts institution.
I'm sure there's a person that the university pays to recruit
new teachers, I think it's time they open their eyes and see that just
because a teacher has been in the business for a while and has
received tenure doesn't mean he is competent at what he does.
Personally, r think tenure is a terrible idea. Tenure can enable
a teacher to become lazy and not worry about the quality ofhts or
her teaching. It acts as a safety blanket that many people get used to
having.
Most of the Carroll teachers ['ve had are passionate about
what they teach. It's when that passion runs out or turns mto
bitteme s that they should be tenninated. For some, the excitement
ofteachmg never expires, and these are the teachers who deserve
the rewards wasted on msensitive teachers with tenure . Whether or
not a person stays with a universtty should be based on a thorough
evaluation of the teacher every year, not tf they have earned tenure.
It takes a very special, driven, impassioned person to be a
teacher. And I say if you can't hack it, then get out of the business
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Top Ten
Come SHO"' DINE or be ENTERTAINED at over 60 unique establishments. Coventry Road-between Euclid Heights Blvd. & Mayfield Road

• 10 Minutes Away

• Friendly Service
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENn!

YouR AlTEIJNAtivE
STORE toR
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Coventry.

8. You are dressed and showered
every day for class.

8. You might brush your teeth
before doss.

7. You're not available on the weekends
because you're at high school football games.

7. Everyone who plays for your high school was in
grade school when you graduated.

6. 8 a.m. is when you start classes.

6. You no longer consider 8 a.m.
"daylight'' hour.

5. You actually bought the Student
Union Discount Card.

5. You still try to use the Student
Union discount sticker from
96-97 on the back of your ID.

4.Youju~boughtafake1Dfor$40

4. You just sold your fake ID for$40.

3. "What's your major?" is how you
open all conversations.

3. Major? What about your last 3
majors?

2. You know how to work the new
email system and "1M" your friends, all the time.

2. You will forego email
this year in lieu of setting up
a new account.

1107 aftFS.

howtogettoCedar & Lee, but
about some place called Quinn's.

7P1•11PO

tonuny 's_____.____,. .-

elcoming
Q-tips

Voted Best
Vegetarian
Restaurant
by Scene, Northern Ohio Live and
Cleveland Magazine Readers
1824 Coventry Rd.,- Cleveland Hts.

9. You spend Thursday nights at

9. Thursday night at "Have A Nice
Day Cafe" is your big night out.

JO YEARS!

NATURAL FOODS

•,•:: •c

Features Editor

1. You are on a first name basis with
Charles at Quinn's •

Question of the Week
What Is Your Goal For The Year?

Commentary

321-7757

COVENTRY VILLAGE .•.

INTRODUCING THE

NORKALOUNGER SYSTEM
The Most Versatile Futon Available

Just 10 minutes away

Take a break from school and visit
the 60 great establishments
www.coventryvillage.com

Come SHOP, DINE or be ENTERTAINED at over 60 unique establishments. Coventry Road-between Euclid Heights Blvd. & Mayfield Road

• 10 Minutes Away

10. Books? You weren't planning on buying books.

• Ample parking

Tens of thousands of
new & used COs &
C 0 R 0 Albums.
LUTION We Buy, sell & trade music
•E• • ,• •9 ~ •:
-Funky Boutique
al and regional musi~
-Imports & videos
isit our website at www.recordrevolution.com
1832 Coventry Rd.
Cleveland Hts.
(216) 321-7661
FAX (216) 321-8687

Ways to tell you're a senior

10. You bought all your books at orientation.

~~"'

Small Prices

Ways to tell you're a freshman

• Friendly Service

for more Information call (21&) 55&-0927

• Ample parking
www.coventryvlllage.com.

I've made many mistakes in my life. Walking
around my backyard with a Q-tip in my ear was one of
them. It was on that day in second grade that I learned
two lessons . The first, and most important in my opinion,
was that sometimes trees just pop out of nowhere. The
second was that we don't always learn from our mistakes
the first time around. After that day, I still went on to lodge
a pencil in my knee and knock out my two front teeth four
times. Now that I will never again have a date, I have time
to explain what this all means.
If I had listened to what my past had to say, I could
have avoided various hospital trips and visits to the doctor.
But I wouldn ' t be able to tell you this story and I wouldn't
be able to share with you my own little news flash:
breathing does not equal living. I think this is an
especially important lesson for the beginning of the school
year. As students, and as people, we shouldn't be afraid of
making mistakes.
College is a time to explore, experience, and get
serious. This is why it's important to push the mind to
reach out and absorb as much as possible. There will be
trees that pop out of nowhere and knock you into the
ground. But someone will help you up, and take you to the
hospital if necessary. From there the process will probably
start over, but it will be much easier the next time around.
Spending life waiting to live it is simply not an
option.

"To not get kicked out"
- Matt Warzel
Freshman

"Can I plug the water
fountain now, and tap it
later."
-Sean Mooney
Freshman

"To pass my accounting
classes."
-Erica Taylor
Junior

"To be able to get into my
major by my senior year"
- Matthew Guzzo

"To get good grades and
try new things."
• Theresa George
Junior
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9. You spend Thursday nights at
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5. You still try to use the Student
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3. "What's your major?" is how you
open all conversations.
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email system and "1M" your friends, all the time.

2. You will forego email
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Commentary
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I've made many mistakes in my life. Walking
aro und my backyard with a Q-tip in my ear was one of
them. It was on that day in second grade that I learned
two lessons. The first, and most important in my opinion,
was that sometimes trees just pop out of nowhere. The
second was that we don't always learn from our mistakes
the first time around . After that day, I still went on to lodge
a pencil in my knee and knock out my two front teeth four
times. Now that I will never again have a date, I have time
to explain what this all means.
If I had listened to what my past had to say, I could
have avoided various hospital trips and visits to the doctor.
But r wouldn 't be able to te ll you thi s story and I wouldn't
be able to share with you my own little news fl ash:
breathing does not equal living. I think this is an
especially importan t lesson for the beginning of the school
year. As students, and as people, we shouldn 't be afraid of
making mistakes .
College is a time to explore, experience, and get
serious. This is why it's important to push the mind to
reach out and absorb as much as possible. There will be
trees that pop out of nowhere and knock you into the
ground. But someone will help you up, and take you to the
hospital if necessary. From there the process will probably
start over, but it will be much easier the next time around.
Spending life waiting to live it is simply not an
option.

"To not get kicked out"
- Matt Warzel
Freshman

"Can I plug the water
fountain now, and tap it
later."
- Sean Mooney
Freshman

"To pass my accounting
classes."
- Erica Taylor
Junior

"To be able to get into my
major by my senior year"
- Matthew Guzzo

"To get good grades and
try new things. "
- Theresa George
Junior
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The Purest Love
I'm writing this weekly column with a hope that anyone who reads this
column will be profoundly touched as I try and offer some ins1ght on
developing and/or strengthening a personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
Since coming to John Carroll, I have learned that a Christian is not someone
who attends Church; a Chnstian IS someone who has a relationship with
Jesus Christ. I pray that God becomes your purest love as He is mine. Lets
begin ...
Often in life we question our existence. What ts l1fe about after all?
For some it is a simple routine. For others, life is a journey. Regardless of
how you view life J can guarantee we wtll all have rough days and JOyful
days. After all, how would we know what joy is if we never expenenced
pain?
In my own life, I have realized how important Jesus Christ is to me as
He has carried me through every storm and gave me hope for my future . The
other day, I was in church and we sang an old hymn, "Just as l am." The
message of the song is Jesus Christ tak es us just as we are - all of our
character and every issue, msecurity and problem we have. He takes the
good and bad, the weak and strong. No situatio n or person is too great for
Him. He equally loves the murderer just as he docs a priest or minister.
Wow, what an awesome savior!
The key is we have to accept Him into our lives and He takes us "just
as we are." ffwe mvite Him into our hearts and work with Him and give
Him control of or life, everything will tum out for the good in the end, as that
is one of His promises.
If there is anyone who is hurting or feels worthless, r urge you to go to
Chris t - His yoke is light. Rely on His strength and let Him carry you. He
promtses to never leave you nor forsake you. And tfanyone is joyful and
happy about life, then praise God for your happiness and take the love of
Jesus to someone who is suffering.
Dear Lord, I am a .sinner and /need you in my life. I cannot live this
life on my own strength us I have failed each time I tried. Please forgive me
for all of my sins. Father help me grow into the person you want me to be plea<e change my heart .w that I may be more like you. In Jesus name I pray,
Amen.
Amy Plut, the writer of
The Purest Love, is a senior at
John Carroll University.

Letters and commentaries submitted to the Carroll News do not
reflect the views of its Editors or Staff.
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HOROSCOPES

T

ARIES

Today, little bitty things
could get you in trouble if
you let them. Pretend you're
about to be subject to a
"while glove inspection."
Even one little speck of dust
could get you a demerit.
Now that you know, you can
make your life shine like a
polished brass, right ?

@

CANCER

ontinue with your study
roject now. You shouldn't do
nything else. If you can't
hink of something to study,
etting organized is a wonderul thing to learn. If you can
hink of lots of other th ings,
hen organization should be
he first on your list.

Q

LIBRA

Rumors are going around,
but be careful which ones
you pass on. Follow through
on a lead that could help you
find a great bargin but don't
tell everybody else about it.
Maybe your best friend , but
that's all.

<>

CAPRICORN

You should be in the mood to
try something boldly innovative. The consideration that
was plaguing you seems to
be baodled.by oow. You.:.va
either solved the problem or
forgotten all about it. Either
way, the coast is clear to
begin a bold new project, this
time, just for the fun of it!

~

TAURUS

Love's still a dominant theme,
although it may not be the
romantic kind. It may be the
kind you have with your
children or your dearest
friend, or even with your pet!
Anyway, don't hold back. Let
all those guys know how
much you care. They'll be
delighted .

Jl,

n

GEMINI

Today, somebody at home
needs your attention - and
needs you to listen. This
isn't the easiest thing in the
world for you to do. You're
generally the person who's
talking. But today, go ahead
and let the roles reverse.
You could find out some thing interesting.

m

LEO

THE CARROLL NEWS
wants you to make our year!

·-

VIRGO

You';;{rways interested in
what's going on, and you're
good at gathering information. You remember where
you store it so you can
produce it when necessary.
Do that with information you
receive now. It could be
quite valuable.

The abundance you're
receiving now is partly from
your work, but even more
from work you've done in the
past. Your wit and wisdom
paid off before, and they're
paying off again. Luckily, you
don't have to do much
because you could be
exhausted.

1lL SCORPIO

/

SAGITIARIUS

Generally speaking,
Sagittarians are freewheeling people who don't like to
be told what to do . Today,
that could come up for you
i n spades. A person who's
critica l could be on you like
plaid pants . Try not to snap!

A friend might help you
understand your partner a
little better. Something has
you baffled , but to this other
friend, it's relatively simple .
So, discuss your situation
and ask for help. You'llget it.

~AQUARIUS

\t

PISCES

You're catc~i~ all sorts of
good advice again today,
whether or not you want it.
Actually, it's about as

You know that invention you
were going to patent? Or,
was it an idea for a scientific
expedition? All you need is a
from a bjg comcaov pr
maybe the government.
First, figure out what you
want to accomplish and how.
What will you prove? What
will it cost? Somebody's got
to do it, so why not you?

still need plenty of help

picnic. To your critcal friend,
just say "thanks ." You
probably will be a better
person for taking the advice,
and that will cut down on the
noise .

Jaon Smith

Ate you ~Ianning on weating one of
thMe on May 21, 2000'?
Then ~ick OM dateltirne:
~e~t. ~: 12prn ot 6prn
~ept. 9: 12prn, gpm, ot Bprn
gept. 14: 12~rn ot 4prn
sth!nd thig rnandatoty ro~Bting
JARDIN~

RM- M!AP!
P~. Thh: ig if you ate in the Colleg~
of Ath: and ~cienc~ ••• ie no BgQB.)
letter·s to tl1e Etlitor
Person of tile Year?
I write this more in sorrow
than in anger at the untoward
election of Prof. George Bilger.: of
the English Department as 'The
Carroll News Person of the Year."
Surely the taint of this man's
msidious ideologicalleanmgs has

not gone unnoticed by others than
myself. It is common knowledge,
mdced publicly confessed by Prof.
Bilgere, that he has taken theoreucal
positiOns which threaten the mission
of th1s umvcrsity and are of sort
which eat away at the very foundatlons of Western hegemony and
cultural patnmony. He ts, in short,
an open and professing Spen erian
literalist. Even the most pluralist
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Wo If "ft" fof
among us must recognize that
Spenserian literalismis firmly
opposed to the traditional Jesuit
values that this college espouses:
tolerance, sound fiscal management,
probablism, and the metaphorical
magis (sec The Collected Letrers of
F~ Nicolas Bobadilla, SJ, one of the
founders of the Jesuits and a siduous
opponent of Spenserian literalism).
No one would gainsay the honoured
place oft he works of Edmund
Spen er (that great Catholic poet)
within the plan of study for an
English degree here in college, but
the whitT of literalism not only taints
such a noble study but mtroduccs a
dangerous rot. Catholic tradition is
nothmg if not deeply embedded in
the metaphorical and symbolic and
the assertion of a Spenserian
fundamentalism consitutes the
support and mamtainence of what
none dare call heterodoxy. To be

convinced of the dangers of such a
position as Prof. Bilgere advocates,
one need only consult Spenser's
Faerie Queene, for example Y. 30-54
or even better II. 7 1ff. Are we to be
seduced like the young warri or in the
Bowre of Blisse, betraying our
venerable heritage for a pottage of
literalism? Lulled by the soft
whispers of Spenserian fundamentalism, the vigorous symbolic interchange presently flourishing in
college will inevitably be reduced to
the state of that young hero:
His warlike armes, the idle
iiiJ'Iroment.r

Of sleeping praise, were hong

vpon a tree,
And his braue shield, full ofold
monimenrs,
Was fowl)• ra :St. that none the
.'iignes might see
Ne for them, ne for honour cared
hee,
Ne ought, that did 10 Ius
ucluauncement tend.
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Butlli lewd loues, and wastfu/1
lu:ruree,
I lis dayes, l11s goods. his bodie he
did spend·
0 horrible enchammem, 1har him
so did blend

Wake up John Carroll'
I have the honour to remain
Yours faithfully,
Francis X. Ryan,SJ
Department of English

The Canoll News wetc;omes leHcn to
the editor, as H is our way of lcnowing
what you like or di•like &bout the
newspaper, the campus or life in
genrral. We reqwre lha!lctters be
subcrul1ed in The Canoll Nows offi~
by noon on Monday to be eligible [()I'
publicatiM in lhat week's edition.
utters should be typed, and no longer
than two paaes, <louble·spa<ed. We
reserve tbe nsJ>IIo edit leuers for
clarity or space considerations. Letters
IRU.II be oiped ond a<compiiiUCd by
your telephone number.

Come to our Open House
Thursday, September 16 at 6:30
in the newsr oom in the basement
of the RecPJex
Refreshments will be served~
...
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The Purest Love
['m writing this weekly column w1th a hope that anyone who reads thi s
column will be profoundly touched as I try and offer some insight on
developing and/or strengthenmg a personal relationship with Jesus Chri st.
Since coming to John Carroll , I have learned that a Christian is not someone
who attends Church; a Chnstmn IS someone who has a relationship with
Jesus Christ. I pray that God becomes your purest love as He IS mine. Lets
begin .. .
Often in life we question our existence. What is life about after all?
For some it is a simple routine. For others, life is a journey. Regardless of
how you view life I can guarantee we will all have rough days and joyful
days. After all, how would we know what joy IS if we never experienced
pain?
In my own life , I have realized how important Jesus Christ is to me as
He has carried me through every storm and gave me hope for my fu ture. The
other day, I was in church and we sang an old hymn, " Just as I am." The
message of the song IS Jesus Chri st takes us just as we arc - all of our
characte r and every 1ssue, msecunty and problem we have. He takes the
good and bad, the weak and strong. No situation or person is too great for
Ham. He equally loves the murderer just as he does a pri est or minister.
Wow, what an awesome savior'
The key IS we have to accept Him into our lives and He takes us "just
as we are." [fwe invite Him into our hearts and work with Him and give
Him control of or Iife, everything will tum out for the good in the end, as that
is one of His promises.
lfthere is anyo ne who 1s hurting or fee ls worthless, I urge yo u to go to
Christ - His yoke is light. Rely on His strength and let Him carry you. He
promises to never leave you nor fo rsake you. And 1f anyone is joyful and
happy about life, then praise God for your happiness and take the love of
Jesus to someone who is sulfermg.
Dear Lord, I am a sinner and I need yo u in my life. I cannot live this
life on my own strength as I have failed each time /tried. Please forgive me
for all ofmy sins. Father help me grow into the person you want me 10 be please cha nge my heart.m that I may be more like you. In Jesus f!arn e I pray,
Amen.

Amy Plut, the writer of
The Purest Love, is a senior at

John Carroll University.

Letters and commentaries submitted to the Carroll News do not
reflect the views of its Editors or Staff.
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Today, little bitty things
could get you in trouble if
you let them. Pretend you're
about to be subject to a
"white glove inspection ."
Even one little speck of dust
could get you a demerit.
Now that you know, you can
make your life shine like a
polished brass, right?

@

CANCER

ontinue with your study
roject now. You shouldn't do
nything else. If you can't
hink of something to study,
etting organized is a wonderul thing to learn . If you can
hink of lots of other things ,
hen organi zation shou ld be
he fi rst on your list.

Q

LIBRA

Rumors are going around,
but be careful wh ich ones
you pass on. Follow through
on a lead that could help you
find a great bargin but don't
tell everybody else about it.
Maybe your best friend, but
that's all .
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CAPRICORN

You should be in the mood to
try something boldly innovative. The consideration that
was plaguing you seems to
be..handlad.b.y OOW- 'Ul!..UI
either solved the problem or
forgotten all about it. Either
way, the coast is clear to
begin a bold new project, this
time, just for the fun of it!

Love's still a dominant theme,
although it may not be the
roma ntic ki nd . It may be the
kind you have with your
children or your dearest
friend , or even with your pet!
An'fV'Jay, don't hold back . Let
all those guys know how
much you care . They'll be
delighted .

cfl

Today, somebody at home
needs your attention - and
needs you to listen. This
isn't the easiest thing in the
world for you to do . You're
generally the person who's
talk ing. But today, go ahead
and let the roles reverse.
You could find out something interesting .

m

LEO

THE CARROLL NEWS
wants you to make our year!

VIRGO

You ';; 1ways interested in
what's going on , and you 're
good at gathering information . You remember wh ere
you store it so you can
produce it when necessary.
Do that with information you
receive now. It could be
quite valuable.

The abundance you' re
receiving now is partly from
you r work, but even more
from work you 've done in the
past. Your wit and wisdom
paid off before, and they're
paying off again . Luckily, you
don't have to do much
beca use you could be
exha usted .

TIL

GEM INI

SCORPIO

/

--

SAGITTARIUS

Generally speaking,
Sagittarians are freewheeling people who don 't like to
be told what to do. Today,
that could come up for you
in spades . A person who's
critical could be on you like
plaid pants . Try not to snap!

A friend might help you
understand your partner a
little better. Something has
you baffled, but to this other
friend, it's relatively simple.
So, discuss your situation
and ask for help . You 'll get it.

~AQUARIUS

)(

You know that invention you
were going to patent? Or,
was it an idea for a scientific
expedition? All you need is a
from a bjg comp;anll
maybe the government.
First, figure out what you
want to accomplish and how.
What will you prove? What
will it cost? Somebody's got
to do it, so why not you?

PISCES

You're catching all sorts of
good advice again today,
whether or not you want it.
Actually, it's about as

still need plenty of help

picnic . To your critcal friend ,
just say "thanks." You
probably will be a better
person for taking the advice,
and that will cut down on the
noise .

Atl! you ~Ianning on wearing ons of
thMl! on May 21, 2000'?
Thsn ~iek OM datPltimB:
~e~t. ~: 12~m ot 8~m

I'IOndcJ!t': <:.ore ledr"a f'IICMe
<:edort\.ee
f_.~;

~spt. 9: 12prn, g~m, or 8~m

~ept.

14: 12pm ot 4pm

aftBnd thi~ rnandatoty rnngting

JARDINt RM- M!AP!

P~.

Thi~ ig if you ate in

the Colleg~
of Artg and ~eiene~ .•. ie no B~OB.)
Letters lo IIJe Editor
Person of th e Year?
I write this more 10 sorrow
than lO anger at the untoward
election of Prof. George Bilgerc of
the Eng Iish Department as "The
Carroll News Person of the Year."
Surely the taint of this man's
ins1d1ous ldeolog1calleaning has

not gone unnoticed by others than
myself. It is common knowledge.
indeed pub!icly confessed by Prof.
Bilgerc, that he has taken theoretical
positions which threaten the mission
of th1s univcrs1ty and are of sort
which cat away at the very foundatiOns of Western hegemony and
cul tural patrimony. He is, 1n short,
an open and professing Spenserian
literalist. Even the most pluralist
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among us must recognize that
Spenserian literalismis firml y
opposed to the traditional Jesui t
values that this college espouses:
tolerance, sound fiscal management,
probablism, and the metaphorical
magis (sec The Collected Leuers of
Fr. Nicolas Bobadilla, SJ, one of the
founders of the Jc ui ts and assiduous
opponent of Spenser ian literalism).
No one would gainsay the honoured
place of the works of Edmund
Spenser (that great Cathol ic poet)
w1thin the plan of study for an
English degree here in college, but
the whiff of li teralism not only taints
such a noble study but introduces a
dangerous rot. Catholic tradition is
nothing 1fnot dee ply embedded in
the metaphoncal and symbolic and
the assertion of a Spenscrian
fundamentali ·m cons itutes the
upport and mainta inencc of what
none dare call heterodoxy. To be

convinced of the dan gers of such a
pos1tion as Prof. Bilgere advocates,
one need only cons ult Spenser's
Faerie Queene, for exa mple V 30-54
or even better II. 71 ff. Are we to be
seduced like the young warrior in the
Bowre of Blisse, betraying our
venerable heritage for a pottage of
literalism? Lul led by the soft
whispers ofSpenserian fundamentalism, the vigorous symbolic interchange presently flourishi ng in
col lege wi ll inevitably be reduced to
the state of that young hero:
His warlike armes, the idle

in.stnmrents
Of sleeping praise, were hong
vpon a /ree,

A nd his braue shield, f ull of old
moniments,
Was Jowly ra :~r. rhar none rhe
signes might .'iee
Ne }or rhem, ne for h01rour cared
hee,
Ne oughl, rhar did 10 hiS
aduauncement tend,

Bur in lewd loues, and wasrfu/1
lu:mree,
f its dayes. h1s goods, h•s bodie he
did spend:
0 horrible enchan tment, rlwr him
so d1d blend

Wake up John Carroll!
I have the honour to remain
Yours fait hfu lly,
Francis X. Ryan,SJ
Department of English
The Carroll News welcome• lerteiS to
lhe edi1or, as 11 is our way of knowing
what you hke or di•like aboul the
newspaper, the campus or life ut

g<nnal. We require !hat leiters be
submitted in The Canol! New• offices
by noon on Monday 10 be eligible for
publitation in !hat week'1 edition.
lAtteiS should be typed, and no longer
than two pageo, double-spaced. We
reserve the nght to edit leUeiS for
clarity or space couideration.o. Lellers
tml.lt be tiped and accompaniCd by
your telephone number.

Come to our Open House
Thursday, September 16 at 6:30
in the newsroom in the basement

of the RecPiex
Refreshments will be served~
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CLASSIFIE

Classified ads cost S3.00 for the first ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To place a classified ad, it must be typed or
handwritten clearly and leg~bly and sent to or dropped off at the Carroll News office with payment. Classtfied ads will not be
run without pre-payment. Classifieds will not be taken over the phone. The deadline for classified is noon of the Monday prior

Call 216-397-4398 to advertise.
Olild carelll10lhcr's helper. Pan
time, must dn ve. Aurora area/
Nonsmoker. References needed.
330-562-5621.
Expenenced reliable baby-siuer
needed for three girls. After school
and weekends in our University
Heights home 216-291-2255.
Baby-siuer needed to bring our 2
children home from school and
playftnteract with them Must have
own transportation and enjoy children. $10.00 per hour. Hours are
3:25 - 5:25 Monday through Friday. We have some flexibility. Call
2 I 6-561-0885.
Baby stuer needed! Seeking mature, responstble student to sit for
my two and four year old two afternoons/week in my Shaker
Hc1ghts home. F1ex1blc days and
hours. Wlll work around Student's
schedule. Pay negotiable. Nonsmoker. References and experienced required Call Susan a1 216491-8282.
Part-time baby-sitter needed for
my 1-1/2 year old son during the
week, 10-12 hours. Flexible, can
go around school schedule Walking distance from campus. Call
Jodi at216-381-4994.
Baby-s1tter needed for young children Occas10nal evemngs and
weekends. Walking distance from
JCU. Pleasecall216-321-3545.

Baby-sincr wanted- Shaker Hetghts.
willing to work wtth your schedule
must provide own transportation.
Need sitter for I or 2 1/2 days per
week . Please phone Catherine 216752-1028.
Professional stuer needed. Fall year
round. Chargin Valley and Cleveland
East side. Part-time and full time. Aexible hours. Paid holidays and transportation. Always Tender Care, Inc. 440543-0336 and 440-247-3892.
Baby-sitters needed Shaker family with
two chtldren, 8 & 5, needs occastonal
afternoon and evenmg baby-siuer/s. Experienced, fun , nonsmoking. please.
Good houri y rate. Own transportation
preferred. Plcasecall216-397-1083 for
more infonnalion.
Student needed for part-ume help with
household errands and occasional child
care assistance with 2 year old daughter
(3-5 hours/wk.) Ltve 1/2 mile from university. Must have own ear. Salary negotiable. Call Barbara or Dave in evemngs 216-514-1485.

Mail tn us at:
The Olrroll News
20700 North Park Blvd.
Universtty Heights, OH 44118

Play children's educatiortal COSIUlTled characters in pre-/grade schools. Good pay.
Car needed. Call Bob 614-297-8688.
NOW HIRING: Technical Writing Intern.
Parker Hannifin Corporation seeks parttime Technical Communications Intern to
publish procedures and handle other communication and administrative duties.
Position pays $10 per hour and offers flexible daytime hours. You must be working
towards a bachelors degree in English,
communications, or related discipline,
have so ltd writing and proofreading ski lis
and be able to qwckly learn new technologies. Joumal1sm and desktop publishing
experience helpful. Send cover letter and
resume to: Kristine Hemge. Technical
CommunicatiOn Supervisor, Parker
Hannifin Corporation, 6035 Parkland
Blvd Mayfield Heights, OH 441244141.
FREE Baby Boom Box+ Earn $1200!
Fundraiser for student groups and organizations. Earn up to $4 per Mastercard app.
Call for info or visit our website. Qualified callers rece1ve a FREE Baby Boom
Box. 1-800-932-{)528 ext 119 or ext. 125.
www.ocmconcept:s.com

On ver needed to transport my two sons
from their school in Shaker Heights to
theirhomeinHudson,M-F. 5:30-7P.M.
Guaranteed pay of $75 per week plus
gas money. Call Mrs. Clancey a1 330528-0168.

Spring Break '00 Cancun, Mazatlan or
Jamaica from $399. Reps wanted' Sell
15 and travel free! Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!! Info: Call 1-800-446-8355.
www.sunbrcaks.com

Read The Carroll News.

Advertise in The Carroll News.

KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I Was
unoriginal
5 Low
heels?
9Type
12 Mad
monarch
13 Verdi
work
14 Born
15 Expla.m
17 Photo
firush,
perhaps
18 Iowa city
19 Perfect
21 Makes
hke hakes
24 KOJak's
lack
25 A couple
of cups
26 Noncomrruttal
response
30 Comerstone
abbr.
31 Ralph of
'The
Waltons"
32 Altar
affirmatiVe
33 Slotmaclune
symbols
35 Bees'
followers
36 Bar
37 Dots on the

to the publication .
' For Ad Rates and lnfonnation
Business: (216) 397-4398
Fax/ Data: (216) 397- 1729
General Info.:_ (216) 397-1711

map
38 Aspect
40 Pavlova
ponrayal
42 Llzz.1e
Borden's
tool
43 Common
boundary
48 Party
bowlful
49 Approach
50 Acknoledge
51 Fast flyer
52 Missing
53- noire
DOWN
I Liston
successor
2 Corral
3 Nosh
4 First verb
m

"Rebecca"
5 Supergarb

6 Ostentauous
7 He came
after HST
8 Glut
9 Walters
one-onone
10 "Star
Wars"
royal
II Actor
Howard
16 Apt. ad

Taint

E-mail to the CN at:
CarroiiNews@jcu.edu

Reliable individual needed to make
deliveries of rugs and to assist in
showroom displays. Includes some
heavy lifting. Neat appearance,
good communication skills. Call
Andrew for intetview. Classic oriental rugs, Ltd Ohio Design Centre, 2353 Mercantile Rd.,
Beachwood, OH 44 I22 360-0 I04.
Make Your Own Hours. Sell Kodak
Spring Break 2000 Trips. Highest
Comm1ssion- Lowest Prices. No
cost to you. Travel FREE including
food. drink, and nonstop parties!!!
World Class Vacations, 1999 Student Travel Planners "Top Producer" & MTV's Choice (Spting
Break Cancun Party Program) 1800-222-4432.
SWIM COACH Organized and
knowledgeable person needed to
provide leadership to a 60 member
USS swim team. Applicants should
have excellent public relations skills
as well as coaching and/or competitive swimming experience. 9 month
or year round opportunity. Orange
Recreation 216-831-860 I ext. 260.
Spring Break 2000 with STS- Join
America's #I Student Tour Operator to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Cruises, and Florida Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call 1-800-6484849 or visit online @
www.ststravel.com

LIFEGUARDS lmmediale opportunities for lifeguards, swimming instructors and aquatic supervisors.
Year round employment. Flexible
schedule. Competitive salary. Life
guard training and CPRfPR required.
Orange Recreation 216-83 I -860 I
ext. 260.

Shaker Heights- 3310 Warrensville
Center Road Luxurious & spacious
I & 2 bdnns. Ceiling fans, miniblinds, appliances, carpet/wood floors
tndoor garage. Starting a1 $550.00
216-464-3300.
Shaker Heights- 3270 Warrensville
Center Road. Luxury 1 & 2 bdnns.
Newly decorated Some with 2 balhs.
Indoor garage, heat, appliances, carpetfhardwood noor . Starting at
$550.00 216-464-3300
Shaker Heights- Van Aken. Channing I & 2 bedroom apartments. newly
decorated. carpeting, ceiling fans,
mini-blinds, appliances. Indoor garage included Staning at $415.00
216-464-3300
Cleveland Heights- Cedar and Taylor. Newly decora!ed studios and I
bedrooms. Carpetingfhardwood
noors, ceiling fans, mini-blinds. Appliances. heat included On bus line.
Starting a1 $395.00 216-464-3300.

by Jake Mrkvicka

abbr.
20 Conk out
21 Deta.Jl, for
short
22 Prelim to
candleblowing
23 Block a
pass
24 Sombreros
26 Banshee's
noise
27 Waste no
time
28 Paradise
29 Supreme
leader?
31 Penmanstup

34 Actress
Charlotte
35 Chat
37 Pitch
38 Crazes
39 1945
losers
40 Ollie's pal
41 'The Way
We-"
44 Ultramodennist
45 "Hail!" to
Caesar
46 Barracks
bed
47 Lamb's
dam

at ~ammount CIRClE
20616 no. paRk Bl vb.
shakER hts., oh 4411
216-371-6886
~~ nE
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